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Vol.
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Miscellaneous.

Business Notices.
C opartnersliip*

MAINE STATE PRESS,> published at the
place every Thursday morning (it e-*00 a >car»

Have just received

co-

Adyertisimg.—One iueli oi spaoe, in
VEVEUY & JiEKliY,
length o» column, constitute a ••square^ cents
j>er
»i.50 per square daily first week : 75
For Un' porpooo ot carrying on tlio Grocery Bushiest.,
week utter: three insertions, ot less, $1.00; continuat No. 3B1 I 'uugrus. Si.
50 cents.
ing every other day after first week,
JAMES E. SEVERY,
Halt square, three insertions or less, 75 cents; one
S. A. J. BERRY.
alter.
week
week, $1.00; 50 cents per
Fob
Under head of “Amusements,” #2.00 per square
27—dlw*__
».
per week; three Insertions or loss, #1.60.
Notice.
“Si’eojal Notices,” #1.25 per square first insertion, and 25 ct«. per square, for emN subsequent insertion; hull a square, #1.00 first insertion, 15 cts.
.ii
undersigned have formed a copartnership
each subsequent insertion. *7
rpHE
X under the Arm name oi
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
j
Press” (which has a large circulation in every parL.. i> A N
SONS,
of the Slate) for #1.00 por square tor first insertion*
For the transaction oi a
and 50 cents per square for each subsequent inser- B

Copartnership

A*&

*

LUTHER TlANA,
LUTHER W. DANA,
FRANK J, DANA.
fe22tf

promptly

Fortland, Feb. 14,18GC.

Business Cards.
& GRIFFITHS,

this

undeisigned have
THE
nership under the liim

Joseph Gray & Co.,

Ross
PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL
Portland, Me.

IP**Prornpt attention paid to all
line.

our

J.

A.

kinds of Jobbing
le24U3m

&

DAVIS

co.,

Feb

on

ALVAN SOtJNDY.
fe20d3w

1», 1866.

Copartnership hereto ore existing under the
name of. S. K. JACKSON <Si SON,
bo continued after this date under the style of
PEKKINS, JACKSON & CO., ,

J

Wholesale and retail dealers in LUMBER, GOAL
and WOOD, Sawyer’s Wharf, foot of High Street.
Dec 21. 1865—dtf

WISCONSIN.

SURVEYOR & CIVIL ENGINEER

subscribers have this day formed a copartnerX ship for the transaction of the Wholesale Crockpry and Glass Ware business, under the lirni name
«of

rpHE

OFFICE, CODMAN BLOCK,
Teui] »‘o Street

tf

c.

E.

JOSE

j

HENRY F. WORCESTER,
GENERAL
—

-—*--

.■

...

Advances

Sl>ccial attention paid to consignments of all kinds
Produce.
j
sep20dlyr

THE

J,

is.

Dealer

in

of towji elicited,

FIC.KETT,

Photographic Goods,
Mirrors and Engravings.

Manufacturer of Mirror A Picture Frame*.
No. 28 MARKXT S

pVARK,

Jmnslltf

Pobtlakd, Mr.

CHASE, CRAM

A

day dissolved by mutual consent.
M. G.
HAYDEN is authorized to collect all debts duo to
said firm and will pay all claims against the same.
11. G. HAYDEN,
If
A. L. ELWEI.L.
Gorham, Feb. 8,1860.
lint
Is this

'V'!''"'*.

,

The subscriber would infunn Lis friends and tho
jniblic that lie will continue the Boot and Shoo Manufacture, and the sale oi l >ry Goods and Groceries,
lierololore conducted by M. G. HAYDEN & CO., at
the old stand in h-orham.
Thankful for past favors so liberally bestowed, he
still hopes tomerit your approbation.
M*
Gorham, Peh g, 1866.

U^epjdtf:‘V'

Copartnership Notice.

STURTEVANT,

GENERAL

Commission Merchants,
Wldgory’* Wharf,

t’ORTI.ANL),

o<iii6d i i

Mr.

CHAS. J. SCHUMACHER,

j,
member
i

BARBOUR is admitted a
firm from Feb. 1st, I860.
J. & C. J. BARBOUR.
Feb 9—dim
A

E

RUSSELL

of

•

copartnership heretofore existing between
undeMgned under the firm name of
A. P. MORGAN & CO.,
was dissolved Feb 13tli, 1866, by mutual consent. All
business of the late Him wifi be settled by A, P.
MORGAN.
A. P. MORGAN,
1. E. HANNA FORD.
Portland, Feb’y 19, 1866.
Ie2l)dtf

or

S.

_.luneldtf

WILLIAM H.

CLIFFORD,

COUNSELLOR
Solicitor

of

AT

LAW,

Is this

Importert and Jobberg qj

Goods

I>ry

Area4e
DAVIS,

F.
L.
E.

and

18

Free

1: SEES:

Woolens,

PORTLAND, mb
HOV9*65dtf

KING &
Successors to

Importers

DEXTER.

Chase, Littlefield & Co.,
Dealer* fa all kiad* ol

of asd

Hardware and Window-Glass,
Oct

17H Middle and 118 Federal Stt.
2, ’65—<J6m

BRADBURY & SWEAT,
and Counsellor's at Law,

Ofiice lit Middle Street,
BIOS BRADBURY, |

,T«

}

sweat.

Mk. Sweat will be in Washington Alter the 1st of
January, and will Attend to any holiness entrusted
to him, before the Supreme
Court, Court ol Claims,
or any of tin Departments.
dc20tf

HILTON &
nr

co.,

Groceries, Ship Stores,
AND

PRODUCE.
RETAIL,

WHOLESALE AND

Cer. of Milk aad Lime St..,
S. K. HILTON,
)
J P. PHHKLSS,
PORTLAND, ME.
(
0. I. F. HILTON, I
tobldSm
tp-froduco Sold on CommlHlon.

A.

N.

NOYES

SON,

&

No. 36 Kxchannie Street,

PORTLAND

MAINE,

Manufacturers of and Dealers

Cooking, Office and Parlor Stoves,
WORKERS

OP

HEAVY

IRON.

PUMPS, LEAD PIPE,

SHEET LEAD, aud
all kind* of Tin, Copper and Sheet
Iron, in quantities to suit.

>ole

Agent* in Portland for the Celebrated

Mtje© Furnaces

and

r^toves.

day

C.

COBB,

purchased
Wn. Pli^ltSON
C»

the Retail
Business of
& SMITH, together with
Carts, intends to carry on the

HAWG

their

ba:ing
t N«.
Where
favo ed

BUSINESS !

12 Wlllew Street,

li^pe* that by strict attention

he

may be

withe patronage of their former custom-

ers.

He

ing

woiiltflft respectfully invite all othertt wishhim a call, as no paiiiH will be

Breaa^Wjve

HAS

of

Woolens, Foreign & Domestic,
Gouts’ Furnishing Goods. ,.
Particular at option paid to BOY$* CLOTHING—
Cutting done to go out oi the Store.
By strict attention to wants of customers and prices
share of patronage
Remember the place

reasonable,

‘ir Bread with ncaineu and
dc!4tf

a

is solicited.

90 Exchange

Street,

a

COLD WEATHER!

"*:

^

Terms $8 per

1

For Sale and to

Rheumatic, the gouty, the lame and the lazv
leap with joy, and move with the agility and elasticof youth; the heated brain is cooled; the frostity
bitten limbs restored, the uncouth deformities removed; faintness converted to vigor, weakness to
strength: the bHnd made to see, the deaf to hear and
the palsied form to move upright; the blemishes ol
youth are obliterated; the accidents of mature Hie
prevented; the calamities of old age obviated and an
The

active circulation maintained.
LADIES
Who have cold bancs and feet; weak stomachs, lamand weak backs; nervous and sick headache: dizziness and swimming in the head, with indigestion and
constipation of the bowels: pain in the side and back;
leucorrhuea, (or whites); falling of the womb with internal cancers; tumors, polypus, and all that Ion*;

train of diseases will find mfiMctriefty a sure meansof cure.
For painful menstruation, too profuse
menstruation, and all of those long line of trouble*
with young ladies, Electricity fe.A certain specific,
and will, in a short time, rostore the sufferer to the
vigor of health.

TEETH! TEETH! TEETH 1
Br. D. still continues to Extract Teeth by Electricity without pain. Persons having decayed
teeth or stumps they wish to have removed for reset
ting he would give a polite imitation to call.
Superior Electro Magnetic Machines for sak

fc3d&wlm0

Let.

Miscellaneous.
_____:-4—

Aim*

RANDALL, McALLISTER & 00.,

60 Commercial Street.
Jan 12—dtf
Head Maine Wharf.

PORTLAND CITY LAUNDRY,
St.

kinds WASHED and CLEANSED
LINEN
without injury to the finest fabrics.
of all

GENTS’ LINEN
Manner,

Got up in the Best Possible
At Short

Notice.

C. BARKER.
N. B.—Special attention paid to cleaning Bed and

Mattress Ticks.
Nov 4—dtf

International Hotel,
OPPOSITE CITY BUILDING.

excellently located Hotel baa been

moat elegant

..

Coal.

style,
Aal ia -V.w Opened (• the Public by.
H. B. IIHllWHTKlt,

FORMERLY OF THE SKOWHEGAN HOUSE.

Mr, Brewster would be happy to meet bis old
fitienda and the public generally.
Porllrnd, Feb. 2,

LOOK

A.T

THIS!

GREAT PRICES GIVEN
-FOB-

Cor. Franklin Wharf & Commercial St,
275 Tons Hazel ton Lehigh,

300 TONS LOBERY,
free burning and VERY PURE, and all kinds of

White and Red Ash Coal.
ot the very best quality, and warranted to give satisfaction.
oi best quality of HARD a*4
600
cords
Also,
SOFT WOOD, which wc* will sell at the very
lowest price and deliver it to any part ol the city at
are

a

Jan I5tli—dtf

call and try

Clothing of all kinds Cleansed and Repaired in
good style, and at short notice. Second-hand Cloth
ing bought and sold.
sept20dtl

NEW

MOL4SSES!

r

250

HHDS. PRIME CLAYED.
ION HHDS MUSCOVADO,

MOLASSES,

GEORGE

at Reduced Prices!
leased

ROOM known
Having

the

magnificent

HALL,

March next, we are prepared
selected and entirely new stock

present store, N., 4

will be

save

PRICES.

Force Pumps and Water Closets,
NO. 124 EXCHANGE STREET,
ME.

Clapp’s Block, Congress St,

a

ol Middle and Willow

W OOD l

FjTVEkT

AND

WOOD I

COX,

in

SOFT

1»* C#«»»eretal

WOOD,

Street.

At the Office of James H. Baker, Coal Dealer.
Feb 20—<13w*

Bags

Flour and Meal !

(or

Vr" 9%tew8, Transoms, Kisers, llooks, and Fut
locks? Also KHTtous Flank stocks, best quality, and
L. TAYLOK,
Very long by
61 Commercial St.
Jaa 24—-aU

3.

dealer

HARD

Sts._felOdtf

WOOD !

EDWIN

Bowl., Bran fc Silver Plated Cache.

description of Water Fixl tires lor DwelJ Itrrp Metises Hotels, Public
Buildings, Shops,
&c,, Arranged and st:t up in fclie best manner, and all
orders In town or country lalthfully executed. All
kinds of JOBBING promptly attended to. Constantly on baud LEAD PIPES, SHEET LEAD and BEEK
PUMPS ol all descriptions.
nprSdtt

Hotel.

Furnished and unfurnished rooms to let with good
hoard at No. 27 Willow Street.
People visiting Portland can have all the conveniences of aJJotel at much less prices, at a retired and
genl eel place. Also permanent board ior families and
gentlemen.
Or 'Kemember the place, opposite Wood’s Hotel
comer

Warn, Cold and Shower Baths, Wash

Apply
Doc

Wanted.

M—tb*t ti

x man of
er iu some

experience, a situation as Book-keepWholesale establishment or Lumber
IraSe. References given. Address Portland 1*. O.,
Fdb 88—Sw*
j. m. Q.

By

-i-

Wanted.
A

lrom

“ie

Ifess 83 State St.

lHt °f

Seventeen—17—First
uwurded to the

be rewarded by le ivias the

*ri

same

FLETCHER** COTS/

HERSEY,

j,
Mar 1—dlw

at

Commercial St.

American Organa in the

First Premium awarded to the American Organs at
the Great New York State Agricultural Fair at
Rochester, September, 1864, over the whole catalogue
exhibited by the most celebrated makers.
THE AMERICAN
ORGANS are the ONLY
REAL REED ORGANS now before the public. The
only Organ having a REVERBERATING SOUND
BOX or WIND CHEST—which has the same important part to perform as the Sounding Board has In a
Piano Forte (to give body and resonance of tone) and
without which the Organ becomes merely a M elude
on in an Organ Case.
The American Organs not only have the Wind-Chest or Sound-Box but have the

large Organ Bellows, giving

power and great steaditheir extreme fine voicing

These with
Reeds and perfecting of the tone, make them
the MOST PERFECT ORGAN KNOWN. Then, hi
fineness of workmanship, finish of action, and case,
they excel all others. These great improvements
and superiority of tune and wormanship of the Amur
can Organs pi ace them in the front rank os the best
and command a higher price than any other rood inof tone.

ness

strument in the market.

A careful examination of

them, in comparison with others, will quickly show

superiority.
Special attention is called to the style of the American Organ, No. 17, containing the Super-Octave
Coupler and Sub-Bass. FOR CHURCHES in want
of a powerful instrument, whose means are limited,
tlieir

if a

price renders it very desirable.

Every Organ is Warranted
Satisfactory*

fo

Prove

THE AMERICAN ORGANS all have the Reverb-

erating Sound Box, or Wind Chest, and are finished
in the highest style of art, in Rosewood, Jet,
Walnut,
and Oak finish, richly varnished and Polished* or in
smooth Oil Finish, forming elegant pieces of furniture
ior the Parlor or Boudoir; and the Oak and Walnut
especially adapted for Churches, Lecture and Lodge

Rooms.
THE AMERICAN ORGANS are all finished with
our new PATENT improvements,
containing the
improved Knee Swell .Double Bellows,two Blow Pedals, and TRE WOLO found in no other instrument.

New Styles of Cases,
Richly Finished and Highly Ornamented*
13^*11 lustrated Catalogues, containing cuts taken
from

Photographs, showing their relative

size to

each

rooms, suitable lor housekeeping.
GEO. U, LEFAVOR,

AND

Piano

Tuners.

us

ate warranted to

give

COURTS.

PORTLAND ACADEMY!
UNION
HALL,
FREE STREET.

TERM begins March 5tk.
ed at any time iu the Term.
SPRING
Particular

ics, Ac.

Pupils of both sexes received in ail branches usu
taught in a first class school.
The services of Miss E. JONES have been securod
as Teacher of Pencil and
Crayon Drawing, Ac.
A limited number of Private
Pupilt in the higher
English branches, and in the Languages, will be attended to.
°* °*
Principal,
rk »
v»
Hanover Street.
E*
Feb. 26—d3w*
allv

IMMENSE
BicPs Patent

Steam

Piston

Engines,

L. Storer ff Co.t
OF

And Gents’ Furnishing Goods !
ManuCicturers ol and Dealers in

CLOTHING AND CLOAKS,
AgenU for EMPIRE SEWING MACHINES for
State of Maine.
SS ndd 60 Middle St.,
PORTLAND,
Sept 7—dtf

TT3? TO-W3ST

Boot. Shoe & Rubber Store,
No. 353
AT

Congress

SAMUEL

Street.

CAN

one

SAMUEL BELL.

Oct 24—dtf

Trinidad Sugar and Molasses.

Saving 75 per ct..
space, weight,

friction and
number oi parts,
over

the best

en-

gines, with great
economy
steam and

in

re-

pairs. The cheapest, simplest,
most compact and durable made. Adapted to Marine, Stationary, Portable, Locomotive, Oil and Mining uses. Ol any size.
THE HICK'S ENGINE CO.,
Address,
fc27 2taw«m
88 Liberty St., New Yolk.

FELT,

AND

—

Itoofing,

WATER-TIGHT VAULTS, FLOORS AND CELLAR BOTTOMS, COATING METAL
ROOFS, &c.
Office No. 1 Manufacturers’ Block,
Union Street.
Feb 24—eodttiwhn

OU

150 Hhds. Choice Muscovado MOLASSES.
For sale by.

feb13-d3w*

EAT O N,
No. 1 Central Wharf.

No.

DENTIST,
8 Clapp’s Block, IKarkot Square,

tials, plain

or

We shall

tious warranted to

power)
complete.
Second-hand Shafting and Pullles.
One new horizontal Engine (6 in. cylinder.)
One new Oscillating Engine, (6 in.
cylinder.)
Also, second-hand Mill Gearing and Shafting.
Trenail Machines; Jack Screws.
12*' All kinds of Machinery promptly made and
repaired.

fe8d2m_No. ll Union St., Portland,

HOUSE

give satisactiou.

STEAM

For Sale

or

Maine.

If you want

from $1000 to $5000.
MOSES GOULD, T< Middle St.

Jau 20—d3m

residence in Cape Elizabeth,
AVERYmiledesirable
from Portland Bridge. The honse la
two

stories, containing 13 rooms, closets, &c., all In
complete order. Also well arranged Stable and outbuildings. The lot contains 50.000 feet, and for beauty of location is unsurpassed in this Tlcinty.
Term easy. For particulars enquire at,
FPf Congress St.,

Julv2fidtf_■

the

premises.

SMALL,

mar2d£w3w9

ESP" dob work of every description neatly executed at the Press Office.

and BUSI-

ment to the sacred
est excess of

GOODS

LADIES’ BAGS
City.

In the

.<

tion.
Just now, if we may credit their dcclaratiims, this sacred ark of our liberties is in cs

pecial danger, and they propose to rally
around and protect it. They are horrified to
find that there is a class who, while revering
the Constitution, do actually regard it as a huinstrument, and, declining to accept it as

For Sale

Low’s Old Brown Windsor.
and Nail Brushes.

URIBBAGE BOARDS, all

sizes.

Beautiful Glass Paper Weights,
——at—

GEYElt & CALEFS,
13 FREE STREET.

For

Property

In this

City,

BRICK HOUSES tn the City oi Cbelsea, and two ia the City of Boston.
For further particulars inquire of
E. WEBSTER & SON,
No. 74 Middle St, Portland.
Or J. M. PRINCE, Esq., No. 32
Congress St, Boston, Maas.
Mqjrcb 1—d2w*

City

Residence for Sale.

C$l

Farm for Sale.

•

GOOD FARM of about 70 acres, about 1* miles
fr« m Gorham Village, on the line of the Portland
& Roencster Railroad, to be sold cheap. Terms liberal. Apply to
ROSCOE G. HARDING, Gorham,

A

Or, H. C. BARNES, Portland.
Feb 27—dtr

meaning of their outcry now. This is
significance of all their clamor about
the “ Constitution as it is, and the Union as it
was.” This is the end they are striving to
compass by every species of craft, of sophistry
and of misrepresentation.
But the people
who ore not easily deluded by hollow preten-

Circulating Library,
Contain!

full rets of

ces, propose to themselves a different solution
of the questions before them. The Copstltu-

DICKENS,
TROLLOPE,aMiss MULOCH,
COOPER, Mrs. SOUTIIWORTH.
Airs. STEPHENS, Miss HOLMES.

OLIVER OPTICS’ Books for Boys.
Cull and examine the

Portland Circulating

Library

AT-

GJEYER & CALEF’S,
13 FRE1C STREET.

OPERA

GLASSES

To let at

& CALEFS.

GJEYER

Portland, Feb. 26—tf

IT. S. Marshal’s Sale.
United States op America, 1
District 0! Maine, ss.
)
to vend. expo, to me directed from the
Hon. Ahliur Ware, Judge of the United States
District Court, within and for the District of Maine,
I shall expose and offer for sale at public auction, to

PURSUANT

the highest bidder therefor, the following
pvoperly
and merchandize, at the time and place within said
District as follows, viz:—

At the Custom House Building, on Fore street,
Portland, on Thursday, the fifteenth day ot
March next, of 11 o'clock A. M.
in

FOli SALE l
GOODS Stock'and Stand for sale at agreat
A DRY
bargain. For particulars inquire of
THRASHER & CO.,
Feb 27-dtf4 Free St. Block.

FOR

SAL E!

second-hand HAND PRESS for sale cheap
If applied for loon. Size of Platen 20x28.
Inquire in person at, or address by mall,
PRESS OFFICE, Portland, Me.
Feb 13-d tf

ONE

Thirty-Nine Thousand One Hundred and
Fifty Cigars.
The same having been decreed forfeit to the United

States, in the District Court for the said District of
Maine, and ordered to be sold, and the proceeds disposed of according to law.
Dated at Portland, this twenty-eighth, day of February, A. D. i860.
CHARLES CLARK,
U. S. Marshal District of Maine.
Feb 28—d!5d

White

For Sale.
UNITED STATES PATENT RIGHT for
MARSHALL’S IMPROVED ANCHOR.
For further particulars enquire of, or address
!
GEO. L. KIMBALL,
Firm of Stevens. Freeman & Co.
Nov. II—dtf

THE

For Sale.
Stock and Fixtures of a long established first
class Grocery and Provision Store, now doing a
successful business and ono of the best stands in the

THE

Near Saccarappa Village.

THIS

valuable Mineral Water, 'which has bad
reputation, for years, for curing

f&-

SALT

A. P. MORGAN,
Congress St., opposite the Preble House.

RHEUM,
SCROFULA,
LIVER COMPLAINTS,

Kidney Affection*, and many other Diseases,

jl
In.Churchill, on Congress Street. Possesion givMay 1st.
For terms Ac., apply to
GEO. E. B. JACKSON, Ex’or,,

en

Feb. 2C—3wd*196 Fore Street.

Fop Sale.
FIRST class Stock

a

local

Feb 20. I860—dtf

For Sale.

Sulphur Spring,

WESTBROOK, MAINE,

City. Apply to

THE Dwelling House and Land, for many
years the residence of the late lion. J. C.

STOVE and
The best location and with
A JOBBING business.intrude,
better conveniences than
ol the kind in
in the

And a recent analysis of which shows to he similar to
the best White Hulphur Springs of Western New
York and Virginia, may be found at the Ai>otbecary
Stores of CROSMAN & CO., and WHITTIER, and
will be furnished daily, by the
quart or gallon, to
the inhabitants of Portland, at their houses.
Refers toDr. E. Clark, J. B. Carroll, Esq., M. G.
Palmer. Esq., J. A. Merrill, 0. K. Babb, and A. Li
Gilkey firm Byron Greenough & Co.
March

1st,

1666. —dtf

anything

Has a first class custom,
business. Apply to

does principally

TICK,

VERMIN.

SCAB,

C. H. STUART «& CO.,
Feb 22—d*w2w9
Middle St.

_171

For Sale.
Two-story Brick House end Lot, No.

THE
Street, at
For

2

Deer

Should be used by all Farmers

a obbat dakoaiw.

particulars, enquire

of

on

SHEEP, ANIMALS, and PLANTS.

KNIGHT,

Atlantic Wharf.

For Sale.

23 Central Wharf, BOSTON, MASS.
March 1—dtwlm

For Sale.

PRIME

TWO

on

JA8. F. LEVIN,

the main Ave-

4 ffAA TONS square Hackmetack Timber.

ltlUU Also, Ship Knees; Oak, Hackmetack
and Hardwood Plank, tor sale by
L. TAYLOB, 81 Commercial St.
For Sale.

large and convenient House, No. 15
Waterviile St, suitable lor two Ihmilies. Terms

tA

ot sale

liberal.

__lyto W, No. 37j Middle St.Ja23<itf

Sopt 27—dtf

To Let.

«

To Let.

House No. 12 Willow Street,
tws small tamilies.
Inquire at No. 30 High st.
27—ulw*

suitable tor

Store to Let.
Fore Street, 2d door from Moulton St-

172
In Duran &

quire ot

Chadwick Block. For particulars enWILLIAM DVB AN,
No. 8 Moulton Street.

March 1, I860—dtf

Down do.

Molasses!

337 HHD&.) Muscovado article
Molasses,
4JTCS.
[a superior
1 BBL. ) Jago, from

crop;
pr. Bark St.

Matanzas,

now

lor sale

by

CHASE, CRAM & 8TURTEVANT,

Wtdgery Wharf.

Feb 27—dtf

J>r.

which their minds are unalthey inteud to fight out the
contest on that line if it takes the lifetime of
a generation to achieve the
victory.
ice, is the end

on

terably fixed,

and

The Eight Hour Movement.
To the Editor qT the Prett:
The eight-hour system seems to excite considerable interest in some quarters, but little

nothing is said about it iu the newspapers.
Perhaps it is thought that it will soon run its
course, its folly become apparent, and its advocates give it up. Thero is a large class who

or

do not know whether to approve or condemn
it. Why not disabuse the minds of this class
now

?

Why

subscr!b-rs having taken the Agency toj
THE
Doctor Kush’s Valuable Medicinea,
prepared
at the Doctor
to
are

s

prices.

W. F« PUILL1FS fc
Wholesale Druggets,
149 Middle Street, Portland.
Feb 24—d2w
____

PERHAM & KNIGHT,
Beal Estate & Oil Operators,
bothwell, o. w.
HIRAM P. KNIGHT,
American House.
lD“Communications may be addreeacd to V' f.lr
at
abore
the
inn,
of
P.Kniglit,
Auburju,"1
thirty days._.__fe27ec-_-.
PRINTING
iryii yoaare tn want of any kb-***
caU at the Daily Press OMec.
JOEL PERHAM. J*.
Royal Hotel.

wait until it has created mischief

with those who expect to be favored by it, as
well as with the community at large? Certainly the Press should not hesitate to speak
out on such a question.
I acknowledge that the exact results of its
working may not be clear to the minds of any,

and tbat practical proof would be
satisfactory than mere theory. At
time it

seems

far more

the same
clear to my mind that the whole

system is based

ignorance and indolence.—
against
the Southern and allied influence, to get a
protective tariff. The people now are pretty
on

It has been all that the North could do

well satisfied that this is what we must have

protect our manufactures aud arts. Our
alternating history has shown ns that we have
grown richer under a protective tariff, and
But there is a large
poorer without one.
class now complaining of so wise a measure,
and clamoring for its repeal.
What would be the effect of the Eight Hour
system ? There would be less produced, and
every product would be higher in price. Have
we not little enough produ-ed now with our
labor, and is not everything high enough at
present ? But this is not ail, nor the most.
Such a system would inevitably necessitate
the repeal oi our tariff in order to admit the
much cheaper products of English labor, the
to

effect of which would be to stop our factories
and work-shops and mines, as in former years,
and throw out of employment the very men
this system is designed to benefit
When the United States, by the aid of machinery and skiiled labor arrive at a position
where they can compete with England or
France upon a square footing, then, and not
will be the time to try an experiment

before,

like this.

By adopting this system we would be laying ourselves open to the worst possible dangers. It would be like taking a boy and tying
one hand behind him, aud then
setting him to

wrestle with a full grown man.
The project seems to me to be not
only absurd but dangerous, snd all
reflecting men
must see in it the elements of
disappointment
and trouble.
Crra.
UTEHAHY QOft&lF.

—King John of Haiony, under the pseudonym of “Philalethes,” has just published the
third and lust volume of his translation of the
Divina Comedia” of Dante.
—There is a rumor that Miss Braddon will
soon appear as tho editor of a new magazine,
the title of which has not yet been decided upon, in England.
—A daughter of Mary Howitt is preparing
A year in Sweden with Frederifor the press
ka Bremer.”
_A complete collected edition of the writin six volunes, has
recently
ings of John Knox,
been issued in Scotland. The work was edited
by Mr. David Laing, and contains
the Author and his Family.”

Bush98 Medicines.

ftirnish them in any quantity

Brick Store corner Commercial and Franklin
Streets, at present occupied by Messrs. JefferCoolldee & Co. Possession given Oct. 1st.
A. & S. E. SPRING.

THE
son

Agt. Soutk

Muscovado

address
Nov 4—dtf

For Sale.

tkm as it ought to be and as its framers designed it should be, and the Union rebuilded on
the eternal foundations of freedom and just-

If farmers and others cannot obtain this article of
traders in their vicinity, It will be forwarded free of
express charge by

Horses—Good workers.
DENNISON, PIERCE & CO.,
Cor. of High and Commercial Sts.
Feb 38—dtw*

heavy team

If it would not do

is the

THE PORTLAND

MFOUR

A two-story house—seven rooms and good
cellar kitchen—wormed by furnace, gas
ULthroughout: hard and sott water. House situated on Cumberland St., less than jive minutes
walk from Post Office. Lot contains 4300 square leet,
which includes a garden.
Terms $3,400; inquire of
F. O. PATTERSON, 82* Exchange St., Fox Block,
withm one weefc.
marldlw*

protect slavery.

this they cared nothing for it; so when they
became convinced that it would not, one-half
their number took up arms to destroy it, and
the other half strove to make use of it to bind
the hands of its defenders. They have failed
hi their efforts, and come out worst in the
struggle. The cherished institution of slavery
has been nearly swept out of existence by the
whirlwind of war; but the few relics which
remain are very precious to them, and so they
once more call in the aid of the Constitution
to assist them in saving the fragments. This
the real

Exchange

or

possible wisdom, are desirous
provisions as more

fully to briug out and give force to its great
underlying principle of the inalienable right*
of man. For this principle they refuse to
recognize. The only parts of the Constitution which have a special sacredness iu their
eyes are those which seem to recognize the institution of slavery, and to afford it some

made to

GENUINE LUBIN’S EXTBAOT.

English Hair, Tooth

slight-

shadow of sanction. These are to them the
Alpha and the Omega, the first and the last.—
II they can save these, they care not what becomes of the rest. , JTie instrument had never any value for them except as it could be

imsurpasneil. The finest lot of

; io

but the

in the attempt to put
them down was an offense which never failed
to draw from this class the sternest denuncia-

of so amending some of its

Monogram, onlor it oi

Our Stock of

la

instrument;

authority

man

13 FRISK STREET.

Portland. Me.

Store to Let.

A. T.

eamplei of

one

For Sale.

out-buildings.
Xiao a stock ol Farming Tools, if required. Apply

our

GEYEli & CALEF,

Real Estate for Sale,
In Cape Elisabeth.

_

The Farm formerly known aa tho
George Small Farm, In the town of
Ijmlngton, two milea from the village, and one-half a mile Horn the
Post Office, store, church and AcadIt contains one hundred andemy.
eighty acres ol
good land, well divided into tillage, pasturage and
wood land. Produces filly tons ol hay. Has a large
Orchard, good two story house and ell, finished, painted and in good repair.
Good Barn and other neces-

February 28,1866.

%

cents per toot,
LS’-Also, 6 Houses

ol

to

colors, In the highest style ol art.
the week, the latcststyles

Oct 24-dtl

Notice.
the “War of 1881," who aerved In
the Army previous to July 1863, will learn something much to their advantage by addressing or calling upon the subscriber, at No. 87 Commercial St
Portland.
H. S. MELCHEB
Feb 21— H.w&sftwtf

Import-

NESS CARDS.

to Lease!

LOT In Evergreen Cemetery,

SOLDIERS

in

WEDDING, VISITING

LOTS,

dredge machine, constitution,
nue. Said lot is composed of two lots lu one,
A
which has been undergoing repairs in her MaThe
and is very handsomely laid out. Fot particulars,
and the addition of New
Box ftM P. O.
is
now
Boilers, &c.,
WHOLLY COMPLETED
and ready as soon asths Ice leaves the harbor to
commence her work for the coming season, and the
undersigned desires a share of the public business.
CHARLES F. MONTINE.
Portland, Feb. 10.—d?m*

we are

receive, during

Coll and examine

ON

DREDGE.

chinery,

Press, which

Fashionable Stationery.

Franklin, Lincoln, Mayo, Smith, Fremont,
Hammond, Winthrop, Walnut, North, Montreal, Melbourne. Quebec, Merrill, Turner, Poplar,
Congress, Atlantic. Muqjoy, Monument, Willis Sts.,
and tbe Eastern Promenade, at prices from 10 to 30

octt8dtt

Aug 11, ’65—eodis&wly

our

-

For Sale.

BENJ.

Artiflotal Teeth inserted on Gold, Silver and Vulcanite base. Teeth extracted without pain by the
Nitrons Oxide Gas, Ether or Chloroform. All opera

less by the acts of those in arms against the
Constitution than by the conduct of those
who fought to defend It. Secession and rebellion were things which brought no detri-

shall be able to emboss Names or Ini-

FANCY

SALE.

Portland.

PORTLAND, MAINE.

on

ing direct,

we

ONE

a cash

0. H. OSGOOD,

the arrival of

SALE I

of the most desirable building lots, tor a genteel residence and beautiful garden, in the Oily
of Portland. Contains 19,200 feet, and It very pleasantly located on Grove Street, adjoining the ]leering
Earn.
Also a Cottage House and Stable, and about one
acre; of Land, with Fruit Trees,
Grapes, Strawberries,'&c., on South Street, Gorham Village, within a
few kninutes walk from the
Depot,—a very pleasant
situation, and will be sold at a bargain.
Apply at tbe Probate Oflice.
February 24, I860.edlw&eod3w

FOR

COMPOSITION,

in this respect, although it was observable that their terrors were called forth much

Witk ENVELOPES It Mick*
Ou

Regard for the Constitution.
There i3 a class of politicians, very noisy
just now, who are exceedingly anxious and
concerned about the Constitution,lest it should
come to some mischief or meet with some
disparagement. During the war they suffered

deeply

T

200

HERSEY,

sary

ar\ HHDS. CHOICE MUSCOVADO SUGAR,

Fancy Goods,

offered in Portland.

shelves may be found a full line of

our

JOHN C. PROCTER, Lime Street.
Jan 20—oodtf

in

BELL'S

of the best selected stocks
ot BOOTS. SHOES and RUBBERS that cau be
found in this city,, which will bo sold at the lowest
cash price, at 353 Congress Street, near Green St.
be found

and

finest ueorlmenU of

PAPER,

The House la in good order, well arranged
Heated by Furnace. Piped lor
Bill 0X1(1 convenient.
With an abundance of good Matter, and
BkL Gaa.
is in all respects a very desirable location.
Possession given lirst of Marsh. Terms reasonable.
Apply to

transportation,

March 8—d&wtt

Successor* to G.

of the

$S ,00 per year in adenute.

the sum of all

IMPROVEMENT!

Direct-Acting, Reciprocating

of

Itf Beading Matter on all Four Page*.

English, French and American

Th« Desirable Resideacc 51 Spriag Street
Between High and Park Sts.

Pupils receiv-

paid to Young Men preparing
themselves for College. Excellent
opportunities offered to Young Ladies or Young Gentlemen wishing
to study French, German,
Latin, Botany, Mathematattention

and tutting done by expciienced
CALVIN EDWARDS & CO.

Peering. Milliken & Co.,

FOR

«•

Gravel

Fortes,

sold by

THE

110 Waahinj^ou St., Boston.
Feb. 26—eod3t.

Steinway <£• Sons, of New York.
All instruments
satisfaction.
Pianos to be let,

Proceedings

WILL EXECUTE ALL ORDERS

with all the modern improvements, which they can
sell as LOW afe edn be purchased elsewhere, oi the
We have made arrangements, also, to
same quality.
keep an assortment of K4w York ana Boston Piano
which
are
Fortes, among

Brick House and Lot, with Stable, on
SJLon Cumberland St.,
$4,600
Wooden House and Lot, with Stable, on
Cumberland St.,
$5,500
Wooden House and Lot, with Stable, on
Wilmot St.,
$4,000
Brick House on Oak St.,
$5,000
Brick House on Pearl St.,
$3,260
Also, some very desirable locations on Congress,
Free, Pine and Carleton Streets, from $9000 to $14,000, and several Houses and Lots qu Middle Street,
from $4,000 to $15,000, together with several dosirable Residences in Gorham, Me., and adjacent to the
City on the line of Railroad.
Feb 28—d_w

„IRA WINN, Agent,

LITTLE, BROWN & CO.,

WM. PAINE, 163 Middle Street

A-tl**"*: eg The undersigned begs leave to anKSUJnA nounoe that they are manufacturing aud
*
tLkecp constantly on hand

Upon

fi?

—

Low Sheep, *1.75.

ELIAS

-FORTES.

Ever

new

Probate of
Guardian* «md Trustees; Distribution of Estates; Assignment of l>ower, with table showing the
present value of Estates in Dower: Partition of
Lands, Ac., Ac., with an appendix of Forms.
The design of this work is to present in a concise
form tho law and rules ol practice regulating the
proceedings in the Probate Courts. The leading oases
in which questions of Probate Law have been considered and determined, have been carefully collected
and cited; and the instructions as to the formal proceedings have been prepared with tho view of practically aiding the correct and safe discharge of the responsible trusts to which they relate. This manual
is indispensable to Executors, Guardians, and to all
who are interested iu the business of Probate. The
forms contained in the appendix generally relate to
proceedings for which blanks are not furnished at
the Probate Office.
Sent free by mail on receipt of the advertised
price.

tors,

other, sent tree.
Sold only by

PORTLAND.

Stationery

LIME STREET.

Locomotive Boiler.
superior
ONEOneall
second-hand Engine and Boiler (15 horse

CONTENTS ;
Wills; Appointments of Admlnlstra-

uV.

Month of October, >1805, over nil competitor*, at different State and County Fair**

Open this week, one

C. PROCTER,

FOR

A

Cloth. 111.50.

were

G EYE It & CALEF

—

March 3, 1866-

•/ the Pee" it large. It,m tkt comall the other timing m the
my.

usse

nrulniton

Terms

-BY-

JOHN

i/,vly

mril

Opens with the Fair.

HARRISON BAKER, Proprietor.

30—dtf

fe27eod2w*

PROBATE

Premiums

The

13 FREE STREET,

ac-

1

1

re

llie moat perfect and beautiful Musical Instrument
in the world for the American Home Circle.

bein<? compelled (on

undersigned
health)

May

!—SY1—:--r--—•— .-—x
Lost!
CHILD’S MUFF, at City Hall, or between
there and Braokett'St. on Tuesday afternoon.—
Tho lmder will
"

MASS.
BOSTON,
no

f

Jan

tarnished house iu tie npper part of the

t*<£t““u

MANUFACTORY,

H

Dec

JAMES ANDREWS,
Biddetbrd

27—dtf

AMERICAN ORRANS! Practice in

Dentist,

Not

MAKER OF

Stone-Cutters Wanted.

THE

if

The

Saturday Morning,

STATIONERY STORE,

count ot iU
to relinquish Hotel bust1
ness, offers for sale the lea-e aud a portion
J
lof the tixtuh»sot said house.
This hotel ranks among the first in the
and cointuan< is a large
proportion of the travel. It
has one hundred twenty-five rooms,
perfectly ventilated and substantially ftirnished. Attached to the
house aro Bathing Booms, Shaving and Billiard Saloons, &c. In connection with the house is a large
aud convenient Stable, with a hue
livery stock. To
any one desirons of enteriug the hotel busiuesa will
hml this a rare opportunity with comparatively a
small capital.

Immediately, twelve good Stone-Cutters to cut abutment and pier stone.
WANTED
to

Dr. Fred A. Prince, Dry Goods, Woolens,
No. 11

dtf

PRACTICE.

JOBBERS

PORTLAND, ME.
Sept29-eod»

P L U M B E It!

White Oak Ship Timber.
OAA TON»S beet N.-H. White Oak suitable

of

GEORGE F. FOSTER,
No. 2 Gait Block.

WILLIAM A. PEARCE,

PORTLAND.

MARKET

time,

GEO. T. BUBBOUGHS & 00.

lot

sold at the

Feb. 3.—dtf

PRICES,

trouble and expense in moving. We inviie the attention of our iriends and the public to the above.

Also,

a

EXTRA HOGS AND CHOICE BUTTER,

Free Street Block,

AT nEDUCIil)

1 -dtf

XiO-A-D*

to arrive and In store.

LOWEST

Furniture !

Feb

Oats,

-BY THE-

CAR

From the first day of
to sell our large, well

At our

Corn and

Flour,

as

LANCASTER
of_

Choice

HUNT,

111 Commercial Street.

Feb 20—d3w

Selling

S.

J. HANKLKSUN * CO.,
130 Middle Strutt,
Portland, Maine.

—

07 TIERCES,

S. ROUNDS & SON.

A N Agent in every town in the State of Maine to
a getj convenient and iftetbl pirated.’artixi
cle. Ladle* or Gentlemen wishing lot a rare chanco
to make money should-call on, or Sidresss,

—

PIANO

Now landing from Scb. “Warren lilake," Central
Wharf, lor sale y

us.

Wanted.

PROBATE LAW

Jan 12—eo<13m

NEW

wanted. Apply at E. H.
AFobLEMONT*S
Carriage Manufactory, Preble St.
20—dtf

^—

descriptions, by

WM. BROWN, No. 91 Federal Street.

300 TONS LOCUST MOUNTAIN

short notice.
gJT'Givo us

Second-Hand Clothing,
Of all

AND EGG 8IZE.

Wanted.

2Press Office.

Waltham Street,

House.

Augusta

®By

N<;r 23

in advance.

U.

-OP the-

a man and wife, no
children, a good convenient rent in a control location—on a Street
traversed by the Horse Cars preferred.
Rent
M&0 to $25o. Have lived in one house fifteen
years: may occupy another as long If satisfactory.
Address box 1763 Post Office.
ie22dtf

THREE
Address
March

Tremont, opposite

1

Real Estate for Sale!

Wanted.

...

annum *

daily press,
1’OltTLAN

-_

UP TOWN

_

Kent Wanted.

of the

And Satisfaction Guaranteed iu ull Cases.

This

IN

-l-1___-

of

ALSO.

JUST

These Coals

thoxbugh.instnictions.

THE AMEBICAN ORGAN makes Home Attractive,and refines and elevates the minds ol all. Beau IItul in its appearance and effects.

200 tons Cumberland Coal for Smith’s use; and all
kinds of hard and soft Wood, on hand and for sale by

Hanover

sf the mast important Cities and Towns
throughout the State, to solicit tor one of the best
Lire Insurance Co’s in the
country. A fin# opportunity tor Ministers or Teachers to aud to their small
salaries.
To the right persons the most liberal inducements will to given.
Address with References, aud stating what amount
of totritsry you can cover,
GEO. A. FRENCH,
Feb 28—dit
Manchester, N. H.
all

or more

CHESTNUT COAL at

460 tons John’s Stove and Efg.ConJ.
600 tons Lehigh Egg and Furnace'Coal.
200 tons Lehigh Stove Coal.
.300 tons Locust Mountain Stove and Egg Coal.
200 tons Free Burning Stove.Coal.
Wety picked and screened; delivered to any part
the city at the lowest price lor Cash.

36

Solicitors Wanted

or

COAL, COAL, COAL!

Lease & Fixtures for Sale

country,

ON

Kennebec, Lincoln, Oxford, Penobscot, Piscataquis,

1 Kn TONS JOHN’S.
lOU *1 3.00 per ton.

tfew

February 20,1866.

Found
Deering Bridge, a gold Bracelet set with let;
•he owner can have tbe same by
applying at the
Gas Office, proving property aiul paying charges.
Portland, March 2—uiw*

Sagadahoc. Somerset, and York.
Call on them for particulars.
THOMAS WHITTEMORE,
Feb 2-dim

RECEIVED and tor sale by the undersigned
at their Wharf,

BROKEN

use, with

ftifoFreezit*^ Force Pump

lsfir>.__dlf

Coal,

family

$7

Agents, LtfMlies nr tieutlemcn.
each
canvass for
Lincoln & Son/*
Woman’s Mission,**
(a
hospital scene,) “President Lincoln ami Family,*’ an 1 other engravings. Agents make from fib
to $7 |ier day with them. They say
everybody likes
t/icm.” Card pictures furnished, album size. Write
distinctly your county, town anu name.
WM. I. RICE, General Agent,
P. O. Box 780.
Springfield, Mass.

S. D. & H. W. Smith's

No Excuse now tor Frozen Pumps,
Bunted Pipes In Mid-Winter.

WAFTED!

CARRIAGE SMITH

COLD WEATHER!

copartner-

S. N. BEALE.
C. A. B. MORSE.

Coal,

STREET,

By Electricity

COLD WEATHER!

thoroughly refitted, and fiimiahed In the

BEALE it MORSE,
For1 the puniose of continuing the Lime, Cement and
Piaster business heretofore conducted by S. N. Beale
& Co., at their old stand.
Feb 1.18Gfl.

Electrician

J>r. D. eau accommodate a iew patients with board
«nd treatment at liis house.
Office hours from 8 o’clock A. K. to 12 M.: from 1
•
to 6 P. M., and 7 to 9 in the evening.
Consultation free.
novltl

nolfiti

$P

complaints.

for

Post Office.

Portland, Nov. 9th, 18Gfi.

by

The undersigned have this day formed
ship under the style and firm or

tS Orders from the Country respectfully solicited. sb Work done to order.
au£9dtt

W.

Tailor,

opened a FIRST CLASS CLOTHING
STORE, at
-Vo. 96 Exchange Street,
recently occupied by MeMrn MCCARTHY A HER
RY, where may he louud all the LATEST STYLES

CO.,

Dnrlng tbc present month, in order to

in

7URNACES, RANGES,
to*

&

w„

PORTLAND, ME.

DEALERS

BEALE

EGG AND STOVE SIZE.

Attorneys
l. d. m.

JV.

Street,'

CHAPMAN.

Merchant

COPARTNERSHIP.

DAVIS, MESEBVE, HASKELL & 00..

STOREt

W.sf. CHISAM,

_

No. 10B Middle Street,
Aug 26—dtl

*NEW

NEW STORE,

dissolved
mutual cousent. The liability of the late firm will be settled by cither party at
tho old stand, No. 5 Commercial Wharf.
S. N. BEALE,
C. A. B. MORSE.
Feb 1,18GG
ic3d&wlmG

Patents,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

IE9'Middle Street.
"
EaA’MAN BROTHIffRS.

No.

HIE
the

Fresco and Banner Painter, Dissolution of Copartnership.
NO. 144 MIDDLE STREET.
copartnership heretofore existing under tho
THE
linn and style
Porilaai^ Maine*
Work exoeuted in every part of the State.

15 to 25 Cents.

prints,

our

Dissolution df Copartnership.

a

DEWING,

THE

copartnership heretofore existing between the
undersigned, under the firm name of
TWT- OK HAYDEN Sc <30.,

FEEJYY,

Orders iroia out

of

Dissolution of Copartnership

of

PORTLAND, ME. .:
Coloring, Whitening and WMtcWaiiblng prompt-

Wear,

Spring

subscriber offers for sale the right to rnanufactnrc and sell this unequalled pump in the unin this State at a low i>gure.
sold
Counties
CO.,
This pump cannot ireexe as no water remains in
Is this day dissolved by mutual consent. The busithe
wnen
the pump is not in motion.
pump
ness will hereafter tie conducted by N. A. FOSTER,
A capital chance isodered to any enterprising man
who will pay aJlxlemands against the late firm, and
make
to
money. Messrs. Libby, Lidback & Co., 3d
to whom ail indebted will make payment.
»tory. No. A3lxuuilac‘urer *s Block, Union Street,
>1. A. FOSPEE, 5 popgietors
of Cumberland County, will put up sinJ. T. GILMAN.
gle pumps iu said County, and wifi furnish them at
fcWtf
Portland, Jan. 1, 1SG6.
short notice to owners of other counties.
The Counties unsold are Androscoggin. Franklin,
name

N. A. FOSTER &

Portland, Me.

BTUOOO AND MASTIO WOfiKEES,
Oak Street, between, Congress and Free Sts.,

OF

-'

White ALL WOOL FLANNEL 35 Cento.
A few more of those all Linen Army Shetts for
1.40. Pillow Slips 36 cts.
A complete and g neral assortment of HOUSEKEEPING GOODS at the lowest market prices.

WatterV

copartnership heretofore existing between

DRIED APPLES, &c.

y attended to.
May 22—dtl

are

Dissolution.

WHOLKSALR DEALERS IX

ORNAMENTAL

American

Nearly opposite

Made.

THE
the subscribers, under the firm

1

urACTinn. styles

OHUROHILL, BROWNS k HANSON.

Butter, Cheese, Eggs, Lard, Beans.

PLAIN AN*

WOOLEN GOODS, for

..

Jau 19—iltf

Commission Merchants,

PLASTERERS,

NEV-LAot

A

good security.

PRODUCE

BOSS &

undersigned

THE

J. EDWARD GOVE & COt,

Lime Street,

■

Ginghams,

TABLE COVERS—Every Variety.

No*

prepared to make LIBERAL ADVANCES on goods in transit, instore,
for sale, or shipment. Also on vessels or any other

Refers, by permission, to Messrs Messrs. Lowell A
Senior; Gerrish Jk l'carsou; John Dennis & Co.;
Clark Read & Co. Portland Me.
nooikliini

A1*. 3

JOSE,
MAXCY,

on

Offioe—No. 12 Campbell's Wharf,
Va.
Norfolk,
''
13F~ Consignments solicited.

AND

3, 1866.

county, to
INfield
“The Volunteer's Return,**

KAarlr OtHiifo H» United State, iletel
TT7MERE be Would respectfully announce to tlie
v V
citizens of Portland and vicinity, tbat he has
permanently located in this city. During the three
we
have been in this city, we have cured some
years
ol the worst Tortus of disease in persons who have
tried other forms ot treatment in vain, and
curing
patients in to short a time that the question is often
asked, do they stay cured? To answer this question
we will say that all that do not stay
cured, we will
doctor the second time without charge.
Dr, D. has been a praoticul Electrician for twentyone years, and is also a regular graduated plivsician.
Electricity it perfectly adapted to chronic diseases in
tiie form of nervous or sick headache; neuralgia m
the head, nook, or extremities; consumption when
in the acute stages or where the lungs are not fully
involved; acute or chronic rheumatism, scrofula, hip
diseases, whit* swellings, spinal diseases, curvature
of the spine, contracted muscles, distorted limbs,
palsy or paralysis, St. Vitas’ Dance, deafness, stammering or liesltaucy of speech, dyspepsia, indigestion, constipation and liver complaint, piles—we cure
every case that can be presented; asthma, bronchitis, strictures of the cheat, and all forms of female
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Medical

which will be manufactured into Garments which
cannot be surpassed for style and make in the city.
Also a Pine ^assortment of

Copartnership.
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will

Commission
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dhy formed

name

the SMlP BROKERpnrpose
AGE, SHIP CHANDLERY and GROCERY BUSINESS, and have taken the stand of ROSS BROTHERS. 73 Commercial Street.
WM. ROSS, JR.,
for the

STU000 AND MASTI0 W0BKEBS,
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Notice.

Copartnership

entire

an

DeLaines and

Grocery audPishermeu'B Outfitting Business,

VBT JOB PRINTING, of every description* e.\ecuted with dispatch; and all business pertaining to
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transacted ou applica+
in.11
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“Memoir of

—An addition to the long list of speculate
volumes founded on Shakespeare wilk, of a
be made by the publication, in Ntju'g Delinework under the title of ShaVtfd Suicide.” It
atiou of

Insanity, ImbecyjiOKg| assistant pliyby Dr. O.J Utica,
sician of the
asv^j ^ ^ engaged on a work
—M. Tbyjj Uistoire de l'Esprit Francois.”
to
^j’gmted iu some of the French journals
Li.e
a
Pacha is engaged in writing
Omar
jat

is written

«

of Alexander the Great."
the Manchester

ty Albert L Starkweather,
sentenced at Hartford, Ct,
murderer, has been
August 17.
Friday,
ou
to be hung

Marshal Forey

on

l

Mexican Affairs.

The following is the most significant portion
of Marshal Forey’s recent speech in the
French Senate on the allairs of Mexico. It
would

to be a

seem

point clearly

established

in his wind that the withdrawal of the trench
the downtroops must be speedily followed by

fall of Maximilian:
The moment the army returned from Mexico,
the whole of the French residents would hupe.
to return with it, and if they remained would
bo exposed to acts of violence more iniquitous than any yet witnessed. Hut it is not

French citizens and French interests only that
have to be defended. France must have regard to the population who received her soldiers with open anas, and who cannot be abandoned to their enemies. When people say
that those who cried “Vive Maximilian'
should now defend him, they do not re lice!,
that the Mexicans have not acquired sufficient
confidence in their own strength, for they have
been utterly demoralized by those who oil■

and plundered them. They must be
allowed time to grow into strength and courage, hut France mast oontinue by their side
and help them to supoort the government
they liave choson lor themselves. France,
•surely, would not incur the reproach of not
having fully comprehended the great idea or
tiro Emperor; but above all, she cannot deliver up these populations to the vengeance of
their oppressors. At the very first intelligence
of tire retreat of the French, the promotel's
of discoid would reappear upon lire scene.
The brigands who are now scattered Would
once more rally round the Hag of Juarez.

pressed

i'FAIB OF ai’Atfi UlSWB.

correspondent of the Ellsworth
Leonard Oarltoa'of BlueWll, aged|B years, one flay this week, ground
htsaiedii Hie morning, trashed!wo miles to the
woods, and chopped 7 feet of cord wood, then
American lays Mr.

travelled home again.
tflU ice which was unusually thick in
the
Androscoggin river, broke up on Saturday
night, Fob. 23, and formed a jam in tho narrows below Bethel village, and caused the intervales to overflow and land largo quantities
of ice upon Unnn. Nothing similar has occurred siuce 18.38 says tile Oxford Democrat,
The ice was freand prior to that iu 1800.
quently three feet thick. <
lowEastport Sentinel says that tho
■

gjr'-Tke
est of the proposals made

for the ereotlpb' et

a

hotel on the Dana h l in that., town, exceeded
the sum which tho party intending to build
to invest by $17,000. A plan of a less

proposed
costly building will soon

be

lor proposals,

ready

doubt that the hotel will be
Mr. Ruiuery,
built during the jiresent year.
we learn, is willing to invest 825,006 and the
International Steamship Company $5000, and
and

we

have

no

opinion $30,000 will build
ciently extensive for the tewi(.
in

our

a

hotel suffi-

tlf’"'Hie

Methodist Chur oh in Brnnswidk
has been sold to the Catholics. The former,
says the Telegraph, will occupy it until May.

fjr*The Piscataquis Observer says Mrs. DehRussell of Sebec, being 72 years of age on
28th of Octp^qr, lias, ier Hie past year spun,
With respect to the relations existing be- t)ie
twecu X^iauce and the United States, Marshal 912 skein if of yiairti! and knit IS pairs of '4tockForey observed he was not competent to say irigs, 11 pairs of mittens, 5 pair drawers, and
Xle had too ninch es- wove 13
j
any more than this:
yards cloth.
teem tor the groat American republic to think
5#” Hon. J. 3. Monroe of Abbott, has been
that it wuuid prefer a republic of plunderers
appointed Judge of Probatefor Piscataquis, to
and brigands in Mexico to a monarchy with
of
honorable men, based on the principles of civ- flU the vacancy occurred by the resignation
*

ml

...

*

ilization.

The Marshal does not hesitate to counsel
the French Government to avoid these evils

by sending

more troops to Mexico; he declares that there would be much danger in re-

moving the armies at present, and asserts
that the gueat idea contained in the Emperor’s letter to the commander of the forces has
been

wholly misapprehended. The Paris correspondent of the London Times inclines to
the idea that the Marshal speaks by the card,
expressing views quite in harmony with those
of the Emperor. La France, the organ of
the Empress, has the following Uigh-souuditig
hut somewhat Indefinite utterance:
Two considerations reassure us. The first
istiiat no one in France ami no one out of
France can desire or hope that we should

quit Mexico,and abandou, withoutguar^ptqe,

to the hazard of violent reaction and auarclucal passions the interests which we went to
that country to guard. Tlite next is, that If we
quit Mexico the respect due to mu name and
the knowledge of our power will remain alter
us, and in no quarter of the world is anybody
ignorant that that the sword of FraneCTS never loo tar oiT to protect a right or to avenge
an

injury.

■

or th

Hon. C. A. Everett.
ty The Observer says Capt. P. IM. Jefferds
of Foxcroft, sold his three year old “McClellan”
colt one day last week, to O. W. Shaw of Ban

gor, for the snug little Bum of $1200.
fca[/"Tlie GarJiuor Journal says there is an
effort on foot to raise a corporation to buy the
Gardiner water power, and the heirs of the
Gardiner estate have made the parties the offer
of the six dams, including the grist and flour
mill for $150,000.
According to a writer in the Maine Farmer, the population of Augusta (then Cushnoc) in 1762, did uot exceed thirty persons, and
the cutire village consisted of seven huts.

The Springfield Republican expresses a fear
that pur government may eventually lapse into the anarchy and disorder of the South
American republics, if existing antagonisms
are cultivated.
We do npt share the anxiety
of the Republican. Thorough, earnest and
free discussion of every topic in which the interests of society are involved, is to be invited
rather than deprecated, and even though such
discussions may, when

erations. Frequent raiuSj streams and swamps
overflowed, roads bare—a poor vfinter liar business. But little lumber will "be'cut in.
The
Bangor Whig thinks the mild weather has not
yet greatly affected operations on the upper
.1

>>

{ytf“The Belfast Ape says there was quite an
extensive fire at Stockton village on Saturday
evening last consuming three stores.. It originated in the store Of Enoch Staples and' the
flames

coming out of the roof
about 9 o’clock in the evening, shortly after the
It soon
store had been closed for tbe night.
communicated to E. D. Libbey’s store, and
thence to Colcord & Mudgetts store, all of
which were burned with more or less of the
goodf which they contained. Loss, wot stated
were

discovered

exciting questions are —partially insured.
involved, occasionally degenerate into angry
U3P“Tlie time for the reception of bills on
controversy, this need excite no apprehension the American Bank, Halloweli, by the Reso long as k -vs are respected, the press Is free,
ceivers expires on the 12th of March.
They
and intelligence remains unfettered.
The should be sent in forthwith, or they will be
“existing antagonisms” between right and worthless.
It ij
I
(jar* Oapt. Isaac Carver, master of batk Vtp*
wrong, between freedom and oppression, bevatore of Searsport, has been presented by the
tween justice and injustice, are not of a naBritish Government with a beautiful telescope
ture to be harmonized, and the attempt to
in acknowlegement of his humanity and kindsmooth them, out of' sight, or to adjust them
ness to the master and crew of the Schooner
by concessions and compromises has never reof Kingston, Jamaica, whom be ressulted otherwise than disastrously, not alone “Josefq^’
cued from their sinking vessel in September,
to 111? cause of right, b nt to that of peace and
ttak.HTHO//11T J«». !i, .5IMHCH1
harmony also. The bane of the South AmerJohn Hayden, Esq., has been nominated
ican republic? is not free discussion, however
by the Republicans of Bath as their candidate
heated of angry, but ignorance and indifferfor Mayor. The meeting at'which he was nomence to principle.
If we are to reach the con- inated fully endorsed the action of the Nevf
dition of anarchy in which they have long England Senators and Represenatives in Conbeen suuk, we can take no surer or swifter gress.
road to it than a nation has entered wheu it
KjfThe Gardiner Jdurnal says that Washabandons the Ijsod and eternal principles, gf ington’s birthday was noticed in that city by a
right and justice, and attempts to shape its sort of impromptu celebration, by squdiug a
‘barrel of flour to oaoh of the-teveral widows*
course by the shifting and unstable role of a
Tbe Journal thinks it a good way, and hopes
temporary expediency.
the plan will be continued.
The Revolt In the Lebanon.
ear Warden Rice of the State Prison, has
The new revolt in the Lebanon is not, as besecured one of the prisoners who escaped from
*

fore. a

war between tho Drqses and the Christians, butau armed opposition of the Christian
tribes of the Mountain to the Turkish Government, as represented aud conducted by a Christian ruler, Ititoud Pacha. The leader of the

rebellion is Joseph Kavom, a Marouitc Christian, chief of the village of Aiden, near the
Cedars, and it is said that the whole Masonite
population of the Mountain numbering two
hundred thousand persons, and the strongest
sect of the district—sympathize with tho movement.
The sudden imposition of heavy taxes upon
the mountaineers is assigned as the reason for
the outbreak; the chief grievance being the
tobaecotax. Formerly, every Emir or Sheik,
or peasant, was free to cultivate as much of the
weed as ho liked; atid unless lie took his produce into oue of the towns on the
plains, lie paid
no duty for what he grew.
He was, moreover,
at perfect liberty to barter and sell tobacco
anywhere nr to any one within the Lebanon
district, and no duty was demanded nor questions asked. All this has been changed.
The
custom duties upon tobacco are now four times
wliat they were a few years ago, and they aro
enforced with the utmost severity, even upon a
few pounds of tobacco being taken from one
village to another.
—

Tho Crew of the Shenandoah.
The London Times of the 12th, speakiDg of
the nature of the charges brought against the
British government in.the case of the Shenandoah, says thatthe force of recent evidence, if

true, eannotFe-denied. It is to the effect that
all the nineteen men who sailed in the Shenandoah were British subjects and that they were
reinforced by fifty or sixty stowaways, all British subjects, at Melbourne. These facts, established op the affidavit of a sailor named Temple, ore of such a nature that the Times is
obliged to cpndcmu very strongly this transparent frami and call for imediate inquiry. It
says, also, that the possibility of amending our

Foreign
tained by

Enlistment Act

ought

to be enter-

Legislature motoproprio
ami without awaiting the action of tho United
States Government.
our own

Magazines.
The Westminster Review for January, (Leonard Scott & Co.'s
reprint) is received. The table of
contents Is

oven more

than

and varied.
There Is a new chapter of the Mill versus Hamilton
controversy; an Interesting paper on two of the
“Precursors of the French
Revolution,” Saint-Pierre aud D’Aggenson; another on Lord
Palme stonj
a very iulorestmg essay upon the
writings of Coler-

usually

rich

idge: a paper on “Pliysiologioal Experiments—Vivineclion;” one on the “Polish Revolution ofl8G3;”
and a review of “Dr. Livingstone's Recent Travels!”
The Review 01 Contemporary Literature is, as usual
a very interesting teature of the number.
Among'
the books which cofneln for rather severe handling,
ore Alexander Smith’s “Summer in Skye,” and the

Edmnnd Yates. Of the latter the critic
says: “Amongst the many receipts given by the old
pliarmacoiiists for procuring a long iile, is invariably
found ‘scrapings of the human skull.’ We never
really knew wliat they were until we read Mr. Yates’
present volume/’
The new (German) “History of
the United Stales,” by CarlF. Neumann, receives a
favorable notice. It is described as a “detailed account of the occurrences which have made the great
Trans-Atlantic Republic tho hope of one class of
minds—the despair of another and opposite class.”
novels of

l.vkby Satubday.
Number Nine of this new hebdomadal is an improvement on the last two or
three issues. “The
Swindler as Artist,- doubtless
owes Its
inspiration to
‘SKay °n “Mur,ler considered
'rh"a *> a ht°ry
by

on.^r!wBftTUS
Nufflnl,
Sto Lfr A:U"
J,Am
Zor
and
the

striking essay by Matthew

a

^“I'oems;

Couniryme^LbCZ StT?
Cbin
CondtiU Maijazine has called
“Mv

out

Sn tbe Saturday
tides

bln
HeviJ. SrW other
a

contained In the number.
Tichnor & Fields,
pubhshers, Boston.
ore

tbo

”

an1"''"

adabI® ar"

5iif“I)uring the violent hurricane

of the lltli
the French coast, two hundred
enormous
blocks of stone placed in front of the
breakwater at
Cherbourg, to protect It from tl>« action of the sea, were lifted
tbe
by
waves, and
thrown over the wall into the
on

harbor.

cannon

the

sea.

planted
Such

experienced

in

the pier were thrown into
storm had never before been

on

a

Forty

that place.

srjtopiAL Notices.

intelliuencSl

■

-Revivals of religion are numerously repgjjtcd from various parts of New Enghnd, and
still more numerously from t le West and

Thr<®lpLuii"SOTd Nervous

*

that lustitutiou last fall.
We understand,
says the Bath Times, hu was found in Brook-

lyn,

] j

j

^

Y rtj

OiUQINAL AND SELECTED.

It is proposed to remove the Naval
Academy from Annapolis to some place on the
Chesapeake Bay, where the cadets will l>e removed from the temptations of a town, and
where a sufficient area of territory can be obtained to admit of extensive drill ground.
Mr. Wendell Phillips made a speech at
Amherst on Tuesday evening, on reconstruction, but did not mention the veto of the Preedmen’s Bureau bill, and only alluded briefly to
the Presidential speech of the 22d.
{JjtfDr. Jayne, the “medicine man,” of Philadelphia, is a living proof of the virtue of printer’s ink. He annually expends $150,000 in advertising his medicines.
tir-Professor Goldwin Smith writes a letter
to the London Daily Newt, again
urging that
the Alabama claims should be submitted to ar-

bitration,

and

yesterday.

S3?” According to the Home Journal the reason why so many Americans are going abroad,
is in the fact that a family can live in England
or 'Prance on the rent of their house in New
York.
ty The number of letters and newspapers
delivered in New York city is increasing at the
rat* of not far from five millions a
The
year.
number received last year was nearly fifty millions.

ty Judge Humphreys of Alabama, in

deavoring

to

induce that

{State
“Gentlemen, our

en-

return to the
safest place is
Union, says:
in the Union. Grant it that the idea of chattel
slavery is dead, if you please, our Democratic
to

allies will yive us back that race in the condition
offorced laborer's, and it does not matter in which
state we have them, if we have them under our
control.”
gy Tho New

Albany (Indiana! Ledyer says
that Wool growing is becoming an important
part of tlje business of the Wabash valley.
tiJfThe Charleston Courier is gratified to
observe indications of the rebuilding of the.
burnt district in that city.
tyTbc people of St. Johns, Canada East,
were greatly alarmed by a dispatch saying 1800
Fenians were en route to attack the place.
Armed men patroled the streets, the theatre
was nearly deserted, and intense excitement

prevailed.
ty The New Orleans Picayune complains
of the accumulation of capital in that city.
■

Business is very

—

brisk,

and the trades are in a
most flourishing state. The
sutylus of oapital
would be invested in stocking
plantations, but

they are so encumbered that they oiler no security, and pledges of the forthcoming crops
are demanded.
Bents are high and increasing.

The Mobile Tribune says that it is still worse in
that city as regards rents.
Boston Heruld gives the farmers of
New
England the excellent advice that
they shoufd invest tucir surplus means in their

business,

and says that “the fatmer
would do better to let stocks alone aud spend
bis money for stock.”
tyTwenty map publishers in Europe will
own

line of

compete for the prises at the Paris Exhibition.
Mr. J. T. Lloyd of New York, is preparing tor
the same purpose a map of that city, twenty
five feet long mid eight feet wide, which will
show every building properly colored and numbered, and of such a size that it can be easily
recognized.
Ktf** ri'e Columbus
(Ga.) Enquirer remarks
upon the uncommon number of bills of incorporauon before
Legislatures of Georgia
aud Alabama. The
most of
P«me»

these are for

to

trial will

■

...

Soutli oppose

co-operation

with their brethren

refer our readers to tho unlimited
Jpslimony of travels s in aD ages. Thai it should so long have escaped the practical science of the WcsWfrn World, is an
astonishing fhet; but now that it is prepared In such
a form as to mit pleasant, safe, and above all, ef-

the North<a<nd ^et are sending agents to the
North privately to solicit funds. Dr. Taylor
at

soljcit_S20,0tSi for the t)outhern_ Baptist Missionary Society, aud others come tor
different objects.
—Eev. S. K. Brown, missionary from this
country to Japan, has translated the Gospel of
Mr.
Matthew into the Japanese language.
Brown is from Monson in this State, and his
mother was the author of the favorite hymn “I
love to steal awhile away.”

comes to

1

fective, there can be no doubt tliat it is destined to
obtain the confidence of the public, and especially of
those for whose relief it is prepared. Invalids can
be assured that it contains not a particle of opium,
o* anything else that is in any way iqjurious to the
system, but that it is an agroeable and permanent
tonic.

>i

to any address on receipt of pfice and slumps.
Price—Large Box $1.00, postage 16 cents.; Small
Box 50 cents, postagte 6 cents.
Fbt sole by all Druggists and Apothecaries, or Patent Medicine dealers.
Imported and manufactured solely by thb SYLVAN ORIENT COMPANY, 151 Washington St,
lopposlte the Old South (Jhurch,) Boston, MaRS.

ship

r

world* designs to re-enter the ministry.
—Bev. George Prentice has an earnest article iii Zion’s Herald of the present week, against
the institution of Separate ‘Colored Conferences.” He reasons that black and white Chris-

Maine.

Every bottle is warranted or money refunded.
TBBBETTS BBOTHEBH, Proprietors, Manchester, N. H.
Sold by W. W. WHIPPLE and W.F. PHILLIPS,
Portland, and by all Druggists.
)a22sN3in*

R

EM

—Bev. W. W. Boyd, of Springvale lias resigned his pastorate in that place, his resigna-

O

A E

y

!

Dr. WJR.. Johnson,
‘

tion to take effect April 1st.
—We learn that the Free Baptist Society of
Saco have extended a call to Bev. E. True, of

DENTIST,

UaiRen»T«jkb

Farmington, Hi H., to become theirpastpr.) |
—The Chicago pulpit is getting quite wild 011
the Sunday question. Meetings have been

Office

18 i-i Free St.

to

Second House from H. H. Hay’s Apothecary
Store.
uiar2SNdftwt<

Cumberland.
Republicans of Cumberland will meet at tbe
Town Honse, In nahl town, on Saturday, the *d day
March next, at 3 O'clock r. M., tor the purpose ot

addrpss sent to the Tribune and
Timet, both of which publish a Sunday edition.
an

Tlie

nominating a Board oi Town Officers for ilie current
year.
Per Order, of low* Committee.
ie27sndtd
Cumberland, Fob 26,1866.
WAEREN’S

COUGH

tion to Greece.

,M

.

BALSAM!

lias boon found by experience to be tbe

—Rev. Mr- Hatch, of the Unltariafi fchuroli

Concord, N. H., has had a council on his difficulty with the parish, and he is pronounced

BEST B.EMEBY

at

For the various diseases of (bo Lungs and Throat,
•
such as
*•

clear of ail charges, but advised to leave, for the
sake of peace and quietness.
—The Augustinian hermits at Lawrence ask
to be incorporated, with a capital of a quarter

million dollars. They mean to bnild the
largest church in New England.
—The national Unitarian conference is to be
held at Buffalo, April 10 th; opening sermon by
Rev. F. H. Hedge, D. D.,of Brookline.
—Rev. Alexander Campbell, the leader in
the reform in the Baptist church, popularly
known as Campbeliism,” died in Kentucky |
Mr. Campbell was a debater, and his
controversies with Bishop Puroell, of Cincinnati, Robert Bale Owep, Rev. Mr. Rice, Presbyterian Clergyman, and others, On theological
points, have been published and widely read.

lately.

Asthma, Bronchitis, Consumption* Croup,
Intfueuzn, Pleurisy, Pneumonia, or
Inflammation of the Lungs,
Whooping Cough.
In these complaints this Medicine .has 1^0 SUPERIOR, and while thus efficacious it Is perfectly safe to
and

administer to persons of all «ges.
Tbe Cough Balsam possesses the two-fold advantage ofbeing at once valuable as a curative and invaluable as a preventative of all the diseases ol the
fit-.
Throat, Lungs arfd Bronchia.
The world is challenged to produce a compound of
equal efficacy and safety.
€ e c
Prepared and sold by AMBROSE
Botanic Druggist, Mo. 1 Granite Block East Market
nollsrtd&wCm
Square, Bangor, Me.
»

|
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Aromatic

—The celebrated Paris preacher, Father Hyacinthe, is in disgrace with the Pope. It is re-

Vegetable Soap.

Colgate’s

ported that Monsignor Chigi, the Papal nuncio, has conveyed the censures of his Holiness
to Father Hyacinthe, and ordered him to go to
Rome to give an explanation of liis conduct.
’—Americans will bo glad to hear of an act of
justice oq the part.of the Shah of Perpia, in regard to a church building at Ardishal, which
had been taken by the Papal Nestorians, to the
exclusion of the Mends of our missionaries,
who hod an immemorial title thereto. Repeat-

A

superior Toilet

Vegetable
and

Soap, prepared from refined
Oil. in combination with Glycerine,

especially designed

for

the

use

of

LAdlCa r.nd

washing properties unrivalled. For tale by all Dr.igglsts.
folo'COaNdiy

Plain and Colored

Stamping

All Stationery bought at thi3 store will be stamped
plain free of charge.
Stamping done in Rod, Blue, Purple, Brown,
Black, &c., at twenty-live cents per quire, or Package extra.

Monograms Cut to Order.

granted the rightful owners a new site tor a
church, and he has subscribed £100 towards its
has

Engi^stU-ambaSsador,

who has
erection.
befriended the American missionaries in m uy
Ways, has also subscribed £50 for the same object; and be promises nt the same time to inter-

Wedding and Visiting Cards Engraved or Printed
af short notice.
A large assor 1 rnent of
FASHlUtVA^LE STATIONERY
CAN ALWAYS

RE

SHORT &

FOUND AT

LORI NO’S.

est his English Mends in the enterprise.
—The meeting held in New York on Tuesday, for the purpose of forming a new Congregational church in that city, adjourned without

Bookseller* mid Stationers, 5G and 58
Exchange St#, Portland, Me.
snIiq
February 24.1866.

taking'any action. In 1847 there were five Or.t^odox Congregational Churches in Now York
and but one in Brooklyn. Now there iB but
one church in New' York, while there are fifteen in the
City of Churches.” Those qualified to judge doujit whether the now organize

U»E CHARLES’ LINIMENT, Fp}lotr the three
lions strictly and we warrant'a cure.
For sale, Wholesale ami Retail, by
FOBES k. CO.,
BPfiiGB&S,
7
General AiiRNTfr,
80 Commercial Street, ( Pltonas Bloc/:,)
dec‘27dtfsN
Portland, Me.

Chilblains Can Be Curedl

tion will go on, for want of strength and funds
—Rev. J. F. Lovering of Jamaica Plain, late
army chaplain, was installed as pastor of
the Unitarian church at Concord, N. H., on
the
19th March, when an American Cardinal will
be created.

Scratch,

TJY

LOOK !

LOOK ! !

-AT

THE-

j&ltSKdtf

S14p Haxvpst Queen, Hutchinson,

A. S.

DAVIS.

Gold.....

Ointment

MAljltlKP.

vi|V

,

“Buy Me and I’ll Do You Good.”
USE DR. LANGLEY’S ROOT and HERB BITTERS for Jaundice, Costiveness, Liver Complaint,

Humors, Indigestion, Dyspepsia, P4**», Dizziness,

Headache, Drowsiness, and air diseases arising from
Disordered Stomach, Torpid Liver, and Bad Blood,
to which all persons are subject in Spring and Sum*’
mer. Sold by GEO. C. GOODWIN &
CO., 38 Hanover St., aud by all Dealers in Medicines.
Feb 28—SNdlm
ft
v

■■

d&wCm

Cough

DR. BASCOMB’S

Ooujrh

and

Croup Syrup,

And taking according to directions,
dan 18— sKd2mos

%

the air was filled with the harmony of Bounds.
These children are fine looking, active, intelli-

Foochow Dec 22, Buena Vista, Ayres, from
Shanghae.
Sid ftn Sfngapore Deb 30, St Pahl, Martin, Akyfib;
Jon 6, Hamlin, Wheelwright, do.
In port Jan 8, Borneo, Bassett, for Boston; James
Patonr AU|aon, lor New York; Amy Warwick Morgan; New Hampshire, Lora, and Penang, Patten,
uncertain.
At Colombo Jan 15, Southern; Belle, Benson, unc.
Sldfm Girgenti 1st ult, LaCiguena, Nichols, for
New York.
Ar at Gibraltar 4th ult, Young Turk, Harding, frit
Boston (and sailed for Mussina.)
Sid ftn Hamburg Jlth ult, Osceola, Bonnott, for
SPOKEN.
13, off the Skerries, ship Belle Wood, Freeman, from Liverpool for Now York.
Feb

New Advertisements.
STATEMENT OF THE CONDITION OF

NORTH-WESTERN INS. CO,
Oswnoo, N. I.,

On the first day of January, 1860:

$150,000.00

ed.

Agents,

21,347.80

hens,

93,324.02
17,500.00
2,326.00
6,446.00

Real ratal* ineneumbered of the value of
Bonds and Mortgages on Real Estate, 1st

The Inventor of this Bcniody ha* given it in upwards
of
Ml ■« li. fTt * ITlMf
|<»

16,100.00

Debts secured by mortgages on vessels,
U.S. 10-40 gold-bearing bonds, $2500,
U. S. 7 3-10 Treasury notes, 5,500,
Debts otlierwisc secured,

17,833.07

25,000 Extreme Cases 1

$221;6C6.92

And has curod Jifty per vent, of those patients who
had bean

17,891.30
27,840.01

investments,

The liabilities of the Company are—
Losses aJj usted, due and not due,
Losses unadj usted, including those await-

ing proof,

none.

/.

*

$18,362.47

:

I //•;.■

<»

The HaJl, picture gallery, trophy department, dining rooms, and almost every available place were crowded in the afternoon.—
There seemed to be no diminution of numbers, nor of interest
The Union Club gallery of paintings was
thronged yesterday, and the visitors had a rich
treat in looking at the splendid pictures that
adorn these rooms. We are glad to know that
the generosity of this Club in opening their
paintings to the public for the benefit of the
Fair, has been so well appreciated. At the
same time the visitors have been highly pleased and gratified, the Ireedmen of our country

*

Hopelessly Abandoned!

2,198.64

$20,651.11

ELIAS ROOT, Vice-President.
JAMES J. CLARK, Secretary.
Swum to this 30th dav of Januanr, 1866.

PHYSICIANS.

BY

receive substantial aid and coinfort.
The crowd last evening was immense.

E. WEBSTER AND SON, Agents,
74 Middle St., Portland, Me.

DR.

March 3—eod3w
331

seems

ROCKINGHAM

occasion,

given up by Physicians as incurable.
From the results obtained from

St,

t

(

/

Wonderful Remedy
■lit:

FOLLETTE,

HOSIERY. AND

Ho

can

confidently

aasuro

•ms

hia patients that ho can

aTOi/

GLOVES,

t'

HOOP SKIETS AND G0ESET8,

RESTORE THEM TO HEALTH!
:\ i Alt
a •,>«*> \ •>

iiadies’ & Children’s Underflannels,

Unless the seal Of death Is already upon them.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.
Doc 15—d3m

----
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FAME

FROM

FOB

Who

from our

of Furniture!
GfeO.

T. BURROUGHS & 00-

Friday* March 2.
ARRIVED.
Steamship North American, (Br) Kerr, Liverpool
Fob 16 via Londonderry 16th,

v

\
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side far hack In the country.

Write out

a

re-

full de-

tions will he sont by express.

!3f**Charges are such that treatment comes

LOOAT TIIIS!

within

the reach of all.
*:i»

Second-Hand Clothing,

lift

1

•*,*.

CONSULTATION, FOR THE

FOR

WOULD respectfully inform the public that the
KtateaneutAf my wife, Martha Hague, with regard to firing time shols at her is an absolute folsehood, and that there is nut one word of truth in It.

PORTLAND.

(1

March 3—dtl

A-.h-Jai
Miniature Alum one. .Marcli 8.
Sunrises...... .0.33 I Moon Bets.8.15 AM
Sunsets .....5.511 High water.12.30PM

OP

them, the

scription of your case, and treatment with/Sill direc-

AT MEDTJCED PRICES.

Clothing of all binds Cleansed awl Bepaired
good style, and at shdrt notice.
mar3d3m

PORT

to

The Dr. fra* special treatment for patients who

Asia.. .Boston.Liverpool.. .Marcli 14
Tonawauda.Boston.Havana_March IS
Louisiana..'.. .New York.. Liverpool.. .March 17
Arago.New York. .Liverpool .March 17
North America... .-New York. .Uio Janeiro March 20
Corsica..New York..Havana
MarchM

NEWS

suffering with diseases peculiar

once.

HALL,

large

Stock

York..Southampton.Mch

MARINE

are

EA.3DIES

Dr. would say his treatmontjreachefl their troubles at

BOOMS AT

Will not be ready for occupancy for five next TEN
HAYS, we shall continue, during tl>.at time, to sell

DATE.

.Liverpool...March

OUE NEW

LANCASTER

-Belgian... ..Portland.... Liverpool... Marcli
■
City of Baltimore..New York. .Liverpool...March
Cuba.New York. .Liverpool.. .March

3
3
7
Allatnenia.New
7
Eagle.New York. -Havana_March 7
North American...Portland...Liverpool...March 10
Henry Chaunccy. .New York. -California. ..March 10
Edinburg..........New York..Liverpool...March 10
Erin.New York.
10
Hermann.New York.. Bremen.March 10

TO

At Reduced Prices!
AS

By WM. BROWN, No. 91 Federal Street.

PRESENT, FREE!

in
1

|\.1

tJT" Office hours

Notice.

\

from 9

j,

A. M., till 5 P. M. .jjj

3—d*t*

ISRAEL HAGUE.

Wanted.
A SMALL
suitable for a ffunTENEMENT,
Hy of threo persons.
Rent moderate. Refer;j|
illeuce at thiaofltce.
mar3-dtf

-----s-i—s—Ig
For

J. 0.
‘II

Rockingham, M. D.,
.WtMttiMlO.fHlgKAlMMMl
151

Exchange St.,

Under International House,

Sale.

GROCERY.
A RETAIL
Enquire at 16V Congress St.

iaar3dlw*

and the masses were

PORTLAND, MAINE.
March 3—dtf

■«

An entertainment for ladies and children
will be given this afternoon, when children
will be admitted for ten cents. Pareuts will
do well to have their little ones attend ttqs
chaste, attractive and pleasing exhibition, and
have impressed upon their youth fill minds the
solemn and sitbllmc truths bf man’s disobedience and fall, and God’s omnipotence.
This evening win positively close the Tableaux in this city.

Portland andMacuias Steamer.—The
City of Richmond, Capt. Deering, arrived at this port yesterday afternoon, from
New York.
She has been purchased fqr the
Portland and Machias route, and, judging from
her appearance, we think she is just the craft
wanted.
She is a side-wheel steamer, two
hundred and twenty feet long, thirty feet nine
inches beam, and ten feet hold, with large and
steamer

for freight and passenger*.—
Her tonnage is 8Z8, new measurement, and
Her saloons and
she is said to be very fast.
There will be
cabins are richly ornamented.

ample capacity

gentlemen have practiced so much on twenty-eight stale rooms, and cabins for ladies
the ropes and bars, and so thoroughly develop- and gentlemen.
ed their muscles, that they can assume almost
The steamer is but about six months old,
and lias been running as a day boat between
any form they please. The exhibition was
Richmond and Norfolk. $he will be fitted up
very fine, and showed how wonderfully the huWe have not time to ex- immediately, and 'put upon the route
man form is made.
early
tend our remarks in relation to this exhibition, next month.
but the members of this Association may be
SubDEN changes of the weather are proassured that they gave entire satisfaction to
the dense crowd, and we can give them the ductive of throat diseases, coughs, colds, Ac,
There is no more effectual relief in these disfurther assurance that tbeir exhibition, soon
eases to, he< found, than i«' the
to come off at City Hall, will dray a very (Ull
tiaiclyt use of
house. Our citizens will remember their ex- “Brown’s Bronchial Troches.” They possess
hibition a few evenings ago at City Hall, and real merit, and have proved their effieacy by a
test of many years,
that Is a good advertisement for the entertainhiving received testimonials from eminent Men who have used thorn.
ment to come off next week.
Feb. 87—TTASlw.
Our great Fair is drawing to its close, and
the people must be on the alert to-day, and
We would call the attention of all those in
see to it, that its last days shall be even better
want of a pleasant and remunerative business
than the first The great exhibition closes
(particularly Ministers and Teachers who wisli
this evening, and we expeet to see a tremento add to their small pittance,) to the adverdous rush. Our readers will bear la mind too
tisement is onr columns this day, headed “SoQuit the Union Club picture gallery will also licitors Wanted,” and can assure them that
this
the
public
be closed to
evening. We the
company ranks with the bes( in the coun*
judge from the demonstrations yesterday that
fetfits—<Mt
try.
these rooms will be thronged to-day. We hear
A Youno Swindler.—A 1ad was arrested
from all quarters that the visitors to these
splendid rooms have been highly pleased, and Thursday evening, for swtnffimg people of
well they may, for such an exhibition is a rare their tickets to the Fair.
He stood at the
outer door and demanded tickets of
treat.
persons
Summeb DuOK.—One of the handsomest
specimens of the Summer duck Aix Spoiuta
Hole was killed in Durham last summer and
has been handsomely mounted by Mr. Zenas
C. Arey, and parch ased by Capt. Bei^j. Wilit in the Trophy room at
lard, who has placed
his ship.
It is of the
the Fair, alongside of
as handsome a fowl as can
male species and is
be found anywhere.

I

.....

Robinson.

These

■

Wd

IOM
i

It

than

well paid for their patience-and perseverance.

long and varied

a

experience with this

Maine.

jam

tion of the groups of statuary by the members
of the Portland Turnverein, and they were

Would especially invite those patients who have been

Congress

to us that there was a greater

any previous
oin.H-bnc. ap
determined to hold out and witness the exhibi-

lf|J'

.S

B.

beautiful water colors sent

*

England.

L.

some

Ward 8.—William C. Means, John C. TukesWiliiom G. Twombly, Samuel S. Rich,
Albert Smith, Aaron B. Hohlen, William D.

bury,

by Miss E. M. Jenkins of Medtord,
Ward 4.—J. B, Cummings, Peter Lane, J,
Mass. They ale real curiosities and attract R.
Would take tills occasion Instate that lie cures with
Corey, U.B, HarU John L. Shaw, N. Ellsmuch attention.
They are certainly very worth, Geo.#. GrosZ
,
X
this remedy seventy-five per cent, of diseases enumbeautiful and give evidence of much taste and
Ward 5.—N. A. Foster,.Elisha Trowbridge,
erated above, where medicines would POSITIVELY
M.
Nathan
Nahnm
are
artist.
These
skill in the fair
Littlefield, Joseph
Webb,
paintings
Plummer, N. J. Miller, W. C. Barrows.
FAIL. He makes these assertions without fear of perfectly natural, and being covered or glossed
Ward 8.—Henry A. Jones, niratn Brooks,
over with mica, they are dazzlingly beautiful.
contradiction.
Rufus Deering, George L. Kimball, James N.
Among them is a variety of designs, such as a Winsloj*, C. R. Milliken, Joseph A. Kendall.
He has had a long experience with this Remedy,
Roman Cross, an Italian cross, and one in
Ward 7.—G. F. Foster, W. H. Phillips, C.
and has had no patient that he has ndt benefited if
J. Morris, John Gilkey, Wm. Campbell, Elias
memory of iiey. Jotham Sewall and Dr. PayChase, 8. R. Thurston.
son, whose names a$e well remembered by all
not cured.
The Delegates named above, are requested
the churches; and a maple leaf from a tree in
No.
119
has
at
DB. HARTWELL, who
an office
Under this tree to meet in the Common Council Room, at 3
Forest St., Medford, Mass.
Harrison Avenue, Boston, is treating some seventythe old stage-coach used to pass in old times, o'clock this aileruoon, for the purpose of sefive patients daily, and in the course of his long expe- and is thereto re associated with tue name* of lecting a candidate for Mayor.
-U--r^-i—
Professor Stuart, and Woods and Dr. Beecher.
rience he has had but one patient in whom he has
City Committee.
Another is a leaf from the Gingko, a tree now
failed to make an Improvement.
/
Ward 1.—John T. Hptb Willard T. Brown.
ia Boston Common. It is a native of Asia,
»w
The following is an article that appeared In the BosWard 2.—Charles tf/Otazood, Henry P.
and in 1798 being of toll size, it was removed
^
to the Common. The leaf
ton Traveller of the 21st of February, In reference to
planted last White.
Ward
P.
3.—Henry Lord, IrtuJj Batchelor.
month in memory of Mrs. Newell and Mrs.
the success of this mode of treatment:—
4.—M.
A. Blanchard, Oran Ring.
Ward
American
women
the
first
were
Judson who
‘‘The system of treating diseases by tribulation 0f
Ward'5.—N. A. Foster, William Gray.
engaged in Foreign Missions. There is also a
Ward 6.—William C. How, William H. SteOxygenized Air, (as practiced by hr. Hartwell at 119 leaf in memory of Daniel Webster, one in
phenson.
g
_(
Harrison Avenue) is attracting much attention. He
memory of Prescott the historian, and one in
Ward 7.—William fi. Plummer, Henry L.
honor of the First Reginient of Maiue volunPaine.
la treating on an average about 75 patients daily. Ho
aiUqn-is -'.iM mi •« J
teers. There is also a white ivy in memory of
medicine is administered, the patient being cured enMiltonian Tableaux.—Deeringftal) was
Edward Everett, and a leaf in memory of the
tirely by Inhalation. Some of the most remarkable late lamented Lincoln. There are seventeen well filled last evening. No exhibition has
in number and theA constitute a valuable gift eter visited us tiat gives such general satiscures have heeu performed. A gentleman who had
to our Fair. The fair artist has the thanks of faction. We regret that previous engagements
culled
been afflicted for several yeofs with paralysis,
the Committee for this .beautiful present, and
compel the proprietor to leave the city just at
at the Dr.’s Office on crutches, and after three applithis time, as thc’Tabfeaux are growing in popalso the thanks of the hundreds who gaze upcations of Oxygen could apparently walk as well os on them with delight and
ularity, and affording 'such an intellectual
admiration^
We noticed a beautitol crayou, representing feast, with thoughts from Milton’s beautiful
ever. A caseof Look JaW was cured withONB apIt is a fine picture poem of Paradise Lost.
a lady, by Miss Sewafi.
plication. He hie scares of coses as marvelous as
It will repay any of our readers to visit and
and excites admiration1 and reflects much credthe above, all el which can ha substantiated. This
it on the talented artist.
study this work of art, and compare it with
la truly an age of progress. The banner under which
We noticed some beautiful articles designed the ideas they have formed of the scenes deswe march Is one of light.”
■and partly finished by Mrs. George R. Davis, cribed by Milton, and, In the end, we assure
A :A t "1
»
whose life went out as geutly as a candle. She them they wiU not regret the investment of
the fairly nominal sum charged for an admufelt a deep interest in ibis enterprise, and
DR. C. L. BROOD,
her efforts in the cause will long he remember- son.

Francisco.

_

of life and animation.

We noticed

Eagle, Pierce, unc.

u„
March

CAN BE CURED by goingdown to Ne. 16 Middle Si reel and getting a Bottle of

lit 4 V

to the Fair

Ar at

DEPARTURE OP OCEAN STEAMERS.

Shis excellent Remedy is an infallible cure for Ut<Vnesi, Discharge from the Ear, and Noises in the
Head.
This mmder/ul Fegetab(e Extract lias been the
means of restoring thousands to their
hearing, tvbo,
after trying everything and everybody, had
given up
hoping ever to bear a min.
opperates like a charm upon offensive discharges lrom the
EAR, no matter what may have caused
It, or how long standing.
Noisesln the hoad disappear under its influence

That

\

gent and toll

Ar at Melbourne Dec 21, Southern Eagle, Pierce,
New York; 22d, Windward, Kldridge, Boston.
Cid Nov 25, Golden Horn, Rice, Uong Kong.
In port Dec 23, Vicksburg, Boyd, lor Galle; South-

—

by magic.
Price, $2.00 a Bottle. For sale by all Druggists; at
wholesale by G. C. GOODWIN &
CO.,
N°- 38 Han°Ter St” BtoiU,n>
Feb SI—axd&wly

ftr

V

Sid ftn Newcastle Nov 19, John L Dimmock, Har-

...

if

■

■

Bailey.

In'Mt Vernon, Feb 25, Alvin Butler and Miss Ann
Loeda Pool.
In Friendship, Ellpbalet Benner, ol Waldoboro.
ot F.
jV r\
•3T" A Physiological View of Marriage: .andEllenOfcyer,
In Bresne*, Feb 21, Capt Ezra Cushman and Eliza
—Containing nearly 300 pages, and 130 fine Plates J Pnikam.
— ■
and Engravings of the
.ill
» T
Anatomy of the Human Organs in a state of Health and Disease, with a TreaDIED.
hee on Early Errors, its Deplorable Consequences
upon the Mind mid Body, with the Author’s Plan of
In this city, March 1, Capt Daniel j Blake,
aged
Treatment—the only rational and successful mode of
34 years 1 mouth 10 days
eldest son oi Clark and
Martbu Blake.
cure, as shown by the report of eases treated. A
truthful adviser to the married, and those contem.jy Funeral on Sunday afternoon, at 1 o’clock,
Som Casco Street Church.
plating marriage, who entertain dbnbts at their phys1 u Lewiston, Feb 26, Mrs Lucrctia
Shepherd, formical condition. Sent free of postage to any
of Bowdoin, aged 84 years 7 montlis.
address, erly
In Augusta, Feb 25, Mr John rinkliam, formerly
on receipt of 23 cents, in
or
stamps
postal currency,
of Sidney, aged 81 years 10 mouths.
by addressing Dr. LA CROIX, No. 31 Maiden Lane,
In Augusta, Feb 7, Mr Hugh Kelley, aged 68 vrs.
Albany, N. V.
>In. Windsor, Feb. 4, of consumption, Willard A
Keen, aged 34 yours 8 months.
The author may be consulted
of
upon any
thedisIn Rockland, Feb 20, Mary E, daughter iff Mrs
sases upon which his hook treats cither
personally or Susan-Seovlll, aged 15 years.
by mail, and medicine sent to any part of the world
*B!'S ■* .1111.
1

as

HALATION

•-

61d ftn Plymouth 13th, LA Bangs, Metcalf, (firqm
London for Melbourne, having repaired.
Sid ftn the Clyde 12th, Statesman, Pendleton, for
/■
n
Slianghac.
y
Ar at Queenstown 13th, Vlllafranca, from N York,
with loss of sails.
Sid 13th, General Berry, Watts, (from Callao) tor
Dundee.

t

In South Freeport, March!, by Rev Geo A Putnam, William H Cpain.ot Lawrence, Maas, add Miss
Nellie A Corliss, of Sdutn Freeport.
In Germantown, Penn. Feb ZL by Rev J Andrews
Harris, Edward Leering Boyd and Eliza Andews,
daughter of J M Fisher, Esq. [Corrected.)
In Greene, Feb 14, John M Jackson and Hattie L
liodgkins, both of Lewiston.
In Itockjand, Feb 21, John H Sookina and Lucinda

passed over, but the
Several ladies during the

■

horn.

I

“";!en, Samuel U. Colesworthy.

Fair—Fifth Day.

storm has

—

Notary Public.

135

snow

...

Portland,

HT

•{

The

..

by all druggists.
By sending 80 cents to WEEKS & POTTER, Sole
Agent*, 170 Washington St., Boston, It will be forwarded by mail, free of postage, to any part ol the

OTITINE.

Jfreedman’a

89.

D.MANNERtNO,

United States Coupons,
....*.135
U. S. Coupon Sixes. 1881..... 104
99
United States 7 3-10ths Loan, 1st series..,,
3d series..
00
do
do
small...'.... 99
do
3d senes. 99
United States Five-twenties. 1882..
103
do
1861...r.103
1021
do.
1865.
United Slates Teu-16rties|(Coupons off). 90}
Boston and Maine Railroad. 117
EasternRailroad..-,.ei....if... ,:.J_101}

Brown.

North-Western Ins. Co.—E. Webster <& Co.

Ili-0 f)^;.

made unanimous

subsequently

■

[Per steamer City of Manchester.]
Sid ftn Liverpool 13th, Lookout,Ford, Bio Janeiro;
Northampton, Afc>rge, New Orleans.
Ent lor ldg 13th, Rochester, Fulton, and Toicana,
Delano, ior New Orleans; Virginia, Weeks, ior Rio
^Janeiro.
Ar at Deal 13th, Northern Crown, Adams, London
ior Cardiff (and both sold.)
Sid ftn Falmouth 12th, Samoset, McCobb, for Leg-

Allotlier claims against the Co,

Sale—Grocery.

Furniture—Geo. T. Burroughs & Co.
Notice—Israel Hague.
Wanted—House.

Clothing—Wui,

and were

in each of the Wards.
The following are the nominations:
Ward 1.— Alderman, Thomas 8. Jack.—
Couuciimen, John J. Uerrish, Joseph 8. York,
Janies W. Brackett, Peak’s Island.
Warden, Robert K. Perkin's. Clerk, Robert
l. Hull. Constables, William Foster, William
A, Charlton.
Ward 2.—Alderman, Stephen YVhilU -more.
Councilmen, Charles M. Rice, Daniel W. Fos-

Oxygenized Atri

ult, barque Alexandrina,

Apothecaries.

American

sale

n

IN

Ar at Havana 17th, brig* Masonky Berry, N York;
Locbiel, Graham, St John' ND; 18th, barque John
Gritfin, Chase, New York; 16th, brig John Stevens,
Chase, New Y*rfe; 2utk, brig Mary C Rose veil, Wilson, New Orleans.
Sid 17th, baruqe Willis Rich, Panno, Cienfuegos;
sclis F Cottin, Wass, New Orleans; 20th, C Pendleton, Church, New York.
Ini port 24th, barque Norton Stover, Stover, for
New
Portland, ldgi brig £ 11 Kennedy, Gey or, forvX
Orleans: sch C S'Dyer, Dyer, tor do.
As at Matanzas 19th, barque Investigator, Carver,
Now! York; 20th, Fannie, Carver, do.
Sid 16th, barque N M Haven, Hall, New York.
Ar at Cardenas 15th ult, sch Jason, Sprague, from
Matanzas.
Sid 15tli, brigB Ruth, (Br) McLellan, Portland; B
Young, Gibson, Caibarien; sch Alice, (BrlFord, for
a port North of H&tteras; 17th, brig Neva, Smith,
Portland; Frank E Allen, Merrill, do; 224, Anna,
; Br) Dart, for a port North of Hatteras.
Ar at Halifax NS 18th ult, brig William Nash, McBride, Now York.

Total,

For

to call.

.1

■

/

lot,

~

lde.

J. H. J. THAYER,
APOTHECARY, 373 Congress St.. Portland, Me.
Stand formerly occupied by Geo. W. Hayden & Co.
Foreign and Domestic Drugs, Chemicals, Family and
Patent Medicines, Perfumery and Toilet Articles ol
all kinds, and all articles usually kept by first class

SPECIAL NOTICE COLUMN.

lungV,

FOREIGN PORTS.
Ar at Havre 14th inst, barque Harvest Home, BerNew
Orleans.
ry,
Ar at Sinai 12th ult, barque Edward Hill, Kirby,
New York; brig Hiram AbUi; mbetts, do.
Ar at Palermo 2d lust, brig Aroostook, Lord, from
Portland.
At Ponce PK 15th ult, barque Adtelope, White, for

The assots of the
Cash on hand, in Banks,

ties. and who would look to the interests of
the city. The nominations were made by bal-

Hall.

Boots and Shoes—T. E. Moseley St Co.— Boston.
AUCTION COLUMN.
^Auction Sales— E. M. Patten.
'Auction Sale—C. W. tiohma.
NEW \i)YEK USKMENT CuLIMN.
J. C. Buckingham, M. J».

THROAT,

■

ern

column.

Tile Ward Meetings held last evening by
the Union Republicans, lor the purjxwe of
nominating candidates to bo supported at the
Municipal Election next Monday, were more
largply attended than they have been for
years, and the best feeling prevailed. The object seemed to be to secure the nomination of
men who would ftlthftrtty attend to thetr du-

Warden, Arthur M,SuiaiL Clerk, William
Weeks.
Constables, F. B. Barr, Charles II.
Fickett
morning is cloudy.
and
Ward
3.—
Alderman, Cliarles Hulden,
pFair have fainted and'been removed trpyt the Couuciimen, Daniel
Plummer, Jonathan R.
dehse crowd in the Hall. We are not surprisMathews, Augustus D, Mart.
ed at this, considering the impure state of the
Samuel
It.
Warden,
Leavitt. Clerk, Henry
S ir
l
RHEUMATISM,
atmosphere, which, in such j crowd must nec- if. Hiukley. Constables, James H. Derricks
Thomas
YVildes.
essarily be breathed the secoud time. Some
Ward 4.—Alderman, A, P. Morgan. Conn
NEURALGIA,
one less charitable, perhaps than he ought to
ciluieu, Cliarles A. Gilson, Joseph Bradford,
| be, suggests the bare possibility that the cause William C. Robinson.
is what is vulgarly called “tight lacing!” But
PARALYSIS,
Warden, M. A. Blanchard. Clerk, John L.
tii
y
Shaw.
Constables, James 45. Gourd, George
we make no such charge against our fair woAnd SCftOFtTLA, men, for they certainly possess a good share of T.
a<>'
Ward 5.—Alderman, Edmund Pliinnes.—
common sense which at once reveals to thorn
-BYCouncilmen, Augustus P/Fuller,YFUiiain Gray,
»*'
1 Lo
»ft» —y. I,
the danger of compressing their lungs, especi- Wentworth P. Files.
|
ally when their free action is so essential in a 1 Warden, Nathaniel Walker. Clerk, George
Constables, Adam W. Uarbodr,
dense crowd, where there must necessarily be 8, Nutting.
Archibald Montgomery.
more or less of impure air.
No I no, we are
In this ward the following preamble ami
♦
reluctant to believe that Portland ladies sub*
1
4
resolution were
unanimously adopted:
ject themselves to such a dangerous practice.
Wb areas, The opinion that obtains that party usage
demands
the
at
o’clock
10
ro-uominaiJou of pubic othcers alter lire
The Fair was opened
yesterday
have been cl* clexplrat on or the term toe which
morning, affording an excellent chance to view ou, is prejudicial to the publicthey
Interest, ami olten
the various articles and curiosities on exhibi- places voters under embarrassment, of seeming to
disregard the feelings and rights of others; there<
tion. The opportunity was well improved by tore,
/ ;
.*■
; >
[
'tj :
littolvrd, That the Itepublicans of Ward'S, lu fho
hundreds who had a good time in visiting all
eteci ion of othcers, so tar from giving pledges to reThe Oxygen,.by Inhalation is carried directly into
the rooms without being crowded and squeez- elect them, sxpressly declare that they take them uu
trial, with unrestricted right to take others lu their
ed death.
The ladies who superintend, hold stead
the circulation reaching all
oi tho system as
U deemed expedient.
remarkable
on
and
bold
with
out
patieuee,
Ward 6.—Alderman, YVilliam L. Southard.
soon os the Blood trill carry it, burning up and denerve and energy.
They are fully determined Councilmen, Edward P. Gerrkb, Charles Stacomposing the carbonized matter in the system, and that the last
days of the Fair shall he more ples, Jr., Charles it MillikenJ
■;
* Ji
/; \ *.
i
Warden, N. G. Cummings. Clerk, F. A.
expels It through tbo pores.
prosperous than the first, and to this end all
Currish.
uHf.',) < ;
Constables, Jonathan Meserve, Oliarc bending their energies which are wotiliy
«
ver H. Davis
Roughs, Colds, and Lung Affections, as well as of the glorious enterprise in which they ore
Ward 7.— Alderman, Ambrose GUldiugs,
Humors of-the Blood, (unless hereditary) are genengaged. They know and.feel that it is more Councilmen, F. W. Clark, Wm. II. Phillips,
Charles Chase.
Such mercy
blessed to give than to receive.
is
air
caused
Impure
Impure
air;
breathing
ally
by
Warden,F.E. Pray. Clerk, J. J. W. Reeves.
as these ladies show is twice blessed; it blessConstables, A. L. Taylor, Henry Gallison.
caused from a lack of Oxygen.
es them and it blesses the Frecdmeh.
5
In the forenoon Bev. Mr. King introduced
The immediate effects produced by this treatment
Delegates to Nominate a Candidate for
the three beautiful colored children who sang
Mayor.
are wonderful almost miraculous, as will be demontwo pieces—the first “Slavery’s chain is bound
Ward L—WWJam Brown, Geo. Trefethen,
strated to all those who witness its application to pato break,’’*refrain which the coiqped people Henry H. Burgess, E. O. Morrill, Russell Lew»
sang in New Orleans after their emancipation. is, Win. Noble, Increase Pote,
tients.
«
1 v ^
t
e Ward 2.—Charles E. Beckett, Charles II.
Thousands of voices mingled in the song and

—

wood, San

Turnvoroln—City

Houso,

International

NOSE,

at New York

DOMESTIC PORTS.

17th

Hall.
Fair—City
Portiaml

ettabliihed himself

i /He treat* oepeelSUy Disease* ottka

SAN, FRANCISCO
Ar 26th ult, ship Ratler,
Marsh, Hew York.
MOBILE—Ar 21st, brigs Aurate, Davit, Portland;
Randolph. Pressey, boston.
KEY WEST—Ar 12th, brig Almon Rowell, Morton, Havana; 15th, haniue Oisini, Smith, do.
1531.i'IMOKE—Ar 1st, sell Pavilion, Snow, from
New York.
NEW YORK—Ar 28th, sells Union, AveriU, Rookland; J CRoksr, Goldthwaite, New Bedford.
Cid 1st, ships Vitula, Peck, San FranoisCo; Belmont, Guuil, Liverpool; brigs Myronus, Higgins, for
Cienfuegos; Sophie, Strout, do; Neponsot, Tracev.
Trinidad; Aquidnevk, Bigley, Mobile.
PROVIDENCE—Cid 1st, orig Richmond, Powers,
Cardenas.
NEWPORT—Ar 28th, sch Ida, Phillips, Fall River
for New York.
Sailed 28th, sobs doddle, Roberts, On Fall River for
New York; T R Hammond, Cram, and Alligator,
Collins, Providence for do; Mary, Sawyer, do fordo;
Trident. Jameson, Rockland for City Point;, Geo W
Kimball, Jr, Hall, do for New York'; Jidji Baker,
Baker, Portland for do; Sophia R Jameson, Jameson, do for do; EG Willard, Parsons, do for Philadelphia; Ada Ames, Marston, Camden for Norfolk;
J Pattern Dunham, Bath for Providence; Delaware,
Bishop, Providence for New York.
>
HOLMES’S HOLE-Ar 1st inst, brig Forest State,
State, Fall River for Portland; sch Chfloe, Ricker,
New York for Boston.'
In port 1st, barque Isabel: brigsCycfone.Antilles,
Loyalist, Stranger, Fannie Butler, alary A Chase;
sebs Mary & Emma, Pioneer, Leesburg, Walton,
Shooting Star, and Elying Cloud. ’■ —
BOSTON—Ar 1st last, barque Sagadahoc, Auld,
New Orleans Itb u!L
Old 1st, barque Oak, Russell, Cape Haytieo; brig
Unioorn, Leighton, Surinam.
At 2d, brig Forest, Strout, Newburg NY.

Debts for premiums.
All other securities and

Boston Stock Mist.
Sales at the Brokers Board, March 2.

Will Cure the Itch ip Forly.Ei||U Hours.
Also cures SALT RHEUM, ULCERS,
Chilblains,
and all Eruptior.3 of the Skin. Price 50 cents. For

Oct C—s

ing

from, Liverpool, encountered very heavy gwfet on the
passage:. lost and split sails, and was obliged to out
Into Belihst, Ir, for repairs.

New[Yerk,

Ailynjafniimii
entertainment

Where ho reepeot.hlly inr tee all who may he Suffer-

disasters.
Sell Ida, Hutchinson, cTumd from Portland (br
before reJArted ashore at
Cape Cod; has
driven higher .up qu the beach, and part of her deck
load of slooka has washed away.
A barque of about 300 tons, partially dismasted,
was below Pliiladelpliia *8th.

Sid ftn Cienfuegos
SnoV, Boston.

tbs

ncixit r.
FJ

Adoeriiten will benefit ttmuelooi, at tcellat
tatir atlvertitemenU

•

Under

Union Republican Nominations.

accommodate m, by lentUH/ in
at an early hour in the
day.

Exchange Street,

At No. 151

Havana,

Strict personal attention paid to the. compounding of Physicians’ Prescription at all hours,
fe22ssdl m*
day or night.

ITCH ! ITCH !
Scratch, Scratch l

:

laud and vicinity, that he

the Portland and Machlas Steam Phcket CO, Is a tl' e
side wheel boat of 879 tons, built at Mow York last
season, attft baa recently been runntng on the rcnitd
between Nortolk and Richmond. XUe price paid for
Jigr was about $110,000. Some Alterations are to be
made and a larije number of berths and about thirty
state rooms added. She is to be commanded by Capt
;.Chas I >♦•«» ing and will be» ready to go on tlio *route
about the first of Ap#il.

has

aid
_

■

Bielimond, jast purchased by

of

pOKTLAyu

Has the honor to announce to the citizens of Port-

are:—
Company
and in hands of

No. 80 Middle Street.

Invited

United States.
Oct 25,1800.—s N dftwlyr

The jtfasner Cky

Mar** 3, 18fiC.

SatardayJJonifajE,

/a t J
f[
J.t
J.D.,

Fish^ciBzenfaiid^others.

The Capital Stock of the Company la

PORTLAND PHOTOGRAPHIC GALLERY

NOTICES.

Wheaton’s

Sell Charlotte Fish, Strong, Cardonas—Ohase.Cram
Sturdivant.
^
Charlotte
&

PES!

25 Gem Arabrotypes, 30 cents.

To the fait and complete assortment of-Boots and
Shoos for Gentlemen's, Ladle'* und Children's wear,
at T. E. MOSELEY & CO.’S, Summer St, Boston.
March3-^cHt
__G

ITCH I

TIN

on

The North-pole expedition, proposed
laist year by Professor Peterman, will be carried out during this year.
The Berlin Government will furnish a oorvette and appropriate 60,000 thalers for the outfit of the
expedition.
,

Attention is

*

\[ j

25 Tin-Types for 50 cents.

SPECIAL

^CLEARED^*-W*-

Or

an

will he held in Rome

\Sigxal tyr a barque.

for the Nnrwrj. .Its perfume is exquisite, and its

ed efforts have been made to restore the buildiug to its legitimate use, hut Fronch influence
has been too strong. Now,Soever, the Shah

Tuesday evening.
—A consistory

Sell Paragon, Reed, Bel fa4 /or Boston.
Ar 2711i—nSch Iko,
Crockett* Castine.

||pw A<Jyertisements.

■

DIPHTHERIA,

a

The

for

i*
sic merit.
It Will not soil the finest fabric.
Is neat, clean, and Irigblyqiei Aimed.
It will positively restore the whitest or grayest hair
to its origual color..
Will puriiV t he head from humors and dandruff.
As a dressing is bewitcldngly desirable.

in Warren street.

of

CO., Agents

W. F. PHILLIPS &
Peb 15—8Nd&w1 V

t^Di*. Tiblie«i» Physiologiml Hair Regenerator» This article is unequalled in intrin-

tians should mingle together, aud not be thus
kept apart.
—The Watchman and Reflector says:—“The
Jews of Boston have a population of about
1800. They have four synagogues, each bearing a distinct name. These are situated in
Warren, Pleasant aud Castle streets^and Harrison avenue. The largest congregation is that

held aud

r^Steamer

^

■.

■

«ty of Richmond,
N*W York.
Steal n of Montreal,
Sell \iafct|q»a, fBr)
Have
wiffli
si2,000 lbs fresh halibut anil 4000 lbs tregh4Bd.

Sent

—Bev. Charles E. Aiken, Professor in Dartmouth College, has been invited to a professorin the College of New Jersey.
—Hon. Erastus Hopkins of Northampton,
who was early in life a minister, bnt who has
been for many years active in tho political

com

desirfag engage in manufactures and
imnm^ enterprineH which hav*
4.1
^
stimulated by the abolition of
slavey.

a

fully sustain the high repuiatiou it has already acN orth westsqntred in various parti^ef the United States. To thesewho always let their prejudices blind their judgment
—The York Baptist Quarterly meeting was
Sermons <ifc is useless to bfeRcnj; fhets or arguments, hut 4o,othheld last week at Emery’s Mills.
ets wc fctfl that it wilfbe sufficient to say that we offer
were preached by Messrs. Gould, Worth and
Ballantine. The- meeting- was well attended no mafc di^coyiiCi'.u»Lc^pcriinCD.ti.our goods are §tafld-„
In the East, Hasheesh is the beginning and
ard.
and of conyulerpble jutqrest.
1
....
! the end Of Medicine; it is used fur ^ui>erlc^ Ph**
—Prominent ministers of tTie Baptist'Cbureli
eases, and that it is used with success we need only

that Parliament will
take the matter into serious consideration.

volume

proprie-

fflie

tors, in thus offering it, feel confident that

!

11

1

hoping

{-y i'he Newbury pprt Hernia is three score
and ten years oid, having entered upon its 71st

System1:

^TSheiwoo^New Ygak.
tiering,
LigcomjrahMton.
Bdhks,
Foros^ta

Uteawerffc-anconia.

IFJ&HEHBli CANDY 2
TUc attention-of the public is invited to BashcesH
Candy, which-lgj|ecom mended to them as Ihe beat
medldnc knowfflfor the cure ot all’ diseases bf the

—The young men connected with the Unitasociety in Washington have formed an agsooiation for the promotion of their cause.
rian

Elias Taylor, born Feb. 21st, 1765* was the first 1
white child born within the limits of Augusta. One divine, ig his morning discourse, took the
Dea. Pease Clark who arrived in'May, 1762, in
ground that God made one day (the seventh)
fur himself, and had never surrendered the
the Province vessel which came with supplies
same.
for Port Western, is regarded aa the first set—The Rev. Rufus S. Buel died in \V ashingtler within the present limits of Halloweli.
ton on Wednesday,. He was for many years an
The Machias Union saya.'-sinceT'eb. 10th,
eminent missionary of the Baptist denominathe lumber teams have had poor'chance for op-

Penobscot trad Aroostook.

Needless Alarm.

KKidalOtm

:f

Total,

Decrease,

had swindled.
Catarrh affections of the Throa
Lungs.—Dr. Morse has devoted ma1
years to the treatment of the above nand
diseases, and all complaints complicated wh
and

them.

Rahway Tbaffic.—The receipts op the
Grand Trunk Railway, for the week ending
Feb. 24th, were:
$80,444 00
Pawengers,
Express Freight, Mails and Sundries, 4,750 00
76^621 00
Freight and Dire Stock,

Corresponding week last

entering, by whigb means he obtaiuedseveral,
pe was arrested by officer Foster, and was
identified by some oi the parties, whom he

year,

$111,716
117,604

00
00

$5,789 00

He has

practiced nearly

ten

ycardn

this city, with unprecedented success, w<-’h
is the best certificate the Public can have

dawlt
Perpetual Mouse Trap.
The gent
of Messrs. Sherman A
Bryant, of £> Machias, has left with us one of Baker A ugh es*
perpetual mouse traps. This trap IsA ingenious thing, never requires setting, eiug always ready, and the bait will last ft mouths
without changing.
—

•

-——_L

RELIGIOUS NOTICES.

TELEGRAPH,

U ligtous notices of twentv-fi ve words or less, free;
all excess ol this amount will be charged t* u cents u
line, eteht words constituting a liu''. This rule noreafter will bo rigidly adhered to.—fPi b. Piyess.

DAILY PKi;SS.

TO THE

Washingtonian Society will hold a meeting
Sunday evening at Sotn* of Temperance Hall, 358
Congress street, at 7 o'clock. The public are inThe

March 3,1866.

Saturday Morning,

vited.
Congress Hall.
Free conference lot A. M.
Children's Progressive Lyceum at 1 o'clock P. M. to-

'

!u-~o-r*I-—
XXXIX CONGRESS—1st Session.

*

—

morrow.

Pearl Striuct Uni versa list Ciujbcii.
The
Fifth Lecture of the Course will be delivered to-mor
row aiUrnoon.
Subject, Salvation^”
St. LukicH* riiuBoii.—Divine aervice and a sermon may be
expected on Sunday ovening.uat seven
o’clock.
CentralOnuRcu.
Rev. Kigali Kellogg, of Boston, Mass., will preach td-moiTuw.
Bethel Cuouon^There will bo a.Sabbath School
Boneeifc at the Beth a CUurcfe at 7 o'clock.
High Street Church.—ttev, J. H.M, Lelnnd,
of Amherst, Maas.,, wdl preach at this church to—

Washington,

March 2.

SENATE.

Mr. Sumner presented

a petition of the
publishers of this country, lor an international copy-right law with
Great Britain. Keterred to the i’oreigu Com-

leading authors

—

and

mittee.
la'ave of absence
for two weeks.
Mr. Lane offered

morrow.

was

granted

Mr. Howard

a resolution instructing
udieiary Committee to inquire into the
of
expediency
passing a law calling' for a na-

the .I
U.B. COMMISSIONERS COURT.

tional convention to consider Aiaeiulmenss to
the Constitution, Ordered to be printed.
Mr. Doolittle made r personal explanation.
He had noticed in the Washington Chronicle
a dispatch stating that he was hissed at a meeting in Now Haven for disparaging Mr. Sum-

CLIFFORD, ESQ., COMMISSIONER.

Vg. H.

Peter Duran, another of the sugar thieves
brought before the Couunissiouei: on
Friday. G. F. Talbot appeared for Government, and Howard & Cleaves for the prisoner.
After examination, Duran was committed in
default of bail in the sum of $1,500.
was

He did not disparage Mr. SurnneT, and
was not hissed.
The bill to grant land for a railroad from
Springfield, Missouri, to the Pacific, was then

ner.

passed.

Receipts at tub Fair.
From Mr.
Heath, Treasurer of the Fair we learn that
—

the

receipts

at the Hall on

Mr. Sumner presented a petition of John
A. Andrew aim others, for a
change in the

Monday night

mode of electing the President, so
ish the Electoral
College, and elect

about $000.

were

as

to abol-

by a popu-

lar vote.
Mr. Wilson, from tiie Committee on
Military

Tuesday.—Tickets, $244,75; private

dinners, $08/15; tables, including admissions to
trophy room and picture gallery, $970,50; re-

Affairs, reported a joint resolution to pay Sarah Boston $15,000 for expenses incurred and
scrViees rendered in searching for Union sol-

freshments, $8*6,01.

Total, $,1616,14.
Wednesday.
Tickets, $170.00; tables,
$1041,82; refreshments, $332,41.
Total,
$1000,23.
Thursday.
Tickets, $192/50; tables
$734,20; refreshments, $384,80;
Total’
$1,311,60. Aggregate receipts at the Hall for
four days, $5427/50.
This does not include a
large proportion of
season tickets that liave been
sold)'and wliicb

diers.
The House concurrent resolution was then
taken up, Mr. Cowan speaking.
Mr. Cowan spoke at length against the proposition, when Mr. Wilson rose to address the
Senate, but was interrupted by Mr. Cowan,
who said, according to the arrangement, all
the time remaining until six o’clock, was to

—

—

be occupied by tbe opposition.
After some remarks by Messrs. Davis, Will
son, Cowan and Saulsbury, Mr. Wilson was
requested to proceed, but declined.’
are yet to be settled for.
Mr. Davis then took tbe floor in opposition
The amount of funds paid over to J. T. Me to the concurrent resolution, denying Us conCobb, Esq„ Treasurer of the Freedmen’s As- stitutionality, asserting that it wriVre volutionary iif, its character, subversive of the governsociation, by Mr. Heath, up to Thursday eve- ment,
and a dissolution of the Union of the
und
ning,
including receipts for that day, is two Houses of Congress. He would sooner
•'
! trust the Southern Senators than those who
$0,006,98.
weA for keeping them out.
Mr, Doolittte opposed the proposition.
Bubnett’b Feoriuel closely resemble*
'flie bill was then ordered to ho
and
the odor of a rare and delicate
boquet of its further consideration postponedprinted,
until next

flowers.
Burnett’s Cocoaine kills dandruff, dres*e*

the hair

perfectly,

and renders

Thursday.

To-morrow

set apart for general debate
on the President's message, as if in Committee of the Whole.
Mr. Stevens gave notice that on Monday he
would move for evening sessions for business.
Mr. Hotchkiss introduced a bill to encourage education in agricultural and mechanical
arts. Referred to ihe Committee'on Agriculture.
••

it soft and

glossy.
Burnett’s Cologne is equal to the best imported. It is put up in a neat and elegant
style, and wins for itself a favorite- place on
the dresflng-table. Its intrinsic merits
really
justify the high reputation in which it Is held.
AU Druggists sell them.
dec301y

was

A lengthy debate followed, which was parin by Messrs. Saulsbury, Sherman,
Jolinffon, Fessenden, Van Winkle and others,
That Comic Opera.—There is a good deal at the conclusion of which the question oh
of talk about town in relation to tb» musical the jiassage of the resolution was called for,
attempts to amend were made, but
entertainment to be given next Tuesday even- allSeveral and
tbe resolution
failed,
passed—yeas 21),
at
ing, Deering Hall, by the U. F. Society. It nays 18; absent 3.
is a new opera,
The Senate, at 1 o’clock, adjourned until
a^d. from the assignment of
tbe roles, we
judge itsyill be such a musical Monday.
HOUSE.
demonstration as is seldom witnessed. It is
The Speaker submitted a communication
something for Portland to be the birth-place from the Secretayy of the Treasury, with the
of au opera, and we are not sure but* it will names, &c., of
Chaplains in the Navy.
Also a report from the same as to the cost
form an epoch in its history. We begin to
of
paper, printing and advertising for the Delearn that Italian skies are not

ticipated

uecessaiy to

the

production

partment

of au opera.

A bill was introduced to further provide for
the safety of the lives of passengers <>a steamers.
Referred.
The Military Committee were directed to enquire into the propriety ol*a government bounty to soldiers of 1801 and 1882, who served

“That Same Old Coon.”—We understand
that tbe ladles of tbe Pearl Street Unlversalist
Society—who, with those of the First Parish
and the Abyssinian Society, furnish refreshments for the Fair to-day—will serve
up that
“samp old coon,” fat as butter, and will garnish
him with Prarie chickens.

than a year, and were discharged ior disease contracted in the service, the same as if
had served two years.
The Committee on roads and Canals reported thq Niagara Pails Ship Canal bill, which
was read twice and recommitted.
1 Mr. Doutwell presented petition of five hundred and fifty-eight colored citizens of Georgia for suffrage.
Also afniemorial of White citizens of Ala-

more

they

PpmxANO, March 1st,

I have used Johnson’s

“

1806.
Reproduetor ” for

three weeks, and thus far it has entirely
stopped my hair from falling off and 1 have full
confidence that a continuance of its use will
D. F. Rogebs,
wholly restore it.
(with Steward & Co, 171 Middle St4 I

bama, presenting their destitute and deplorable condition, socially and politically,iand asking relief, petitioning the President not to remove the troops, and protesting against the
Organization of the militia, as it woidd be odice red entirely by refills.
Referred..

Post

Office Improvements.—In the
Appropriation bill that passed the Hou&e or
Thursday is an item of $5,000 for alterations
in the Post

Office,

which are much

Mr. liaker asked leave to offer an amendment to the Constitution,
excluding from the
Presidency, Congress, the Army and Navy, the
Judiciary, &c.. of the United States, all who
have voluntarily aided the rebellion in civil*
military or naval service.
Mr. Chandler objected.
The Committee were called for private bills
and reports.
Mr. Sckenck, from the Military Committee
made a report in answer to the resolution in

needed,

which, if carried out, will make it much
more convenient to the
puhlic, especially to
ladies calling there. *
and

Fii^e,

Yesterday afternoon a dwelling
house near the Capisic Pond -House, Westbrook, occupied by Mr. PenDy and owned by
Mr. John Seal, was
destroyed by fire. The
fire caught in a small bam
adjoining the house.
—

The furniture in the house

was

reference to clerks of committees.
Laid on
the table.
After some unimportant business, Mr. Smith
introduced a bill to amend the seventy-eighth
section of the internal revenue act. Referred
to the Committee of Ways and Means.
Mr. McRuer, from the Committee on the
Public Lands, reported back the Senate hill to
quiet the title to certain lands within the corporate limits of San Francisco.
A her an explanation by Mr. McRuer the
bill passed.
The morning hour past the House resumed
the consideration of the bill to protect all
persons in the United States in their civil
rights,
and furnish means for their vindication.
Mr. Thayer addressed the House in support
of the bill.
Mf. Hill moved to amend the pending motion to recommit, by
adding Instructins to except from those declared citizens of the United States, sueh as have voluntarily home aims
against the Government of the United States,
or giveu aid and comfort to the enemies thereof, and also to except the right of suffrage from
the civil rights conferred.
He spoke in support of his amendment.
Mr. Eldridge addressed the House in
opposition to the bill.
Mr. McDurmont proposed to amend Mr.
Hill’s amendment by striking out the proposed
exceptions, and inserting instead of it that
nothing herein contained shall be construed.
as re-extending the rights of
citizenship to
any one who has renounced the same, or acto
knowledged allegiance
any governiheut, or
pretended government, in hostility to the
United States, who lias held office under the
same; nor to any one who voluntarily bore

saved.

Cheat Saxe.—Wood’s Marble Hotel is to
be sold at auction this day at 11 o’clock. A.
M., at the Merchants’ Exchange. We expect
to witness an exciting time at this sale, and
we hope and trust it will be bid off at a fair

price and
The

ere

long be opened

to the

public.

Union Club Paintings.

These
will be opened again to the puhlic, to-day for
the benefit of the Freedmen’s Fair. No doubt
—

there will be a rush to these splendid rooms.—
It is the last opportunity and let it be improv*

ed.

The two great attractions in the city at presare the great Freedmen’s Fair at
City
Hall, and the great sale of dry goods at Leach,
Bartlett & Parker’s, No. 5 Leering Block.—
We advise strangere not to leave the city without visiting both places.
ent,

,

Arrival op the North American.—
Steamship North American, from Liverpool
15th, and Londonderry lfitta, arrived at this
port at 11 o’clock last evening. Her news has

I

anticipated.

been

The Collector of this port has received a
telegram from Washington saying that $",000
was voted in Committee of the Whole of the
House of Representatives, on Thursday, for a
bridge at the Marine Hospital.

against the United States in.the late rebellion ; or who has been guilty ot any act
whatever which by the laws of nations makes
forfeiture of citizenship.
Mr. Miller proposed to amend
by adding a
proviso, exempting from the penalties Judges
of the States’ Courts who decided justly under
the Constitution and laws of their respective
States, and providing kr an appeal to the

boozling,” was not performed Thursday evening by tlie R. F.’s, but by the B. F. C.’s, and
most admirably was it done. Credit must be
given where it is due.

United States Courts.
Mr. Thornton took the floor in opposition to
the measure, and was followed by Mr. Windam in favor of the proposition.
Mr. Slieliabarger made a short legal and
Constitutional aigument in support of the

Fish Pond—A lot of beautiful articles sent
from Boston, will be deposited in the Fish
the

Fair,

this

measure,
Mr. llioomall got the floor, but yielded it to
Mr. Wilson, who proposed, in order to give
the Committee of Ways and Means time to
get through some important measure, to let
the matter go over until Thursday next.
After eonsideiable discussion, the motion

Those who

morning.

go this forenoon will have an opportunity to
try their luck in fishing for the valuables.
Mr. Editor :—Alio*'" me to say
medium of the Press, that

through the
pay nomination on

the ticket of the Labor Reform
was

against my wishes

was

Association,

Darius White.
Additional Contributors to the Fair.

|J

Reuben Kent, 1 box-cracker*, 'j
0
Sewing Circle, West Scarboro’, 3 pair white
woolen hose.
Resigned.—We regret to learn that Mr. J.
C. Sterling, one of our most efficient officers
in the Police Department has resigned.

Adjourned.

in

writes

the same

category. Bow deeply

some men

into a millstone I “Shall wisdom cry
plopd j And not her voice be heard ?”
look

before the Supreme Court is concluded,
and the Court has them now under advisement.
On Monday the Court will take up the cases of Mulligan and Bowles of Indiana, which
involve the constitutionality of military tribunals to try civil cases. Mr. Butler and Mr.
Stapsbury of Ohio will assist the Attorney
General, and Judge Black and others appear

their transmitting the original certificate
oi deposit? to the Secretary pf the Treasury
and a duplicate to the CommissiCher of interon

nal revenue.

A large meeting was held to-night to hear
something about the Fenian movement.—
There were several speakers, among them a
Captain Me Cafferty, said to be a confidential
messenger from the Head Centre, Stephens,
to the Fenians in Atnericx He gave a glowing account of Fenian prospects. The Feni-

requested to convene in secret council alter the meeting to hear important statements that coukl not be madejpublic.
It is computed from official data that since
the last annual report of the Secretary of the
Treasury in October last, he has reduced the
public debt $29,000,01)0 and paid 29,000,000
currency iuterest and $30,000,000 coin inters
cst. In .addition to this he has paid the current. expenses of the Government and a large
amount of requisitions from the War and Navy Departments. In brief, the public debt has
been reduced $29,000,000 dollars, while there
are in the Treasury over $17,500,000 in coin
and currency more than the first named debt.
This reduction of the public debt is entirely
in short date obligatious and legal tender
notes.
The bill directing the Secretary of the Navy to detail a steamer to accompany the Russian Telegraph Expedition, having been signed
by the President, is now a law.
ans, were

!

..I

rt i t n
uwj-jin

"s—iG/s ci-si

i'xcitemcnt^among

the Fenian*.

|

EVENING PAPERS;

ONE

Me Donald asserted that the confederation of the Provinces was now certain
to take place iu a few weeks.
Referring to the
militia he said Canada had now 2000 well
drilled officers .to lead them.
Mr. fta.it referring to the recent Reciprocity

x

California and Mexlco.
San FBAkctsco, Mar. 2.
The Mexican Minister here has El Paso
dates to the <27th of January, which say that
the French are still confined to Chihuahua,
and that the rest of that State is under the
constitutional government, the invaders not
having force enough to garrison any other
From

place.

The Liberals at El Paso are preparing an
expedition to the frontier.
A dispatch frbm Portland,
Oregon, announces

the arrival there from the Columbia River
Mining Districts of 800 pounds in treasure.
The Columbia river is open to the highest
point of navigation.
Marysville is nearly unanimously in favoi -f
appropriating $85,000 to complete the road
from Lincoln to Marysville.

Nicw York, Mar. 2.
A new.trial has been granted in the case of
Gonzales and Pellieer, convicted of the murder of Otero.
A Washington dispatch has the rumor that
Gov. Andrew, of Mass., is to be
Secretary of
the Interior.
A great Fenian mass meeting is to We held
in Jones’s Wood on Sunday.
,
]

<

\r

i1

Amount of Cotton In the United States.
New York. Mar. 2.
From computation made by the cotton brokers in this city, it is estimated that the total
amount of cotton in the United-States on the
1st of February was very near one and a half
million bales. This includes about 825,000
bales in New York, and 800,000 in coast and
river ports, the balance being in the interior

in the hands of manufacturers.

or

States,

Washington Correspondence.
Washington, March 2.
The Post’s Washington dispatch says it is
understood that if the loan bill Gils in Congress, Secretary McCulloch will immediately
the power conferred upon him
Congress to reduce the currency.

use

by

the last

A special Washington dispatch to the Post
says the President has nominated Gen. Asbofli lor minister to Venezuela.

Boston, March 2.
In Acton, Mass., yesterday, Mrs. Elizabeth
Powers attempted to rescue her young child

from the railroad track while a train was advancing, and both mother and child were killed. She was a widow and leaves eight orphan

children.

adjourned

Wisconsin

Depth of the President’s Private

ftceretary.

Washington, March!
Wm; A. Browning, private Secretary to the
died
this
.President,
morning after several
weeks illness. He was recently appointed
Secretary of Legation to Mexico.

Mew Oeueanb, March 1.
The steamship Star of the Union, from M. BrotenhnclBleached
Covers,
>
JO
York, lias arrived.1
The.caspof the United Status against Col.
In all qualities and size.®.
U. Robbins, charged wifh receiringffiribes, and
A lull line of HUCK and DAMASK TOWELS,
bribing or .attempting to. bribe Gen. b. A.
Hurlbut, formerly commanding the Depart- DIAPERS, HUSKS by tbe yard; AMERICAN
ment of the Gulh has come up before the U. and RUSSIA CRASHES; a very superior article of
S. Circuit Court tor trial, on a writof deinur"SCOTCH CRASHES, at a Decided Bargain.—
rar.

Judge Ogden to

I

mother’s-side
fifty-three children;

nominations on the State ticket. Speeches
were made by Gen. O.S. Terry, Gen. L* Woodford and Gen. Hawley, the candidate for Governor. The latter declared that he stood by
bis past record, and upholding tbe banner of
liberty, he would march on true to Ids principles, conic victory or defeat. His speech was
a most creditable one.

A Itecontre.

Richmond, Va., Mar. 2.
4. recontre took place between J. M. ilanna, local editor ot the Examiner, ami 1L D,
Ogdcu, manager of the theatre, hi conseauenee
or ft card published in the
Examiner Dy the
latter, oeveral shots were
exchanged
byJ the
0
latter.

had married out of the family, and probably
fewer cousins. The oldest
now living is

willow

eighty-seven, and the oldest widower is ninety.
J.D. Shall.
•VYvVfr tvti- In
Coniiifln.'Feh. 26,1866.

Ai.baxi, x. Y, Mar. 2.
Radway trams commenced crossing the new
bridge regularly to-day. Hereafter the New
¥ofrk iuid H.(stou trains will arrive at and depart from the depot in this city.

In all

grades from these Heavy

Jbrie.
Hudson..v.
Re^d’ng..: -r *; ?

70*

..

.105}

»>onevart®i^8ll^Ru1e“a”J^T

The Commercial’*
affairs are steady though dull. There are no bviud1
tom* ot reviving busineas.
The stock market l* heavy. Governments firm hnt
—

quiet. Gold weak at 35J @ 36^.
<g> f. Produce bills
lixchange more active at
scarce.
Cotton bills sold at } ® J per cent, below th*
above

prices,

■■

at

atWv

Goods Department!

j

One Price! and

One Only!

Dress

1.50

Yankee

Goods,

GLOVES

Corset

ANp

SMALL WAKES,

5 Free

CASCO STREET

St. Block.

The Stockholders ot the Atlantic and
Lawrence Railroad Company are

Will Commenoe

But

SALE

Together with

By Order of the Directors,
marleod&wtd
H. \V. HERSEY, Clerk.

Invoice per Steamer BELGIAN,JUST REANCEIVED,
of
J J

13

Ladies’ Fine

iJj A'J

Dry Goods,
*—»i—h

JL

At

LENGTH,

at Great

bargains,

This Day,

-AT-

Ad

Thompson’s Hosiery Stare,
Feb 28—dlw

154

to

THE
continue

Ten

For

Days

Ladies!

J
“Besulta” Estate,
landing from brig “Minnie Miller,'* for sale by

lrom
now

*°-1 PoHdand Pier.

Fred A. Prince,
Dentist,

No. 11 Clapp’s Block, Congress St,
PORTLAND, ME.
Sqpt20—eodtt
Blank Books.
ROBINSON, No. 51 Exchange Street, has
made an
with

,
arrangement
the Baton Blank
Book Manufactory tobe supplied with a tall line ol
CHEAP BLANK BOOKS, made of good, heavy paper, and bound In a substantial manner, and sold at
reduced prices. Those in want will do well
look in before purchasing.
marldlw

Seatly

PORTLAND

OBSERYATORY

IT1HE annual subscription lor signalising Vessels bv
X thePortland Observatory having expired, Merrhants, Slilp owners and others interested will bo
Called on to renew their subscriptions.
I'db. 24,18*6,
ENOCH MOODY.
teb«8—d3w
_

offer

we

our

:

I

;*

••*\V

Fh>t—To see whether they will accept the act of
Legislature changing the name of the Company.
Second—To see whether they will amend the ByLaws of the Company,
Third—To see what further action, if any, they
will take in regard to issuing bonds.
Fourth—To attend to any other business that may
legally come before them.
Per Order.
HENRY FOX, Clerk.
Feb 26,18C6.fe27titd

PORTLAND

Circulating Library
NOW OPEN

FREE

TWO OSHTS

STREET.
A DAY.4
1

Prices that Cannot Fall to Have
The Desired Effect
I
..

!

Below we give prices of a few articles,and guarantee to soil our eutiro stock in the same proportion.
Fine

Brown

Heavy

Cotton,

25

Bbls. Muscovado

Brown Cotton,

28

@ 30

25

@

Fine 5-4 Blea. Cotton,

40

@ 42

1-4

»rflbbls.

All wool Caeshnore.

87}

AU wool Tweed,

Beautiful

Stools,
Saws,
Short Jointer,

Desks,

Saw

Funnel,

Screw-Driver,
Steel Square,
Shears,

Counter,
Drawing Knife,

Smooth Plaue,
Spirit Level,

Faucets,
Shackles,

Tin

Plane,
Floor Plates,
Groin Shoots,

Piles.

Cans,

Tape Line,

Trucks,
Tin Pail,

nay Hooks,

Table,

Hoisting Blocks,
Hand-Culls,

Wrench,

Wheelbarrows,

Baud: Axe,
Wood Saw.
Iron Square,
..
Terms* Cash In Government Funds.

&T The U. S. Steamer *4Tyro” will leave Custom
House Wharf’, at 9 o’clock A. M., on the day of the
sale.
HENRY INMAN,
Cant, and A*. Q. M., U. 8. A.
HENRY BAILEY & CO., AucFw.
Mari—did

Horsed, Carriages, Sleighs, &e.,

>

AT AUCTION!

i.

Carriage,, Sleighs, Kobe.,

Every Saturday at 11 •’clock A. M.,
At forest City Stable, corner Federal anil Lime St*.,
where Carriage* coil be stored and Horses bo.uded i I
desired, previous to or after the sole.»
These sales will be under cover, and held without
regard to weather.
HEN BY BAILEY A Co., Auctioneers.
Dec M—dtf

PURCHASERS

No. S

Feb

OP

DRY

^ILK

#35,000.000.
Are

prepared

to

edict Insurance

on

CARGOES, and

FREIGHTS,
IN ALL ITS FORMS.

*

From our large experience In matte-s relating to
Marine Insurance, we leal confident of being able to
satisfy all who may th vor us with their business.

SHIP BROKERAGE,
Am

JIB’

20-tUwU__
Kindergarten.

Spring Term of this School for Children will
commence Monday, March 5th, at the old Ciiy
Cover.uinent Building, corner of Congress and Lime

T.HE

^ylfdr particulars inquire

GOODS

Congress St.

at 217

DAVIS

M.

C.

Business,

before.

&

CO,

117 Commoroial Street.
Portland, March 1st, 1886—isd3m

lading
TYAPT. H. 0. TAYLOR’S new method
aChroneineter.
VJ the Longitude without the aid ol The
method ia
it.
Exory navigator should know two dollar.. Address
short and eiilj worked. P,tee
N. U.
P. O. Bex 113, Poruunoutb,
Feb 31—dlw*
of

___

For Sale

Payers.

IN

on

MARCH 8 th,
of the doily papers of the

Will be published in one
city.
HENRY P. LORD, Treasurer.
March 2—dtd

PUMP.
AFTOST

or

Hire.

CLASS RODMAN MARINE STEAK

Eortomu,&c,»pp£to

DAvis&co^
HT

Portland, Feb. 22d, 186C.—ladlm
JAS.

A two

Monday, the 5th Day of March Next
At ten o'clock in the Forenoon, to give in their votes
tbr Mayor of said City; tor an Alderman
three
Common Councilman, a Warden and Clerk ami
U
City Constables lor said Wards.
*"
And the Aldermen of sakl City will be In
the Ward li on in the City Bunding
from
Myrtle Street),
nine o'clock in
three sec
on, o’clock in the
on
°

Piling
to ®v«

o

each.,such A

cl&js,

2b?ctk,n

amr

ttetSSKSoSo"

ior the purpose of
three ccnJ^jiticat ion of voters iv
receiving evidence of tl^ed on the Hate ot qnabfled
nnnies have not
vegfreYeral Wards, and tor conectvotera, lu and for'
ing said list*, ^ Mayor and Aldermen.
Per orde
j. M HEATH, City Clerk.
did
*jand. Feb. 24th, IMJf).
p

STOCK FOR SALE.
SHARES IN THK SECOND NATIONAL

_

*’“rd *“*

tfm0

afternoon,

S'

“gO

story frame llonn

feb 12—isdtf

PURSUANT

:

Commercial

For Sale.

Hob feet of Land, on the cormplULbetland anrtets« pho^y
ieronthe premises. ^£n«-*e

to Warrants from the Mayor and Aldermen of the City oi Portland, the Inhabitants
thereof, qualities! according to law to vote in the election of City Officers, will meet in their respective
Ward Boom., or usual places of meeting, on

teB-n™?,^".

Important to Navigators.

a

CITY OF PORTLAND,
I
Treasurers' Office. I
accordance with an ordinance of the City, a list
of all the taxes assessed upon residents, amounting to TWENTY DOLLARS, and upwards, remain-

THURSDAY,

now

VESSELS,

HATS!

HA.]

*0—d2w

ing unpaid

a

COMBINED CAPITAL OF

Spring Style

Streets.

Beering Block,

Notice to Tax

ern

Boston, representing

PANIES

And Commission

Feb

for THEIR INTEREST to coll

Will And It

bavin" mode

umlersignod
arrangements with
all the leading MARINE INSURANCE COMTHE
of New Yorfc and

OUT !

OPPOSITE POST OFFICE.

tie.

tie,,

Insurance

City Election.

Goods, 25c.

and

Notice.

Lilies,
Chisels,

Figured DeLaine,25c.

Congress Street.

who took tho Fnr Tippett (hmi a seat
in the Proscenium at the Ctor Hall,
Tuesday
evening, will save further trouble by leaving it atNo.
64 Middle StreetMar 1—d3V*

Scoops,
Safes,

Chest.

Carpenter,
Compasses,
Chalk

MEN'S

YOU NG

Beautiful Checked and Plaid Dress

...

1865.—istr_

Clock,

l

Shovels,
Spades,

marine

During tho week ot the Fair, from Monday, Feb.
SSth. to Saturday, March 1st.
Among the Artist, represented are: J. G. Baowx,
8. COLKMAW, IVWB8S, Kill AM ACIIEB, W. HABT,
Jab. Habt, McKntee. Nbhliu, Tboyok, Hubdeb, Giffubd, Suateb, Vaw Sevebdosce, OooTukiEB, Tdbneb, Tocsbbibt, Kobe Kobe. LaeFAKT DE M HTZ, HBBBIKO. GBIHWOLD, LlKDO, GEO.
II. Hall, Tait, H. 11, Buoww, Lacrenwitz, Guy,
Lemmf.ws. seiowac. V'kyn km a n, sowmtao, DelCRAVE, CA8ILEAB, SayIB, KEKSET*, KASTMAK
.tonsbow, De Haas, Mrs. Mubbay, Db Bloke.
I’AILLB, ShATTUCE, BAI’HOABTEEB, FOHLB.
Blacvelt, 1>e Bbcl, Ibadey, Smillik.

Broadway
Beautiful Figured Cashmere 20c.

Feb 20—dlmls

Tate Streets. It bas all tliwmodimprovements and is In excellent condition.
The 1 louse can be examined any day.
For terms, &c., apphr to
ftUFUS E. WOOD,
No. 10 Central Whasf.
Portlands Nov, a.

CommisioiL

Congress Street.

85

Good Yard Wide Prints 25c.

of

Scales,

We shall also continue the

37}

supkbiob muscovado mo-

corner

Exhibition of Pictures (or the

JUST

All wool Gray, Bed and Blue Flannels,

Molasses,

House for 8ale.
mHE three-story Brick House No. 70,
A Danforth

Pipo, Iron,
Stoves,

Chains,
Coal Siller,
Cushions.

Mil Horse*,
\irE»h»ll
v V
Harnesses. Ac.,

33

Good Style and Quality Prints 20c.

00U LASSES, now landing from brig **J. p0u
ledo,” Jbr sale by
H. I. ROBINSON,
No. 1 Portland Pier.

35

Doors open from It) A. M. to 6 V. M.
Admission 25 cents. Tickets can be had at LoweH
& SenteFs, Crosman & Co.’s, and at the Club Boom.
fob 35—lw
Star and Advertiser copy.

@ 28

Fine 4-4 Blea. Cotton,

ual added.

All orders should be addressed
D. 0*0. O’DON (JGHUE, Agent,
(26 Free St.)
Portland, Me.
Feb 27-dlw
,

Pails,
Padlocks,
Pump, Iron,
Planes,

Brooms, Rattan,
Brooms,
Brooms, Hickory,
Brushes, Horse,

uirioir club house,
*

we'have recently been opening, at

»

BONDS

be an
benefit of the

FreedmerTs

4-,

GEYER & CALEF.

Irish I {(“public*.
in $10, $20, $50, $100, ami $600, are now
ready for delivery to the general public, redeemable six months after the acknowledgement of Irish
Independence, with interest at 6 per cent, per ann-

THE

J.

Oil Cans,
Pump Chain,
Picks,

Hamm* rs,

etty4ult»

PoU,

—-AT THS-

the

person

!?

rpHEEE will

3STKW GOODS !

A

13

STOCK;!

Including those beautiful

land Screw Steamship Company will be held at
their Office on Brown’s Wharl, Portland, on Thursday the 15th dav o» the March next, at three o'clock
P. M. for the following purposes*

AT

HOUSES!

xnsriON- ci^UBt

ENTIRE

Brushes, Paint,

brushes, Coal Tar,
Brands,
Brass Cock,
Balls and Chains

Foot
Fore

—o o—

»,

fe28dtf

-i_-

ft L ROBINSON,

(

Store,

New England Screw Steamship Co*
MEETING of the Stockholders of the New Eng-

IS

afternoon,®

as

in

the
in the vicinity, at MRS.

BENT’S, 25 Free St.
Portland, 2Ttb Feb’y I860.

Feb 27—HlSt

V

ouv

*

*

Being desirous of reducing our stock as much
possible previous to making extensive alterations

EMBROIDERIES, &c.
Orders for Stamping will be received, for
convenience of
customers

Term of this School tor Young Ladies
THEandSpring
Misses will
Monday, March Sth,

HHD8.
I Prime Clayed
430 TIEHCES
Molasses,
the

/
ji 11; ;lXjn
Trimmings,

3jT(

Linings,

*

WARM' THE ANGELS,
THE FALL OF SATAN, and
TUB FAIA, OF MAN,
V

....

Stamping

DnXI

A

Nmww at t trcLoc*.

»i-

rehuyved her Gooift to the comer of Dow tod
Brackett Sts., where
will be executed
and needle work as formerly.
She will add to her former stock a
variety of
articles for fkmily use, such as
■

»

CHAOS, AND PARADISE.
S37” Matinee for the accommodation ol lamilies and

MRS. C. W. JORDAN,

HAS

Sclent CHORUS and ORCHES-

Querying out Milton's idea of
I1ELL,
HEAVEN,
"

!

Iron

Bitts.

■

Middle, Cor. Cross.

the

I

Sale

Key‘Hole Saw,
Ladder,
Lanterns,
Lamps,
Money Chest,
Mai king Pot.
Measures, Dry,

U:

Bevel,
Bitt Stock and Bitts,
Brushes, W. W.,

PARADISE LOST,
Or the Rebellion in Heaven!

19th,

February

iuar3dtd

BY

Buckets,
Brace,

The Great Millanaau Tableaax of

WILL COMMENCE

Bold

Will be

axbe rear

Open Tuesday altei-

authority from the War Department, 1 shall
sell at PVblic Auction, on THURSDAY, March
8th, 1866, at 10 o’clock A. M., at Fort Preble, Maine,
the following articles ot Quartermaster’s Property,
benches,

Society.

CROWDED
IMMENSE SUCCESS 1
OPEN TO-NIGHT,

||

Invited to examine

are

SERVICEABLE AND UNSERVICEABLE

Augurs,

DEERIN^ HAI^L.

the Store of

Leach, Bartlett & Parker,

SUPERIOR QUALITY,

Notice

k;v«5S adiotmi uoWttai

M

an

on

viz

A

English Hose,

EXTRA

AND

AIJJ A JL

Acts, by

MAKSTON

TRA.
Admission 50 cents; Reserved Seats 75 cents.
Tickets for sa)a at Dowell & Senior’s, Grosman &
Co.'s, Short & Loriiig's, and at the door.
Reserved Seats con be secured at Paine's Music
Store, Monday morning;at 9 o’clock.
Doors open at 7 o'clock. Performance to commence
at 8 o'cl ock.
fel>2Gdtd

EXTIi-'V QUALITY

Hosiery!

i

Don Bobo, (a wealthy Bachelor).. ..Mr. Fernakl.
,Don Pedro,(Uncle and Guardian oi Elvira,).
Mr. Burnham.
Don Manuel, (inlove with Elvira).. .Mr. Morgan;
Donna Elvira, (a young lady oi Barcelona). <.
Mrs. Burnham.
Isabella, (Lor maid)... A Miss Ware.

1866.

auction

—OP-

DEERING HALL.

tho

GREAT

in 1

and Gentlemen

Auction

—AT—

the 26th inst..

on

by

he sold

nooB._

Will bo produced under the auspices of the

Fpeedmen’s Aid Association,

if the Stockholders will authorize the issue
of a further scries of Bonds, scoured by mortgage of
the Company's property, in renewal ot ihe Company’s Bonds of April, 1851, or authorize the Directors to agree upon terms of extension of these bonds.
Dated at Portland, this 28th day ot February,
M A. i).

Opera

Comic

to

GOVERNMENT PROPERTY.

BOBO,

R. F1.

see

English

original

G. W.

of the Portland

the establishment of Mr. Thomas Shepherd,

FROM
Sheffield, England,

WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY, Match 7th and
8th at 2j P. M., each day.
Among the collection will be found Massive Solidly
Plated Dish Covers, Comer Dishes, elegant designs of
Tea and Coflee Services, Table Kettles and Stands.
Bread and Cake Baskets, Toast Racks, Liquor and
Cruet Frames, Claret Jugs, Presentation ( ape and
Services, Plated Covers, Salads. Mustards, Gravy ami
Soup Ladles, Table, Dessert and Tea Spoons, Forks,
Ac.

Aid of lb* Freed men.

DON
An

Antique and Modern Sliver W are
and Cutlery,
>

BrLadles

Tuesday JEvehiff, Mat. 6th,

FAIR!

GREAT
In behalf

hereby notified that a special meeting of the Comwill be held at the new City Building, in Portpany
land. on THURSDAY, March 15,1666, at 10 o’clock,
A. M., to act upon the following article, viz:
To

\i

E. M. PATTEN, AUCTIONEER, 18 Exchange St.

the articles previous to sale.

R. F. SOCIETY,

FITZGERALD & HODSDON,
148 and 150 Middle St. Portland.
All Goods will be Marked in Plain Figures.
Feb 15—-dtf

Atlantic & St, Lawrence R. R. Co.
pggaBBgJ

MANAGERS:
J. Colley,
J B. Kacklelt,
G, Grover.
Music by Raymond's Qtadbilia Band.
Tickets $1.00
nuu ldtd

In

2N

ALSO,

C. H. Rich.
Edw'd Hodgkins,
A.

*

Stock at Auction.

WEDNESDAY, Mar 7Lh, at ID o’clock at Store
115 Fore fit, occupied by Mr. Hanson, all the
ik in said Store, consisting of Medicines In great
variety, Herbs in profusion, Bottles Satnbucf Wine,
Elderberry Wine in bbls,—with the entire Furniture
of said Store: Scales. Desks, Drawers, Lumps, Stove,
Ac. Also one Wine Press and Mill, Show Jars one
Medicine M K. Ac. Also one live Fox.
HEN..Y BAILEY A CO., Auctioneers.
F#b 28-dtd

Fine Table and Pocket Cutlery, made by Mr. Shepherd, bearing his name and trade-mark.

MECHANICS’ HALL.

Respectfully,

THE

EVENING, March 5th,

MONDAY

-AT-

Portland and vicinity, for their liberal patronage
the past year. We will endeavor by close attention
to the wants of our customers, and a uniform courtesy to those who may tavor ns with their trade, to
merit as heretofore your approbation and kind favors.:

SPECIAL MEETING.

WILL BE GIVEN

PEICES.

Fitzgerald & Hodsdon return thanks to the citizens

B.—Found In our store and subject to tho
claims of the owners, One Valuable Breast Pin, Kid
Gloves, Sun Umbrellas, and a variety of othe articles.
EL DEN Sl WHITMAN.
Feb 21,1866-dtf

t,

a

CLOAKS l

CLOAKS,

GRAND BALL

A

of

?

SEMINARY?”

BAUD,

GRAND 4th MARCH BALL.

100 New Style Embroidery Sots, Sleeves and Collars, for $1.25 a set. An invoice of New Style Buttons, just received. 500 boxes Palm Soap, 12 cakes
for 37 cents. 50 dos Ha:r Nets, at 10 cts each. 20
ana. Shirt Bosoms, all linen, from 20 to 75 cents.—
Black Lace Veils from 15 cents to $6.00.

N.

Dress

uy and In September.
meneing-iu
For inter million, apply by lotler to DR. WOLCOTT
OIBBS,
Cambridge, Mass., Deau of both Faculties.
eod3w
Cambridge, Mass., March 1, lSCfl.

THE BEST BRASS

Apothecary’s

An

<». SWAltTB BHCKJ.E V, PETE DEE*, sal R.
.BISHOP BUCKLEY, |
Intlieir mirth-provokingcomicalities.
Admission 38 tents. Reserved Seats SO rents.
.<
Mar 2—dtd

Motions!

EXTREMELyI^W

AT

->

ELDEN&WHITMAN,

■;

co«n-

Fob 28—dtd

And Un,lBQ0t talent,^, Corpt 1)’Ethiope ever organised.
NOVELTY ON THE MU1N.

Claepe—«c piece.

CLOAKS,

4T WJB ,PRICE ONLY.

S. B. WAITE.
the pub-

A

.iv.lt.

our own

Gents’ Paper Collars—25c per box.

IN GREAT VARIETY

successor.

a

HALL.

BriUittot 4Ujd
TJIE BEST OnCITESTRA.
THE BEST QUARTETTE,

Pins—American and Howe’a, 5c pur paper.
Needles—Milward’s Gold Eye, Sc per paper.
Drees Braid.—Me piece.

Silks

Hatidkfs., Hosiery,

CHANDELIERS and LAMPS of every de-

Departments in Harvard University bold
two sessions
THESE
year, of twenty weeks each,
Fehbua

Melodeons Plano shape; Four Pr-me secondhand PIANOS, 6 and 7 Octave. Theee Melode; n* »to
all mow—\ erfect and in perfect order.
The Pianos
are fine instruments, modern in shape, and in coed
condition. Can be examined any day alter Friday
next.
Also, 5 arch-top Mirrors, 2 Marble Top Center Tables, one Rich Bru-scUs Carpet, Ac.
HENRY BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers.

two

McEwan,

Minstrel
Boston.)
V*ri«a AttBwMcm.

scription; KEROSENE OILand FLUID.

Lawrence Scientific School.

TUESDAY, March GtU, at 11 o’clock A.U„ at
.V/offlce, we shall sell Fiv Portable Melodeons, ami

Sawyer,

New

CORSETS l

&c., at Auc-

Pianos,
tion.

8UCK.LEY.S'SEBEfWOEftS
(From Buckleys*
Hall,

H I
n
d
SPECIAL BARGAINS.
a
l|'jj
Is tuHand carelhlly selected, and marked at prlees
500 Belts and BueUee, former price $1.00, lor EOcts.
to ensure its IMMEDIATE SALE.
100
doz. Ribbed Hose lor 22c per pair.
each;
X3f~ AU our Gloves at Cost.

Having sold my Stock to Me. J. F. LAND, I,take
this opportunity to thank my old customers &r their
patronage, aud hope a a mtinuauce oi the same may

-

in the

OTEL,

Pursuant to License hum the Court of Prolate for
the County of Cumberland, the above property
be oJTered for sale, at Public Auction, at the Merchants' Exchange, In Portland, Maine, on baturdav,
the third day of March next, at eleven o'clock in the
forenoon.
The sale will include all the interest, which the
subscriber has iu the saute property, ia hU individual capacity, so that the purchaser will acquire the
eutife estate. TiUe to bo inadeeuthdactory.
Fur terms of safe and ot her particulars, inquire ol
.JOSEPH ILSLEY. Administrator.
feldtl
Jan. SI. IMS.

Melodeons,

«»

*

C. H.
Thos.

H

Middle, Willow and Silver Su„

T

and
FRIDAY EVENINGS,
>1 ARtir »Ov, WCti- ana Oth.
THE CELEBRATED AND
ORIGIN^*,

Importation.

Shawls !
3 llyur L HUM

Glass Ware

-AND--

lx

WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY

$1.00

Genuine Freneh Woven, $1.75 and $2.00,

AnQ,

L,

MINING AND PRACTICAL GEOLOGY.

l

GOMUITTKB*

Skirts!

Hoops, # Tapes, 3 inch,

OUB STOCK OF

mmrn.

It. I. HULL would inform his irionds aud
lic that lie may be found with J. F. Laud.
:
Feb 27—dim

•' Wil

•».

U^M.*>we.

30

■

he extended to my

“•

<

..

Successor po S. B, Waite. ■,,
No. 51 Union St*,
Portland* Me**
Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

China, Crockery,

1w lutli

Ckaadler’s Kull llstliillt Bud.

By

John L. Shaw,
J. C. Dennis,

Hoops, e Tapes, 3 inch,

_

;|j

«iii

HALL,

XOEBDRlSra-

Manufacture—Tfnequalled

CORSETS,

,

Tickets Fifty Cents cacti, or three for one dollar; 'to
he had at Davis Bros., Crosuian & Co>, J. K. Fernald
& Sou's, at the door, and of the Committee.
Doors upon at 7—Exhibition to commence at t tfclPk.

»

20

St

1

1

45

Trade!

STRIPED and BROCADE

Set

■

Our Own

„

Stiucipy.

Hoop

i

,.

a

-OH—
**£<1 tuti iiij.

(N,i«

luie

1.25

Skirts ?

Hoop

i.

Concert,

»».: v.

£HAT SPLENDID UNP1NIS11ED

tlie City ot Portland, Maine, belonging in part to
the Hittatcof Hon. JOHN M. WoOD, ami in part to
undersigned, is ollered lor sale ami can be purcbud<l at a GREAT BARGAIN.
It occupies about nineteen thousand square lout ol
laud, with an aggregate frontage of live hundred nnd
seventy-live feet. It is Five Stories High, and con
tubn* about tu'o hundred and JUicen apartment8 j> r
the use qf guests, besides tour capacious stores,and all
tlie most approved modern convenience* for a FIRST
class hotel.
It WUH designed by WM. W ash nr rn, Esq., Architect, of Boston.
1U arrangements for Hotel purposes are pronounced bv competent judges io be fully equal to those of
any Hotel iu tlie country. It* construction ia most
thorough in all respects; the basement and first
stories being quite
tire-proof, and all other parti
uouriy ho.
Its original estimated oust was
$177,000, excitative
ol the laud; qt this sum about $110,000 have been
oxptnuied to bring it to Its present stage of progress,
anil It 1b believed that
notwithstanding tlie prevent
enhanced prices, It can be completed lor occupancy
for $75,000, according to the original
pluns.

Friday Eve’ng, March 9, *66.

75

QUESTION—Who Reduced the price oi

Ohlntz-' ll arsc£l)^—-sntttHlBured,

A

I N

xha

1

BRILLIANTS,

CITY

3.00

95

price, $1,50

,k*..

Property

SALE!

hi

$1*25

Former price, $1.25
Former

UV,,»1

Aurliaaecr

the

t

To l>e followod by

Promenade

5.00

FOK

MAHBLE

GYMNASTICS!
f.

PATTEN,

Valuable Hotel

Ou

-OF-

LIST !

AI.

AT AUCTION!

Fair.

on

EXHIBITION

75

doz. Hoods,

20

Orderot Executive Committee
—dlt

WILL GIVE ONE MOKE

IW

KlHV'AUl)

1

PORTLAND TURNVEREIN

j

Mar 3—dlt

I

Once
More !
_•___

price, $1.00

Former

is doz. Hoods,

11

■d%uM- :.«»«-**« ,tsoty,uii

»

Market.
There is very little animation in the shoe market,
and although sales are being made to some extent,
business is dull lor the season, and goods arc belg disposed of at about cost, ai manufacturers are
disposed to sell without profit rather than wait longer with the uncertain prospect now before them. The
Western dealers arc pretty well stocked up, and
those of the South have abont all they can pay for,
aud'the feeling prevails that there are goods enough
on the market st present without making any addition to the stock. The shipments do not fall 01T, and
aiming those reported th!s week we notice 228 eases,
principally ladies' bouts and shops, to Salt Lake City.
The total shipments for the week have been 18,227
easeft.—S/toe and Leather lieporkr.
^

gg?

* *
****
ioldgau SMuCUep n
VVV
Illinois Central.,.i
Cleveland and Toledo’ ’’.K18*
Chicago and Kock Island.! !!!!!!!!!*!!!!....!.

M

.t

Our White

into paste balls which are dried.
When kiudled, they Will burn without flame or smoke a
long time with intense heat; and a four ounce
Wake will boil ode gallon of water.

LA LT

,i

i
li

vf

F.

, /

...

Prices !

i-lV.o'
■

that wasn’t the reason; it was because I slept
too near where I fell out.”
63?” A French chemist has Invented for summer use a find
tjiis .description : Ground
charcoal, four parts;' starch, one part; made

■'him■

»•,

w

Lowest
t

you may call a hansum critter, but he’s got a
deal of openness when he smiles."
J38f““Mother.” said little Ned, one morning
after having fallen out of bed, “I think I know
why J fell out of bed last night. It was becauso 1 slept too near where I got in.”
Musing a little while, as if in doubt whether he
had given the right explanation, he added, “No>

■■■■■■■■■

--

Fer

March 3d,

(J.. W. HOLMES, Auctioneer.

..

THE FOHE8T CITY BAND
furnish Musle during the Evening.

must

10 dsz. Break last Shawls,
Former price, $2.00
10 doz. Breakfast Shawls,
Former price, $5.00
10 <l»z. Breakfast Shawls,
Former price, $8.00
20 doz. Son tags,
Former price, $1.25
1<
14 doz. Sont&gs, hand made,
Former price, $2.00
Cl
12.doz. Hoods,

American Quilts to

Bought' before the recent advance

for the first time on the Mississippi river, with
his mouth open, explained,
he aint what

Market9.
New York, March 2.
•

Missouri Sixes..!.. ....78
Cuuil»erland Coal Co. 444
New York Central.

and East Exhibit ion.
1

Will

.old till, (Saturday) Erenlr.,, at the
Wlll.be
Auction store luM Federal St. 5oeo Haverracka.

.......and close xto.

o’olook,^.,.

Evening

Knit Goods, Knit Goods!

Bleached and Brown Gottonfc!

navigation opens, to the
mouth of Muscle Shoal, on the Missouri river,
and thence, 6y Wagons to Virginia City and
other points in the Territory.
6Sf“A down east Yankee, seeing an alligator

■

»

and

WILL

Ailmiiti^trutor’s Sale

Doors open at 6 o’clock,... Amt close at 10.

be sold—bring what
tb«y will-give us a bid.

Tablings!

T-8, 4-4, 9-8, 5-4, 9-4 and 10-4

a3 so m as

Feb 24,1866.—dislm

TroasaryT 3-10.
99}
United States'-ouponSixes, 1881,(registered!.104?

o’clock A. M., and cloae at 12.

at ID

Doorsopen at 1

Every Evening!

PRICE

Covers, I Piano Covers.

■'■•s

in a few days a single
transportatjpn company
in that city has made engagements of
freight
to the extent of S,000,000
pounds for Montana
Territoty alone. The freight will be moved by

quiet.
Froights to Liverpool—quiet.

Second -Board.—Stocks heavy.
Aute!lean Gold.*............ 1354
United States 5-20's coupons 1865,.103*
U idled States 10-40.
98J

—

STACKS OF HOODS,
STACKS OF SONTAGS.

consignments,

All

WILTS,

t^Tly) Si-Lonis Republican, says that with-

Jj 1J”1

common, Medium,

Embossed and Puinted

Wool

married the second time.. I have twenty-two
and twenty aunts. A brother of iny
'father married a, Muter of, my mother) giving
me one uncle and one aunt
less, than‘if they

Oils

Financial.
MaUroad Communication
Opened.

Colored

unejes

\ J-

in

and superfine qualities.

Pure Clayed Molasses.

Stock

,r

March 3, at the
StT/A LARGE LOT
OF ARMY TENTH.
Ala» a lot or Ladies Boots. Carpeting, and a variety of other goods.
C. W. HOLMES, Auetioncor.
March 2—(ltd

5000 Haversacks at Auction.

p^This Exhibition is designed especially to afford
an opportunity to
valors who wish to purchase goods.

STACKS OF CLOUDS,

Embraces X^AIN, PLAID and STRIPED OAManil-'
BICS and NAINSOOKS, Plain and Figured
!
add1
:
MUSLINS. TARLETAJI?, White and

married, and had
twelve on fny father's side weih married,
had! seventy-eight children, and tny,parents
had nine children; thus making
oi^us, grand-'
children and cousins, one hundred and forty.'
Of eloVcii Out df thO twelve couples W iby
jfathpr’s Side) oud of each couple is now living,
onels deadj-and but one conjee remains on?
broken, hf^th pmrso^s still living. Of the eleven
widows and widowers thus left, not one has

steamboat,

aj}d DOYLIES,

the finest FOKKIUN Gy>Ol>i%

THE

90.

NAPKINS

Fenian Maas Meeting Catted.

d

Family

® JOT.
Naval Stores—steady; Spirits Turpentine Arm at

Doors open

Again!

STACKS OF BREAKFAST SHAWLS,

!

be sold Saturday Evening.
And ion Si ore, lOdFodeial

to tkia

WILL SELL

VI

run.

A Committee of the Louisiana Legislature
left for Washington to-day, to l>y before the
President the condition of affairs in Louisiana.

and continue ten weeks.
Markets.
Separate Department for Children, Miss ELLEN
i
New York, March 2.
M. FREEMAN, Teacher.
Cbl toil—more active and firmer; sales 3,sou bales
For particulars inquire at No. 15 Preble Street.
Middling Uplands at 41c; also by auction lor Hie gov-e
MARY C. HALL, Principal.
eminent 3,ICO bales. Memphis; Mobile and Savanteb 20—2w*
Portland, Fob. 24,1868.
nah cotton at 39$ ® 47J, for low ordinary to middling
fair.
Franklin
School!
Flour—State and Western 5® 10c higher; Bales 14.01)0 bbls. State nt«90 ® 8 39; Bound Hoop Ohio at
8 35 ® 10 98, Western u 85 @ 8 35. Southern n shade
FOR BOYS.
firmer; sales TOO bbls. at 8 90 ® 15 50. Canada 5® 10c
TOPS HAM,
MAINE.
higher; sales 450Scbbls. at 7 85 ® 1L60.
Wheat-2®
higher; sales 49,500; Milwaukee
Terra of this excellent Home School
Spring
Club, new No. 1,1 70 ® 1 76.
for Boys will commence March 21, and continue
Corn—rather more steady; sales 42,000 bushels:
nineteen weeks.
For*‘Circulars,” «&c., please adMixed Western at 80® 81c hi store.
dress the Principal.
Oats—firm.
WARREN JOHNSON, A. M.
Beef—steady.
Feb 28—d3w
Pork—heavy; sales 6,500 bbls.
Lard—lower; sales 900 bbls. at 17 @ 19.
Whiskey—Arm; sales 75 bbls Western at 229®

Coffee—dull.

admit

not

SINGLE TICKETS TWKNTV-FIVE CTS.

!!!

FOR THE NEXT THREE DAYS

—

The Louisiana House of Representatives
to-day passed a bill requiring for the next two
yearn the full appraised value to be realized on
forced sales of claims due before 1365.
The Mexican Times of Jan. 24, says fresh
foreign troops are daily arriving In Mexico. G
The 3d Michigan cavalry has arrived, from
Texas, en route home.
The approaching city election attracts general attention..' Mr. Ntxoh of the CrescCht is
a candidate for Mayor.
A number of prominent and influential citizens have requested

New York

Molasses—dull; sales 100 bbls. Now Orleans at 105

Tiekcta will

Afternoon Exhibition.

Damasks,

Linen

1'rvtrt New Orleans.

,-l

commence

2 30.

at

Remember

Legislature•

March 2.
The Wisconsin Legislature passed resolutions to-day sustaining Congress for its action on the Freedmen’s Bureau question, by a
vote of 62 to 32.

—

i

Exhibition!

•••

SCHOOL OF

Madison, Wis.,

Have Gome Back

Old Prices

at

Buy

to

Block.

Also,

St. Paul, Mina, March 2.
The Minnesota Legislature
today. A resolution sustaining the action of
Congress on the Freedmen’s Bureau Bill was
adopted and a resolution favoring the policy
of President Johnson was voted down.

Extra

Sales.

Tents at Auction!

Army

Exhibit tou.

ELDEN & WHITMAN’S,

And TABLE CUTLERY.
Minnesota Legislature.

opening

riHUrn

An

tifiemt among them favoring the renewal of
tTfe Reciprocity'Treaty. He said that since
tliatitbe Treaty bad not been renewed, we
must now cnltivate commerctairelations with
148 & 150 Middle St
the lower Provinces, wi Lh 'Soulli America and
No.
5
Free
Street
Europe, and legislate to attract capital and
Remember Every Day,
*
I
•*=“»•*>
if
*■
m
immigration to Canada. We must postpone, TO
for t)ie present, the enlargement of the canals.
A compile assortment of
Remember Every Afternoon,
He concluded by advocating1 the cultivaRemember Every Morning,
tion of friendly relations with the United
BLEACHED AND BROWN
States.'

-1

Distressing Occurrence.

GOODS,

f
now

lS THE morning,
OrtN
IW VXA VI

Season

Wants

Auction

GlosiiigBoy ofHu’P'air

MONEY, MONEY,MONEY,

Received

And

Boston Boot and Shoe

Sugars-steady;
bhds.; Porto Kloo at 124;
Muscovado at Joi @ Mi; 10 boxes Havana at 14t.

IUktfobd, Conn., Mar. 2.
enthusiastic meeting was held
Allyu Hall this evening, to ratify the Union

Just

ed
and claimed, that the liberal terms
ottered the Americans had created public sen

“Wal,

Miscellaneous Dispatches>

148 and 150!

for February!

Who

DOMESTICS & WHITE

Entertaimneat^

I

1866!!

LINENS,

negotiations, denied the Charge'of’making the
legislation of Canada subordinate to the Unit-

Bill

ONLY 1

HOUSE-KEEPING GOODS,

and Carter.

Philadelphia, March 2.
greatly aroused by a stirring appeal
Great excitement prevails in all Fenian cirpromulgated by Messrs. Tobin and Sennott* cles!
District \ Centre Andrew Wayne lias
Chiefs of the order in Boston, and meetings
called a special
are being held in all places where the brotherinching of all the circles tomorrow
hood have organizations.
night, A giaml mass meeting of all
,-ij
of
the
meihbers
tfrothferhooil; atnf- aN tavoraNew Haven, Mar. 2.
ble of the independence of Iretand, is con\ rousing Fenian meeting was held this
for early next week, to devise measevening in' answer to the call of President templated
suitable to the emergency.
O’Mahoney. Numerous addresses were made ures
and several hundred dollars invested in Irish
bonds. A dispatch was received from PresiA Prolific Family.
dent O’Mahoney,
staling that there was a fair To the Editor of tka Preset
Irish
that
prospect
nationality would soon be
My two grandfathers had thirteen children
recognized by the United States and France.
were
eaclj. Of these, ten on my
New Yoke, Mar. 2.

National bonds.

148 and 150 !

PRICE I

ONE

AND

ai«

Col. Roberts, one of the Presidents of the
Feiiian Brotherhood, Issues an appeal to the1
members of the Order. He Says : “England
is seeking to crush out the rebellion he lore it
is well begun, by filling her jails with patriots,
and asks if Irishmen in America will stanj3 idly'
by ? Come forward to fight the common loe
iu the only way in which military aid can
rea^h them. Not a moment is to be lost.—
Your prompt assistance will-enable us to take
the field Within a few days. Let' men who
will I iglii report to-Cirn-. ^Sweeney who ea*~
contribute, send: their money at once, to these
headquarters, lor which they will receive Irish

Miscellaneous.

Canadian Politics.

OoP.NTvAtx,' Canada, March 2.
At a public demonstration and dinner to
the members of Government last night, speeches were made by Galt, Howland, Me Donald

BOSTON, March 2.
The Fenian circles throughout New -Eng-

land

M iscellaneous.

-TO THE-

cases

ibr the petitioners.
The Gomez case was before the Court today. It involves the title to valuable and extensive mines in California.
In the contested election case of Dodge vs.
Brobks the arguments before the Committee
on Elections have been concluded, but the
Committee had not yet given a decision in
the Cafe.
AH parties making deposits to the credit of
the Treasury,'on account of the internal revenue, from whatever source, are notified that
the correctness of their accounts depends up-

TELEGRAPH

sales 560

1
A large and

morning’s Argus

Wonderful News.—We think the country must be astounded when it learns' that
Charles Sumner, Miss Dickenson, Daniel Pratt
and obi women of both sexes are mixed in

Washington. March 2.
Tlie argument in the Massachusetts liquor

Vnion JtalificttUon
Meeting.

‘March 2,18GU.

plausibly. How much has this kindhearted, benevolent individual bestowed toward alleviating the sufferings of widows and
orphans of deceased soldiers for whom he
seemingly sheds sp many tears?, How much
toward* tho Freedmen's bureau? Whenever
that True Charity man is found, take lity word
for it he will prove to be a sympathizer with
Jeff. Davis—a regular rlvetted Copperhead—
traitor—who has not contributed one cent toward the benevolent object for which he
whines so piteously.
1$.

agreed to.j

Mr. Wilson withdrew his motion which was
pending to recommit, which caused various
amendments to recommit, with instructions
to fail.
Mr. WRson then offered some amendments
of detail, which were agreed to, and the following which he did not desire to press to a
rote now, as an additional section:
“And be it further enacted, that nothing in
tins act contained shall be so construed as to
affect those who-were for keeping them out.”

and I decline the same.

To the Editor of the Prett:
“True Charity” in this

BY

Huohthgton.

arms

Mistake Corrected.—The farce, “Bam-

Pond, at

lor 1885.

From

n
*°ft

IS

BICHARDSON.

In lots,

PORTLAND CO., to be sold
SHARtS^the
may be desired.
entire,

or

Apply

as

to,LLiAM WILUSJi

Feb. 27—dlwta*

Artmhlist„tor>
34 Exchange Street.

Insurance.

Poetry.

PORTLAND & PENOBSCOT RIVER

MORRIS

Civitas Dei.

Railroads.

1M

Steamers.

•

The

roods

BY

WILl.IAM

are

long

ALLINGHAM.

rough

ami

with many

a

ARRANGEMENT!

FIRE and INLAND INS. C0.f

bend,

always tend
To that denial city, and the home,
Of all our footsteps, let them haste or creep.

Friday, Mar. 2d,
fkst-going Steamer
“REGULATOR,” Capt. W«.
R. Roix.wilHeave Railroad Wharf,

Nq.

i* not Koine.
Great Koine is but a heap
< )f shards and splinters lying in a field
Where children of to-day
Among the fragments play,
And for themselves in turn new cities build.

31

That-cily

1

*

JOHN

can

•January

might be conscientiously taken by seceders
were called “Burghers,” and their
opponents,
“AnU-l^urghers.” Johnny Morton, a keen
Burgher, and Andrew Gebbie, a decided AntiBurgher, both lived in the same house, hut at
opposite ends, and it was the bargain that
each should keep his own side of the house
well thatched. When the dispute about the
principle of their kirks, and especially the offensive clause in the oath, grew hot, the two
neighbors ceased to speak to each other.
But one day they happened to he op the
roof at the same time, each repairing the
thatch in the slope oi the roof on his own
side, and when they had worked up to the top
there they were—face to tacc. They conldu’t

of freous ever after.

History.

That God rules in the affairs' of man is as
certain as any troth of physical science. On
the great moving power which is from the beginning, banes the world of the senses and
the world of thought and action. Eternal wisdom marshals the great procession of the nations, working in patient continuity through
the ages, never halting and never abrupt, encompassing all events ini’s oversight, and ever effecting its will, though mortals may slumber in apathy or oppose with madness. Kings
are lifted up or thrown down, nations come
and go, republics flourish and wither, dynasties pass away like a tale that is told; but nothing is by chance, though men in their ignorance of causes may think so.
The deeds of
time are governed, as well as judged, by the
tleerees of eternity.
The caprice of fleeting
existences bends to the immovable omnipotence which plants its foot on all the centuries
and has neither change of purpose nor repose.
Sometimes, like a messenger through the
thick darkness of night, it steps along mysterious ways; but when the hour strikes for a
people, or for mankind to pass into a new form
of being, unseen hands draw the
bol^ from
the gate offtiturity; an all subduing influence
the
minds
of
men
for
the
prepares
coming revolution ; those who plan resistance find themselves in conflict with the will of Providence
rather tiian with human devices; and all hearts
and all understandings, most of ail the opinions and influences of the unwilling, are wonderfully attracted and compelled to hear forward the change which becomes more an obedience to tiie law of universal nature than submission to the arbitrament of man.—[Bancroft’s Memorial Address on Abraham Lin-

coln.

The Worth of Man.

In

selfish, unloving souls, we look upon
humanity in its lower social and moral aspect,
as unworthy of our
sympathy and respect.—
How meanly we think of the vicious and criminal slaves. We gladly turn them over to
justice and the hangman.
But it is not what j
man thinks of man, the Psalmist is
discussing,
but
our

what God thinks ol him.
'The lend mother thinks well of her child,
although others
it
as
ill-favored
might regard
and unlovely.—
So God thinks well of his
children, however
they may think of each other. He thinks well
of them, not for what
they now are, but for
what they are to be, in their redeemed and
purified condition.
He sees man’s capabilities,
his possible greatness, his final submission to
the law of righteousness, his spiritual
perfection. As the sculptor sees hidden
beauty an/i
grace in the rough marble, so the Omniscient
sees holiness and love in the souls of men.
It
is this that renders them precious and
worthy
in liii sight. This world, with its hatred
and
crimes, teems to us only as a sort of human
menagerie, fit only to, be trodden under the
teet of retributive power; but, to God, who sees
the future, aud the recuperative
energy of the
soul, man has another aud higher value. It is
what he is capable of
being in the vast eternity to come that raises him above ail materia)
and
crowns
him with more than
tilings,

h glory.

And this consideration should
firm the ties of the brotherhood
of the
and breakdown every wall
o*; caste antl
teriai distinction.—[/to’. (jeo. #i«.

con-

remember

that,)

into his

kingdom

at

have lived on earth for the purpose of being happy in heaven. Such a spirit is next
akin to that which says to the fallen “You
have become like one of us.” That is downward joy.—[Kev. Hr. Chapin.

KTWe often talk of being settled in life
might as well think of casting anchor iii
the Atlantic Ooean, or talk of the permanent

we

rolling down bill.

PRICE CURRENT
-FOR-

A LI,

STREET.

FIltST QUALITY.

Men’s Rubber
Over-Shoes, $1.20 per pair.
omon s Rubber
Over-Shoes, 1,00 “

Misoee Rubber
Over-Shoes,
Men s Rubber Boots.

Women's Eubber
Boots,
Misses’ Rubber
Boots,
Boys' Eubber Boots,
Boota>

Su1),,er

tha

mm'u'J;

Stor£,
Feb

l*1“

rcpaheJ i»

.80
5,00
2 40
2.00

“

a pc

u

2.50
»

neat and
Ul°

,,l!W

“

Doc 1, 1665.

.781,670

68

19,132

General Insurance

Rubber

'“Jl.V tb"
Tr./.V*"*'
£*'
uateea Hc-

'i'r“““WI‘4'H4R-Co,

passage

Portland, Dec. 11th,

Agency!

or

Philadelphia.

Of Hartford.
Of Urerpool and La.dou.
(loyal,
Of New York.
Continental,
Of New York.
Arctic,
Yanker, and New York,
Of Now York.
Of New York.
Fulton,
Norwich.
Of Norwich.
Of Worcester.
People’.,

COMFAXIES.

Counecticut Mutual,
Of Hartford*
STATE AGENCY OF THE
Counecticut General*
Of Hartford*
STATE AGENCY OF THE
New York Accidental*
Of New York*
The undersigned, Agents and Attorneys of the
with

The Company are not responsible fer baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (aud that personal) unless notice is given, and paid for at the rate el
one passenger lor every $500 additional value.
C. J. BRYUiiJ^S', Manayiny Director.
H. BAILEY, IAcal Superintendent.
ncv2dtt
Portland, Nov. 1,1805

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

by

Railroad,

SPRAGUE, SOULE & CO.r
DT

Wharf, Boston.

Company are

097.000,000.
prepared to carry the largest amounts desired in
Marine, Inland, Fire, Life and Accidental Insurance.
Marine and Inland, as well as Fire risks bound at
once.
Losses equitably adtusted and promptly paid.
FOYE, COFFIN & SWAN.
SIT Marine Risks placed in any Boston or New

arc

*

York Office desired.
Portland, Feb. 6,1866—dtf

■--

OAK

Company.

Leave Saco River for Portland at 6 30 and 9 40 A. u.
and 3 40 p. if.
r\
Leave Portland for Saco River at 800A; u, and 206
and 5 30 p m.
The 9 40 A. K and 200 p 11. train, will he freight
trains, with passenger cars attached.
Cii'“Btage8 connect at Gorham for West Gorham,
Blandish, Steep Falls, Baldwin, Denmark, Sehugo,
Bridgtou, Lovell, liiram, Brownfield, Fryoburg,
Conway, Bartlett, Jackson Limington, Cornish,Purter.iFreedom, Madison, and Raton, N. U
At Buxton Oeutor for West Buxton, Bonny-Eagle,
South Limington, Limington, Limerick, Newlield,
Farsooafield and Oaripi®
At Saocarappa for South Windham, Windham Hill,
and North Windham, daily.
DAX

responsible for baggage

not

to

any amount exccoding $50 in value. and that personal, unless notice is given and paid for st the rate of
one passenger for every $500 additional value.
L. BILLINGS, Agent.
fob .18,1863 —rltf
Aug 5, 1865.
■

--

>.■,

.;---T-—

■■■■

New England Screw SteamshipCo
SEMI-WEEKLY

MAINE CENTRAL R.

Montreal,

Trains leave Portland daily (Grand
1 .Vjhtli-'ilSl
nmk
Sundays excepted,fer AUbilni and Lewiston at 7.30 A. M., and for Bangor and
all intermediate Stations, at 1.15 P. M.
Returning,
trains from Auburn and Lewiston are due at 8.30 A.
M., and from Bangor and all intermediate stations,
at ‘J I\ M., to connect trains for Boston.
Freight trains leave daily at 8 A. M.

Depot)

EDWIN NOYES, Supt.
Dec life 1865.dc23tf

PORTLAND

SACO * PORTSMOUTH R. R.

LINE.

Leave Portland Tor Boston at 8 45

The splendid and tut Steam-

si.

ships D1IUGO, Capt II.Sherwood,
and FttAbCuNlA, capt. W. W,

M.

Ihkkwood, will until
Vice, run as follows :

further no;

Leave Brown’s Wharf, Portland, over, WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY, at 4 P.M., and loave Pier
38 Esst River, New York, every WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY, at 4 o’olook P. M.
These vessels are fitted up with fine accommodations for passengers, making this the most speedy,
safo and comfortable route for travellers betwesa
New York and Maine.
Passage, in State Room,
$3.00. Cabin passage $0.00. Meals extra.
Goads forwarded 6; this line to and from Montreal, Quebec, Bangor, Bath, Augusta, Eastport and
St.Jonn.
Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
steamers as early as 0 F. M. an the day that they
leaVe Portland.
For freight or passage apply to
XMERY k FOX, Brown’s Wharf, Portland.
H. B. CROMWELL k CO., No. 86 West Street,
New York.
dtf
May
,

MW

RETURN*

advantages of this system over that of dividends payable after a term qf yean without interest,
are obvious.
No other Company pays dividends in
this way.
Dividends of the Charter Oak are equal in
value to those of any Life Co.
Dividends without [interest payable in four or Jive
years, or at death, suffer a remarkable diminution
when reduced to their present value.
The

IT

Leave Boston fur Portland at 7 30 A.

“CORTEZ,”
by
day, March 1st, 1806, at 3 P. M.
These steamers

distinguishing

monthly. Having very superior Cabin accommodations, they offer unusual lacilities for those wishing
to visit the Island of Cuba.
Price of passage, $60 in currency.
For freight or passage, apply to
wm H. KINSMAN Sc CO.,
2011 State Street,
Or to
BRIDGE, LORD & CO.,

feature

FRANCIS

For the Examination of Candidates for Ad-

CA11E

Exchange Street,
for

convene

at

tlie

Naval Hospital, Chelsea, Mass., Naval Hospital,
BOARDS
and Naval Asylum, Philadelphia,
N.

Brooklyn,

Y.,
MONDAY, March 12, I860, lor the examination of candidates for admission into the Medical
Corps of the Navy,
Gentlemen desirous of appearing before cither
Board must make application to the Honorable Secretary xtt the Navy, or to the undersigned, stating
residence, place and date of birth, and before which
Board they desire to present tliemqfves. ApplicaPa.,

Maine*

aug2C'65dly

STATEMENT OF THE

HOME INSURANCE COMPANY,

on

testimonials of
tion to be accompanied by
character.
Candidates must not be less than twenty-one, nor
more than twenty-six years of age.
No expense is allowed by the Government to candidates attending the sessions of the Board, as a
succesiiul examination is a legal pre-requisite for
appointment in the Navy.

P. J. HORWITZ.
Chief of Bureau.
Bureau of Medicine and Surgery,)
Navy Department,
[

HEW HAVEN, JANUARY 1st, 186*..
V.

Capital Stock,.$600,000
Surplus. 276,886

Washington,
Feb 19—M,W&F, till mar16

00
10

D.

C.)

ASSETS.

BLANCHARD’S

Market Value.
$203*12 50
87,740 00
Uidted States Certificates of In-

United States 7-30 Bouds,
V uited State. 5-20 Bonds,

debtedness.
29,700 06—296,912 56
30 Missouri State Bonds, 6 per

cent.
20 Tennessee State Bonds, 6 per
cent.
12 Wisconsin State Bonds, 6 per
cent.
1 New Haven Town Bond.
321 Shares 2d National Bank,

23,700

00

18,000

00

12,000 00
6,066 06—58,700 00

New Haven,
39,804 00
165 Shares Yale National Bank,

New Haven,
159 Shares Merchants’

National

Bank, New Haven,

02 Shares National Tradesmen’s
Bank, New Haven,
587 Shares New Haven County
National Bank, Now Haven,
Loans on Bank Stocks,
Loans on Railroad Bonds.

18,810

00

8,209 0J
7^440 00
6,010 75—80,388 76
1,000 ou-1,000 00
6,000 00 -4,110 00

Loans on Mortgage on property
in New Haven County,
67,900 00—24,050 00
Loans on other property,
1,808 34
Amount invested in Real Estate.
75,000 60
Amount of Cash in Banks,
27,355 37
Amount of Cash on hand and
Loans on coll,
19,604 75
Amount of Cash in the hand.
ot

Agents,
Interest accrued,
Bills

Receivable received

for

Premiums,

Premiums unpaid,
l»ue for Routs,
-s- Revenue
Stamps on handOfflcc Furniture and
Sales.
1 usurance
Scrip owned by the

*0,000
27,500

00
21

12,290

69

64,772 72

673 34
106 00

6,073 06

Company,

3,585 78

$775,880

HOME

10

$05,977

Important
zmmi
West, South,

boilers 700 degs. of heat is thrown away,
oi 1-3 th.e fuel.
The question is
a
can this be saved.
Mr. Blandutrd
has invented a boiler that takfes perfect coxftrol or all
the heat and makes it do duty in the engine. This is
very sim pie in Us construction; after the engine is in
motion the smoke pipe is closed tight, and the waste
heat carried through heaters, heating the steam to
any temperature desired; the remainder carried
through the water heater, using up alt the waste
beat but 200 degs.; the heat being reduced so low
there can be no danger 'of setting fires by sparks
thrown from engines, which will add much value to
this invention, besides the saving 1-3 the fuel.

For particular s inquire of
W31. WILLARD,
Corner of Commercial Wharf aud Commercial St.
Feb

Forty I’or
January; Twenty Per Cent.

payable

day 01

as

follows:

Ten Per Cent, on tire
1>er Co,lt* on the 16111
Ccot- on tlie 15th ^ oi

oi.Fehruary;

Ani,iMarC?A,TwelUy
Pen Per
no r>’rivnd

crcLi^Ji, ^3,Sfl3jg£“ WU1 *» C0"ll,“jd
WILSON,

Secretary!rl'^'EEIjEE’

W- M "Hirer,

^.h9-eo^Ce

Pr08t-

Agent. Portland,

169 F°re

D.

1. the l.vai States and tho Canadas,

And all noodful information cheerfully furnished.
Tbavxllkius will find it groatly to their advantage
to prooaie Through Ticket, at the

Railway Ticket Office, 31 Exchange Street, (op stair..)

Dr. E. F. RIPLEY,
Veterinary Surgeon,
Office at H, L. TAYLOR & Go’s Stable,
Teasple St** Portland* Me*
sold his Livery Stock to H. L. Taylor &
Co., would most respectfully inform his old
tbe
and
public generally that be is now giving
whole attention to the treatment of Horses and
other domesticated animals.

HAVING

Strong

At his residence in Westbrook, (across Tukey*s
may be found a good infirmary for the ac
cominodation of those who may wish to have their
Horses under his immediate attention.
5#1' All orders left at his Office, on Temple Street,
will be promptly attended to.
Portland, J an. 16,1866.
f«15 T,Th*S3in*

Bridge)

A Great Bargain.
subscriber being about to remove to the West,
will sell a lotot 56 acres of
land, in Carthage, at a
grfat bargain. It is situated about half a milo from

THE

cleared.

C. C.

Feb 21—d2w*

Ho will sell it for

HATCH, Portland.

Particular Notice.
HEREBY forbid all persons purchasing any lui
ntture of my wile oi any description. I also forbid
all persons harboring or trusting her on my account,

I

as she has left my bed and board without any provocation, and J shall pay no debts of her contracting
ISRAEL HAGUE*
after this date.
Feb. 26-dlw*

lit!) hr,

Sures

Oil

Positive !

are

TJ1K l.VDKl'H.VDKXT

-AND—

Clapp's block.

Agreeable Application

principal
New York

Prom Portland to the West, North k So. West.
Through Tickets can be procured at all the principal Ticket Offices in New England, and at tiio Union
Ticket Office, at the
i\ & F. A. BAILROAI) STATION,
Opposite Proble House, Congress St, Portland.
13. P. BEACH, Gen. Agt.
I WM. FLOWERS.
279 Broadway, New York. |
Eastern Agt„Bangor.
BLANCHARD & CO., Agents,
PORTLAND, Mr.
■■, — n

-in..ii—,.

Agent fee the State

ef

Maine.

16—eodSmoa

Jan

Whit •; Lead.
Atlantic V, bite Lead
and Linseed Oil Co.,

T A!R, E, A NT T

9

S

COMPOUND EXTRACT OP

Cubebs and
Certain,

ft Sure,
es of t he Bladder,
either in the male or

IS

s

period

euro

Copaiba,

Oil, i.ED LEAD,

L8AD, Dry and

in

LITHARGE,

Glass-m,v ere’

the short space of three or four
than any other prepa-

in

In the

ration.

use

Red

etc.

Also, LINSEED OIL, Raw, Boiled
and Refined.

>•

I

■

For sale
:..D

J

by Druggists

Dealers

&
.■

genially,

and

by

ROBERT COLGATE & Co.,
General

ail may

for themselves that tblsstatcmont is

see

really so. I am confident that the child could not
have lived, had it not been for Mrs. Manchester, and
we feel as though she never could be repaid for her
skill.
MARY RAY,

days, aiid always in less time
of

Tarrant’s Compound Extract of Cubebs and

GEORGE W. RAY.
Providence. R. I.. Nov. 10,1866.
dcl2ti

Copaibs

thereis no need of confinement or ohange ef diet.In its approved form ef ■ paste, it is entirely tasteless, and causes u« unpleasant sensation to tbo patient, and no exp.snre. It is now acknowledged by
the most learned in the profession that in the above
olass ofdiseasos, Cubebs and Copaiba are the onlv
two remedies known that oan be relied ay on with
any certainty or aucoese.
Tarrant’s Compound Extract of Cubebs and

CHEROKEE PILLS,
^

JVEVER KAILS.
only by
TAB BANT & CO..
STS Qreonwioh St., Mew York,
Bold by Druggists nil over the World.

Or Female Regulator,

Agents,

187 Pearl St., NEW YORK.

Mannfaotnred

j^

aay6 65dly

LIFE, GROWTH AND BEAUTY.
Mrs. S. A. Allen’s World’s
Hair Restorer and Dress-

*

plaints in full, ns we treat all Female Complaints,
and
prepare Medicines suitable for all diseases to
which they are subject.—Thirty-two page pamphlet,
in a sealed* envolope, free.
The Cherokee Pills are sold by all druggists at tl
per box, or six boxes for $5; or they are sent by
mail, freo of postage, in an ordinary letter, free
from observation, by addressing the sole proprietor
Dr. vr. K. MEEWnr, 37 Walker St., H. Y,
I N. _B.—Cherokee Pille No. 2 are prepared for
Special cases, when milder medicines foil; theso
are sent by mail, free of
postage, on receipt of $5,
the price
each box.

and lengthen the ha ir. They
act directly upon the roots
of the hair, supplying required nourishment, and
natural color and beauty
returns. Grey hair disappears, bald spots are covered, hair stops falling, and
luxuriant growth is the result. Ladies and Children
will appreciate the delightful fragrance and rich,

Db. WRIGHT’S

REJUVENATING ELIXIR,
Or, Essence or ElO,
W/ACures GeheralDebility,

all Nei-voiis Diseases. It reatones new life and vigor to the
* a
causing the hot blood of
.v
course the veins, res^Organs of Generaanimated with
ntxo lift' *—so does tlon> removia g Jm potency and
this Elixir rejuven- Debility, restoring Manliness
ate the system and and full rigor, thus proving a
*overcome disease.
perfect “Elixir of Love" reand Barrenness in both sexes. To
moving
the young, middle-aged, and aged, there is no greater
boon tlmn this Elixir of Life.” It gives a new
lease of life, causing the weak and debilitated to
have ronewed strength and vigor.

appearance imparted to the hair, and no fear
of soiling the skin, scalp, or
most elegant head-dress.
Sold by all Dngtiaa.
Depot 198 & 200 Greenwich St. N. Y.

JlrT

J?riD?

Sterility

PHILLIPS & CO., General Agents (for

Prioe,

one

bottle #2; three bottles

sent

express to any address.
Onr medicines are sold and
druggists in every

Sept 27,1865—tlAwCm

DYSPEPSIAJND

FITS.

deceived—ask for these medicines and take no
others. If the druggist does not keep them, writo
to us, and we will send them by express, carefully
packed, free from observation. We will be pleased
to receive letters with full statements in regard to
any disease with which ladies or gentlemen are
afflicted Address all letters for medicines, itMinphicUk or advice, to the sole proprietor,

SURE CURE for these distressing
now made known in a Treaties
Foreign and Native Herbal preparations,
O. PHELPS BROWN.—published by Dr. was
famished him in such
FITS—’The prescription
—a providential manner that he cannot conscito
make
it known, as it has
refuse
FITS—entiously
—cured everybody who has used it, never havcase.
It is
in
a
failed
single
FITS—ing
equally sure
—is cases of fits as of Dyspepsia; and the iu-

—complaints is

be obtained from any

by

recommended by all
part of the eivilized
respectable
globe; some unprincipled dealers, however, try to
deceive their customers by selling cheap and worthless compounds in order to make money. Be not

FITS—on

FITS—gradients may

Weak-

Hysterics in Females,
Palpitation of the Heart and

ness,

glossy

W. F.
Maine

I in the land.
Ladies can address us in i>erfect
r
confidence, and state their com-

Dr. W. E. MEEWIN, 37 Walker 8t., N. Y.

INSURANCE!

Insure Against Accidents l
ALL TRAVELLERS,
railroads steamboats, SAILING
VESSELS, STAGE COACHES, or other public
conveyances may insure against loss ol life, or serious bodily injury, for $$3000 in cast; ot death,
and
IIS weekiy benefits in case of bodily injury,
or the small sum of

By

TEN

CENTS PER BAT!

cts. will insure to Boston or Now York;
30 cts, to Chicago or Milwaukee;
50 cts. to St. Louis or Cairo;
70 eta. to New Orleans, and so on to any part
of the country, and lor any number of days desired.
Before entering a Kail Car, Steamboat, or other
conveyance, secure y< urself and family or friends,
Threo Thousand Dollars in oase of death, or
$15 per week in case of injury, whereby you may be

Thus, 10

disabled.
Policies issued for any sum, covering accidents of
of any kind, such as Falling oi Ice and Snow front
buildings, or Falling on the Ice Skating, or Broken
Bones, Bruises, Sprains, Cuts, Burns and Scalds. A hsaults by Burglars, Explosions of Lamps, Falls,
Kicks and Bites of Horses or other animals, upsetting of or falls from Carriages, &c., &c.
Every person is liable to accidents of some kind,
and should therefore insure without delay.
Policies issued aud Tickets sold at the

Ticket & Insurance Office,
31 EXCHANGE STREET.
W. D. LITTLE, State Agent.

General

Bailway

-■*

Dec 11-dtf

PINE

COMPOUND!

spring

tills

I>K. StRICKLAND’S MELLIFLUOUS COUGH
BALSAM is waranted to cure Coughs,Colds. Hoarseness, Asthma, Whooping Cough, Sore Throat, Consumption, anu and all affections of the throat and
Lungs.
For sale by Druggists. 50 cents per bottle.
GEO. C. &OODWIN & CO., 37 Hanover Street.
Bouton, Sole Agents lor New England.

PATENT

Warranted Geaaine.

APRIL
in

the cough subsided, and a speedy cure was effected.
Soon alter this, 1 sent some to a lady ill
ibr some weeks from a
N.1L, who had been suffering sudden
cold, aud had
bad cough, occasioned by a
She soon found
with
blood.
?
treated
raised mucus
ten ounces
relief, and sent for more. She took about
oi it and got well. J. tt. Clark, Esq., editor of the
Manchester Daily Mirror, made a trial of the same
preparation in the case or a severe cold, aud was
cured immediately. Me was so highly pleased with
the results, and so confident of success attending its
sales if placed before the public, that he finally persuaded me to give it a name aud send it abroad to
benefit the suffering. In November, 1S56, I first advertised u uuder the name of White Flue Compound
in two years from that time there had been wholesaled in Manchester alone oar hundred dollar's worth,
where it took the lead ol all the oough remedies in
the market, and itstillim&iutain* that position. There
is good reason for aii this; it is very soothing aud
healing iu its nature, is warming to the stomach, aud
pleasant withal to the taste, and is exceedingly

Londonderry,

the most improvas su-

DR# STRICKLAND’S PILE REMEDY lias cured
thousands ol the worst cases of Blind and Bleeding
Piles.
It gives immediate relief, and effects a permanent cure. Try it
directly. It is warranted to
cure.
For sale by all Druggists. 50 cts. per bottle.
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., 38 Hanover
Street,
Boston, Sole Agents tor New England.
novlOdOm

have
auy
used it speak of it in the highest terms of praise: and
endeavors
to
the manufacturer will continue his best
advance the reputation which it has already acquired, on its merit alone.
SOLD BY

KENDALL & WHITNEY.

AV are. &o..

■

UI.,

_T,

MANUFACTURERS PRICES.

AT

Hundred Dollars I

Five

in Premiums, offered to NEW ENGLAND
ERS for the best experiments with my

FARMv

And Bradley’s Patent Tobacco Fertilizer in growing
Corn, Potatoes, Turnips, Oats, Grass, and Tobacco,
on not less than one acre of land each.
For the best experiment on fndlan Corn with my
$50
Super Phosphite of Lime,
30
For the second best experiment on Corn, do.,
"
do.
20
third
do.
do.,
50
on
For the best experiment
Potatoes,
30
second best experiment on Potatoes,
do.
do.
20
third
For the best

experiment

on

Turnips,

30
20
80
20

do.
second best
For the best experiment on Oats,

either Pasture

50
30
Grass, do.
do.
20
on Tobacco with BradCO
ley's Patent Tobacco Fertilizer,
**
40
second best experiment on Tobacco, do.
Reports to be sent in on or before the 1st day ol DeWilliim
L.
cember, 1806, to
Boston, containing description ot soil, mode of cultivation, quantity of Supct-Pho pliate ot Lime used, ef whom purchased, and whether with or without barnyard manure ; every report to be certified to by some citizen
of integrity in the town where made: these reports
when in, will l»e referred to a Commit tee of thr4e
comitetent, disinterested gentlemen, whose duty tit
shall be to award said premiums after examining the
reports; the premiums to be paid on the 1st day of
January. 1867.
To avoid any possible chemical error in the manufocture of my Fertilizers, I have made arrangements
chemical talent, to aid me in this
with the
important department,' and not a single ton of Phosphate or Tobacco Fertilizer will be allowed to go to
market until it hasl>eea sampled and passed inspection by actual any sis.
or

Meadow,

second best

experiment

on

third
do.
For the best experiment
'*

WAKRAlf®®
2o restore Grey or Diseased Hair
to its natural condition and color.

Eradicates all Humors and Dandrufffrom the Head, mil prevent
and cure JV'ervous Headache.
Will
cause the Hair to grow, giving it
the natural, color and beauty of
youth- It wili not stain the skin,
or soil the finest linen.

AUSTIN B. FRENCH,
Proprietor,

highest

|^“The above-named Fertilizers can be purchasreliable dealers throughout New England.
Pamphlets containing testimonials and directions’
for using Super-Phosphate of Lime can be bad, free
of charge, by addressing the manufacturer or deal-

PORTLAND,
Price Sf •
For Sale
Jan 12—eod&wlyr

MAINE.
bj all Draggliita

ed from

MBaaMHam *** mm■■

also Bradley's Manual tor growing Tobacco will
be sent free to any grower ol the weed, by asking for
it by mail.

NOTICE

CONTRACTORS

TO

AND BUILDERS.
for the

erection of a Grammer School

Lewiston. Maine,
built
PROPOSALS
brick,
feet, and three stories h*ight, will be receiv-

House at
92x60

to be

and thinking person must know
handed out ior general use should liu ve
their efficacy established
l>y well tested experience in
the hand* of a
regularly educated physician, whose
preparatory studies tits him fbr all the duties be must
rulnll; yet the country is flooded with poor nostro iur
and cure-alls, purporting to be the best in the world,
are not only useless, but
always injurious. The unfortunate should be rtuxicULAit in selecting his
as it is a lamentable
yet Iuconlrovcrlable fact, that many syphilitic patients are mauo
miserable with ruined constitutions by maltreatment
from Inexperienced physicians in general practice;
conceded by tko test ay phi
for it is a point
ograpbers, that the study and management of tlie: e
complaints should eugross the whole time of those
and successful in their treatwho would bo
The Inexperienced general practitment and cure.
nor time to uiuke
ioner, having neither
himself acquainted with tueir pathology, commonly
lu
most cases makpursues one system of treatmeut,
ing an indiscriminate use of that antiquated and dangerous weapon, the Mercury*

f

physician,

generally

competent
opportunity

HAVE CONFIDENCE.
All who have committed an excess of any kind,
whether it be the solitary vice of youth, or the stiugiug rebuke of misplaced confidence in malurer years,

cou^h

SEEK FOR AN ANTIDOTE IN SEASON.
The Pains and Aches, and Lassitude and Nervous
Prostration that may follow Impure t uition, are
the Barometer to the whole system.
Do not wait fbr the consummation that is sure to follow : do not wait tor Unsightly Ulcers, for
Disabled Limbs, for Loss of Beauty
and Complexion.
HOW MANY THOUSANDS CAN TESTIFY TO
THIS BE UNHAPPY EXPERIENCE!
Young men troubled with emissions in sleep.—a
complaint generally the result of a bod habit in
and a perfect cure waryouth,—treated scientifically,
ranted or no charge made.
but
we
a
are; nonsuited by one
Hardly day passes
or more young man with the above disease, some ol
as though tlwy bail
and
emaciated
weak
as
whom are
the consumption, and by their friends supposed to

prepared

toaspoonfulsisalargedose.

All such cases yield to the proper and only
have it.
correct coarse of treatment, and in a short time arc
made to rqjoice in perfect health.

MIDDLE-AGED MEN.
many men at the age ol' thirty who arc
troubled with too frequent evacuation* lYom the bladder, often accompanied by a slight smarting or burning sensation, and weakening the system in a manner
On examining tl-e
the patient cannot account for.
urinary deposits a ropy sediment will often bo found,
of
or albumen
semen
small
sometimes
and
particles
will appear, or the color will be of a thin milkisli hue,
and
turbid
aniMarance.
a
dark
to
again changing
There are many men who die of this difficulty, ignorant of the cause, which is the
SECOND STAGE OP SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
There

TESTIMONIALS
A very large number or Important testimonla's
received from Physicians, Clergybeen
have already
men, Apothecaries, and indeed, Bom all classes iu soin
the most haltering terms of the
ciety, speaking
While PineCoinpouna.
Dr Nichoisof Northfleld, Vt ,snys:
“1 find the White Pine Compound to be very eflion
cious uot only iu coughs and other pulinoulc affections
but also in affections of the kidueys, debility of the
stomach and other kindred organs.”
Rev. J.K Clirsenf Rumnoy, N. H writer
“1 have for years regarded your White Pine ComI can truly say that
as an invaluable remedy.
regard it as oven’more efficacious and valuable than
1 have just taken the Compound for a cold, and
ever.
it works charmingly.”
Hon. P H Sweetserof South Reading, writes:
“Having long kn.wn something of tbe valuable
medical properties of the White Pine, I was prepared
on seeiugan advertiseinentofyour White Flue Comft has been used
a trial
pound, to give tbe uied icinefor
several years, for oulds
by members of my family,
eases
of
serious
some
and
in
kidney diffiand coughs,
culties, with excellent results. Several of ear rrieudl
from
benefit
the
much
received
have also
Compound.
We intend to keep it always on hand.”

of

in

ed by the Committee, up to, and including March

10,1866.

The Plans and Specifications (or the same, will be
open to inspection and examination at the rooms of
George M. Harding, Architect, Casco Bank Building,
91 Middle St.,
Me., from the 1st to the 5th
March incusive, and at the office of the Chairman oi
the Commtttee, over the Post Office, Lisbon St„
Lewiston, on all other days from the date hereof, to
and including the 10th day ofMavcli aforesaid.
Bids for Masonry amt Carpentry work, including
all labor iu each department and the furnishing of all
materials for each, to be made separate and sealed.
The Committee reserve the right to reject any and
all proposals not deemed satisfactory.
Bids to be opened at the office of the Chairman of
the Committee, MONDAY, March 12, at 10 o’clock

Portland,

A.M.
Mr. Harding the Architect, will be at the office oi
the Chairman of the Committee, on the afternoons
and evenings of Feb*y 26 and March 6, for the purpose of affording any explanations asked.
H.C, GOODENOW,
\
Committee
M. FRENCH,
on
|
JOS. P. FESSENDEN, f
Schools
CYRUS GRKELY,
and
I
R. E. PATTERSON,
I Sohoo -houses
Lew is ton. Feb’y 20,1666.
Ie21d& w tomarlO

are

1 can warrant a perfect cure in such cases, and a
full and healthy restoration of the urinury organs.
Persons, who cannot personally consult the Dr.,
can do so by writing, in a plain manner, a description
of their diseases, and the appropriate remedies will
be forwarded Immediately.
All correspondence strictly confidential, and will be
returned, If desired.
Db. J. B. HUGHES.
Address:
No. ft Temple Street (corner of Middle
Street J, Portland. Me
|y Send a Stamp for Circular.

rouud

palate,
pain,
promptly, never require Increase ot dose, do
females ana childexhaust, and lor elderly persons,
Tiro taken at night movren, are just the thing.
Warranted
tlie bowels mice the next morning.
in all cases ot l'iles and Tailing of the Rectum. We
of
the
all
(or
Bymptoms
Dyspepsia,
promise a cure
such as Oppression alter eating, Sour Stomach, Spitting ol mod, Palpitations; also. Headache, frizziness,
Pain in the Back and Loins, Yellowness of the Skin
and Eyes, Sick Headache, Coated Tongue, Biliousness, Liver Complaint, Loss ol Appetite, Debility,
Monthly Pains, and all Irregularities, Neuralgia,
Traveler. find the Lovmyee jutt
Faintness, 4c.
what they need, in they are no jimpart ami inodorous
that they may be earned in the rest ported. Price 00
cents per box; small boxes 30 cents. For sale by J.
8. HARRISON & CO., Propriotors, No J Tremout
Toiuple, Boston. Will be mailed to any address on
Julyldly
enclosing 80 conts.

FiEASANT

cause

no

TIIE LADIES.
DB. HUUHKS particularly nvttcs all Ladies,
TO

a

certain of producing relief la a short time.
LADIES will llnd it Invaluable in all cases of ob
■tractions after all other remedies have been tried In
It Is purely vegetable, containing nothing lu
vain.
the least injurious to the health, and may be taken
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent to any part of the country, with full direction,
DR. HUUHKS,
by addressing
No. 3 Temple Street (corner of Middle), Portland.

used in my family, and 1 know of ethers who have used
it, always with a good effect, audl feel fully justified,
am! it is with pleasure that i say that 1 regard it (uu
like moat preparations of the day,) as wholly deservin'*-of the entire confidence of tbe public. Notonly
consider it a safe, but an efficient remedy for all
diseases of the throat.
LETTER FROM REV. L. C. STFVENS.
Pastor 0/ Baptist Church, Uojstown Centre, AT- //.
Da J W. PoLANO— My Doar Sir:—You asked me

N. B.— Ladies desiring may consult ono of theii
A lady of experience In constant attend
ianl,186fld&w

dol

own mx.
hum.

Coe’s

what I tiiink of your White Pine Compound. 1 never
before put lien to paper to toll auy man what I
thought of a patent medicine. My lather, a physician uf tbeo'd school, cany led me to serious suspicious of all uostrums of whatever kind not bearing
the stamp of that fraternity. Rut these suspicions I
have parted wtUi by degrees, as 1 liave carolully acHyquainted myself with tbe leading principles of
Eclecdropathy, Uomuiopathy, Thoinpeoniai.Ism,
claimed
have
which
publio
ticism, and other systems
favor within the last twenty-live years •, so that I
feel at liberty on this ground to speak my eonvic-

Dyspepsia Cure

The World’s Great

and all disease, of th.

STOMACH AND BOWELS!
On. Bottlo is guaranteed to cure tire worst esse of
Dyspepsia in existepoe, and out doit will instantly
relieve the most aggravated attacks of
fitok Headache,
Sickness at Stomach,
Fever and Ague,
Heartburn,
Colic Palos.

Cholera Morbus,

acquainted with Deacon Holmes
Maine, bro' her of the latelieorgo Dana Boardinan, formerly missionary in Burundi, and
from him for the first time learned the wcndcrftil
He had a
medicinal qualities of white pine hark
few years before been brought to the borders of the
bear
of
the
what
pronounced
physicians
grave by
pulmonary cousumption, and was given up to die,
bat was nevertheless entirely cured by a preparation
made by his own hands lrom this bark. Since that
time, until 1 became acquainted with your article, 1
have been surprised thai no phi osophical mind was
found to undertake a cough preparation Bom white

Dysentery,

and In fhet all diseases proceeding from the Stomach
and Bowels. It is a sovereign ana permanent cure tor

INDIGESTION AND GENERAL DEBIL
ITY
and in every instanco regulates and restore, to a
healthy cuMlittuu a disordered stomaoh, enabling the

patient to take healthy food without danger of distress feom it. It is the uioet wonderful remedy and
the most speedy in Its action, ever known to the
world. No one will do without it in the house that
has ever used it once.
TOV

THAT ABB

Vegetable Pulmonary Balsam T~
For Coaghs, Colds and CoMaupiloa J
In 1832, and atm the beat known
remedy jor all auctions qfthe Lungs, Throat ana
Chest. Be earelul to got the genuine.
HEED. .CUTLER & CO., Bohton, Proprietors
xjftrge Bottles, $1.00,
Smalt, 50 cents.
Pure Cod TAvor Oil
Bottled expressly for Medicinal use by REED.
CVTLER & CO., who have laeiiities for obtaining oil
ol tho most reliable quality. Large Bottles, 91,00.
Nor 10—

ESTABLISHED

D., Proprietor,

Will be manufactured in future at the

New Haven, Coan.
HAT, W F PHILLIPS V CO, ami J. W.
PERKINS * CO.w Agents, Portland, Me.
H. H.

Lyon’s

Periodical

Drops!

THE GREAT FEMALE REMEDY.
A

PREPARED

SCIENTIFICALLY

FLUID PREPARATION

Of DIRECT and POWERFUL ACTION.
Better than any

Pills

or

Powders 1

and 1* aafa to see at all times

For all Femalo

Complaints,
CASES

EXCEPT IK CERTAIN
especially forbidden in the
pany

direction* which

each bottle.

Prepared by JOHN L. LYON, M.
Druggists everywhere,

D.

For D. S. sad Canada.

•

J. N. PERKINS lr CO.. W. F.
ad H. H. HAY. Portland, Me.,

PHILLIPS * CO.,
Wholesale Agent*.

Coe*8 xjougn Balsam !
No Medicine ever known will eurc

Coughs, Colds, Croup, Asthma,
Influenza, Whoring Cough,
OR RBLIKVM

If CONSUMPTIVE
quick

COUGH I

w

COE’S COUGH BALSAM!

ltdoesnotdrrupueough.but

loosens it so th&t the
It is within

patient can espeotorate freely.

the reach of all, tho
Cento ! I

and is for sale by all Druggists.

Under the Buporvisioo of

C.Q.CLARK A

CO.,Proprietors,

New Uaveu, Ct.

W. F- PHILLIPS It CO., J. W. PERKIIYS \ CO.,
and H. H HAY, Portland Mo., Wkotooalo Jarnto.
August 31. lobs

eydhwlyr

D.

UR. CHA8. MORSE’S

TROCHES
DR. S WETT will attend to tlie business department,
to whom all orders should he addressed.

Medicine

accom-

Sold by

C. 0. CLARK A CO., Gen'l Agents,

1'rloe nelag Only 35

106 Hanover Street, Boston,

Sold by Wholesale and

trial

Bold by Druggists everywhere.

New England Satanic Depot*

POLAND, M

one

C. G. CLARK & CO., Proprietors,

Brewster, Maas., March 19, 1363Dr. Poland:—1 feel it my duty to inform you of
the very great benefit which 1 have received from the
In August, 1861,
use of your White Five Compound.
1 took a very severe cold, which continued to allliot
me, increasing in severity, attended with a very severe cough, nisht sweats aud some bleeding, probably from the throat. Through the fall and winter my
cough was very distressing, reducing my llesh aud
strength, and rendering me uuUt for labor. 1 tried
medicines of various kinds, but none of them, howIn March, 1862,
ever valuable, gave me any relief.
as you may remember, i wrote to you stating uiy du
oQultiosoud asking advice. You sent me some of the
Whit?Pine Compound. I commenced taking it, aud
immediately IseganHo amend. At the time of writing to you my weight was only 135 pounds. In five
weeks I was out in active tabor, and in a few months
guinod up to 165 pounds. I know that it was the
I
White Fine Compound which did all this for me.
soon began to have persons apply to me for the mediit
Ibr
sale.
In
I
ordered
and
as
oight
know,
you
cine,
months, though without muoh exertion, I disposed of
540 bottles of the Compound here on the Cape,
fill would add that several persons or my acquaint
ance, whose condition was as hopeless as my own,
have been cared by the White Pine Compound.
The White Fine compound, advertised at length in
our columns, is not only as to its name inviting, but is
a highly approved medicine, Dr. J. *
Poland, the
inveu or, has the confidence of the many who Enow
while
laboring
him, a confidence whioh ho enjoyed
usefully many years as a Baptist minister. Ills experience as a sufferer led him to make experiments
which issued iu his medical discovery.
IRostou
Watchman ond Re/lector.
The editor of the Manchester Daily and Weekly
Mirror, in a leader of the Daily, thus speaks of the
Compound:
“The White Pine Compound is advertised at muoh
length iu our co'umus. and wo are happy to loarn
that the demand for it is increasing beyond all previIt is the very best medicine for
ous expectations.
ooughs and colds we know of, aud no family that has
We speak from
once used it will ever bo without it.
our own knowledge, it is sure to kill a cold, and peasant as sure. The greatest inventions come by accideut, and it is singular that the Whi e Pine ComCoughs, should prove to
pound, made for Colds and
he the greatest remedy for k idney difficulties known.
But suit is. We cannot doubt it, so many testimol
uials come te us from wel* known men. Besides, the
character of Dr. Fo and is such that we know be will
not countenance what is wrong. For years a Baptist olergyman, studying medicino to find remedies
for hi* ailments, witn a delicate consumptive look,
standing with one foot upou the grave, he made the
discovery which has saved himself and ca)‘ed out
from hundreds of others the strongest testimonials
possible. We have know Dr, Po'aiu for years, and I
never kuew a more oonso lent Ions, honest, upright
man, and we are glad to state that we beiieve whatever he says about his White Pine Compound.

W.

HUFFBBIHO,

We beg of yon, ifyounrestok. tourake just
ofit. Price One Dollar per bottle.

Compound.)

J.

Remedy

DYSPEPSIA!

Board man, of

REV.

whe

medical adviser, to coll at his rooms, No. 3
Temple Street, which they will tlnd arranged for theli
especial accommodation.
Dr. H.'s Klectic Renovating Medicines are unrivalled In efficacy and superior virtue In regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their actlen la speoilie and
need

FROM A BOSTON PASTOR
Dostox, Jauua ry^SlHSi.
Rev. J. W Polahd. M D.
Dear Sir:—Your White Pine Compound has boon

act
not

Infirmary,

Medical

Electic

REV. L. D. HODGE.
of West Randolph, Vt., who is a practicing physician, as well as a preacher, in a letter to Dr. P dated
May SI, 'HSU, says: “1 Hud it an excellent medieine
in kidney disease.”

GEORGE W SWETT, M.
to the

suc-

CAUTION TO THE PUEL1C.

cured.”
The aliove was written by I>r. Poland in 1SG0.—
Since then, as in Manchester, the White Flue Comremedies, a-t
pound has 'lien the lead of a<l
well as preparations for the cure ol kidney ditlicul
ties, iu every city, town, village aud hamlet, through
out thcNew England States.
The past year has given great opportunity to test
the virtue oi the Whitt Pine Compound. It lias
beeu an unusual time lor Colds and Coughs, aud very
large quautities of the Whi'e Pine Compound have
It
beeu sold and used with the happiest effects.
•peaks we Ilbr the Medicine, and the people where it
are high iu its praise.
is
One bottle of this Compound is generally sufficient
to remove a bad cough, and frequently I have known
persons to have a cold entirely removed in two days,
by using less than half a bottle. From one to two
1 sometimes put a little
white sugar aud hot water with it, when taken on going to bed.
confine myself in
The limits to which I
this circular will not allow of that full expressiou
which I would like to give iu favor of the White Fine
Compound It is universally admired by all who use
it,—it has attained to suuh a popularity among those
whose opinion is valuable indeed, that vanity may
more here than
possibly iu part prompt me to record
hurried peop e will have patience to read; so I will
stop, by merely recommending to all who need a
cough or kidney remedy to test the virtue of the
Wuitk Fink Compound.

As soon ax your article was brought to my notice, it
therefore secured my attention; and 1 have not tailed
to acquaint uiysoll with a sufficient number of facts
to produce a sottlcdjudgiueiitastoi a vn'ue. Borne
of hiy own family have tried It with signal benefit—
1 believe it one of the liestcough medicines ever preI have
pated. Besides its value as a Cough Medicine,
be all it ulaims, as a remegood rouson to believe it todialietes
dy for kidney diseases and
I* C. STEVENS
Yours truly,
[Several other clergymen and physicians have also written 'o Dr 1’., highly approving of his White

of his skill and

assurance

Every intelligent

TheWhite Pine Compound.

Patent Tobacco Fer-

tilize; Fine and Extra-Fine Ground Bone;
Powdered Raw Bone, &c.
24 Broad Street, Boston.
Jan 27—d4m

sufficient

al

WM. L. BRADLEY,
Manufacturer of Coq's Bradley's Patent Super-Phos-

phate ol Lime; Bradley’s

furnishing

cess.

FROM ELERY E. CAIIOON.

City HrII Building, Market Square,
POST LAND,

the

As a remedy for kidney complaints, the White Fine
Compound stands unrivuliud. it was not originated
for that purpose; but a person iu using it for a cough,
wasnotouly cured ol the cough, but was also uure«i
of a kidney difficulty ol teu years’ standing. Hioce
that accidental discovery many thousand* have used
it tor the same complaint, aud have beeu completely

Pine

Seeds,

Implements,

Wooden

or receutly contracted, entirely removing
dregs of disease from Urn system, ami making a
perfect and PERMANENT CUKE.
Ho would call the attcution of the afflicted to the
fact of his long standing and well-earned reputation

standing

cheap.

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

Agricultural

I>evoting

**

1803.

X,

coiuuitadprivately,

WHEUE

Sreclaim
la 1803 1 became

by Wm, L. Bradley,

PATENTED

pounded as to bo very uaciul In he case of the threat
anil lungs. To test (he value of it in the ease alluded
to, 1 compounded a small quantity of the medicine
that I had been planning, and gave it iu tcuspoonf .1
doses. The result was exceedingly gratifying. Within two days llieirritationol the throat was removed,

he can be
and with
the utmost confidence by the afflicted, at all
hours daily, and irom 8 A. M. to tf P. M.
l>r. H. addresses those who are suffering under the
affliction of private diseases, whether urMng from
impure connection or fhe terrible vice of self-abuse.
bis entire time to that particular branch ol
the medical profession, he loeU warranted in CuarRA NTEE1NG A ClttK IV ALL CASES, Whether of long

sympathy which I feel for you, as a former
Baptist pastor—obliged to relinquish the ministry
inerelv on account or ill health, but still cherishing
all I he ardor of your early years lor this blessod
workyund laboring to your utmost, in other ways to
the glorious Uospel—inedned me, as amatirof duty, tooomply with your request,

drng-

SUPER PHOSPHATE OF LIME,
Manufactured

a

No. 5 Temple Street,

Then the

—giht. Sent free to all on receipt of live cents
Address DR. O.
FITS—to pre-pav postage. &c.
—PHELPS BROWN, No. 19 Grand St., Jerfe28d6i*w3w9
N.
J.
FITS-sey City,

BRADLEY’S

comwas

PRIVATE MEDICAL ROOMS,

**

ers ;

CHEAP

W. POUND'S

CAN BN FOUND AT HIS

purposely

Cure Suppressed, Excessive and
Painful Menstruation, Green
Sickness, Nervous and Spinal Affections, Pains in the Back, SickHeadache. Giddiness, and nfl diseases that spring from
irregularity,
by removing tlie cause and all the
effects that arise from it. They
are |>erfectly sate in all cases, except when forbiddsn by direetions, aud are easy to administer,
«s they are
nicely eugar coated.
They should be in the hands of
i every Maiden, Wife, and Mother

Copaiba

Bradley,

#

that

Speedy Cure for *11 diseasKidney and Urinary Or game,
iemale, frequently performing
and

second best
do.
Fort the best experiment on Grass,

J:,

Manufacturers of PU .E WHITE

Lead,

MANCHESTER, in Portland, describing her symptoms. She immediately examined her case and told
that she had a Snake in her stomach, told where she
drank it, and that it lias been growing, and Horn the
best of her judgement she should think it ten or
twelve inches long. I gave the child her prescription
and in a few hours the child ejected the snake alive
from the stomach; it was measured and found to be
eleven and a half inches long. We have it preserved,

“There Is ho such Woid as Fail.”

SUPER-PHOSPHATE OF LIME.

of New Y

the disease was. Some friends advised that we
should call on a Clairvoyant; there boing none in
Providence that we could roly on, we wrote to Mrs.
what

perior

rout©* through Boa-

March 1—dim

very singular one—they never saw one like
it—and came to the conclusion they could not tell

case was a

HAY, Druggist, Portland,

materials,
ed wanner, it is commended to the public
MADE
AD who
other in the market.
to

VIA THE

and

in its use!

invaluable remedy fur Sciatica, Gout, Neuralgia, Lome Back, Side or Stomach; Strains, Sprains,
and all joint affections; Chilblains, Cramp; and will
take the soreness from Cuts, Burns and Bruises.
An

BOSTON.

Less than by any other Route!

ton

A Clear Case of Clairvoyant Sight.
Dear Madam:—Permit me to tender you my sincere thanks for the cure you havo effected on my
child. My daughter, ten years old, was taken sick
last Jauuary in a very singular manner*
We called
in sir of the best Physicians in the city; they said the

i.rr

Of An

Physician

l

From 618 Broadway, Now York, lias returned to
Portland, and can b*j consulted at her office, No, 11

SURE

of the best

the

Electric

OF NO INJURY TO THE SYSTEM.

THE—

Regions, Canada,

Aluo, Tickets by all

CLAIRVOYANT!

SURE

—OE THE—

$0

MRS. MANCHESTER,

Relief from all Rheumatic Affections,

t.

—TO

;.j

If!

SURE

THROUGH TICKETS!
;

J.

throat, attended
disagreeable cough. 1 bad for some months
previous thought that a preparation laving for Its
basis the inside bark of while pine might be so com-

COE'S

REQUIRED.

Apply every day except Sunday, from nine to ten
A. M., at tlie office of the subscribers, where plans
may be seen, and full particular* obtained.
J. B. BROWN & SONS.
Portland, May 3, 1865.
«nay4tf

one acre

itew

W. D. LITTLE, Agent.
Passage Tickets for California, by the Old Line
Mail Steamers and Panama Railroad may be secured
by early application at this offioe.
mar80dfcwtf
March SOI 1865.

building lots in the West End ortho
Vaughan, Pine, Neal, Carlton. Thomas,

flie village, with

the

RATES OF FARE,

LOWE8T

Inducement*

CASH PAYMENTS

at

DR.

.a-

with

FITS—A

Galena,
Quinoy, 8t, Louis, Louisville, Indianapolis, Cairo,
As,, anil is prepared to furnish Through Tickets
from Portland tw all tho principal Cities aud Town.

West, Emery, Cushman, Lewis, BramhaU, Monument, Dantorth, Orange and Salem Streets.
They will sell on a eredit of from one to ten years,
if desirod by the purchasers, and to parties who will
build houses of
satisfactory character, they will advance, \f desired, one fourth of the cost Qf building, on
completion of the house. From parties who build im-

mediately, NO

LITTLE

for all the great Leading Routes to ChicaCleveland Detroit, Milwaukee,
Oshkosh, St. Paul, Lacrosse, Green Bay,

i'

POE PAETIES WISHING TO BUILD.
offer for sale a large
quantity of
on

mmm

Agent
IS go,
Cincinnati,

subscribers
rpIIE
JL desirable

city, lying

i

North-West and the Oanadas.

W.

24—dly

Great

to Travelers

tot..''

somo

Bemi-Animal Dividend.

INSUMANCN COMP’Y,

April

CHAS.

Steam Boilers!

ONmaking loqw
oiten asked how

72

and after
1st.
The Hoar.I of Directors have voted to increase Ihe
Capital Stock ot the Company to One Million of iDollars. Books will l*e opened at tho office of the Company,on the 15th day ol January inst., for tho s ubscriution ot an additional amount of $500,000, and ln-

May

on

liabilities.

NEW HAVEN, JAN.
11, igg*.
Tlie Board of Directors have declared a <5emi An.
Dual Caah Dividend of TEN PER CENT i roe from
Government tax, payable on and alter the li 'th luat
Alao, a Scrip Dividend of Sixty Per Cent, on the
earned premium ot policies entitled to partic ipate in
the profits of the year ending January i«t, l l«C, for
which certificates will l>e issued on the 1st day of

<\7VuonH

Improvement

p.

Grand Trunk Railway.

respectable

S. H. McALPINE,
State Agent

Assistant

Surgeons.
of Medical Officers will

and 2 30

WEST!

Medical Boards

as

ir.

CHASE, Supt.

Portland, Nov. G, 1865—dtf

6 ludia Street.
feb7dtf

mission into the Navy

Also in theaelecUon of risk., itt lotto for the last
six year, having been from 30 Is 70 |>r, cl. 1cm
Ilian .f any Mkn Co. of a. long standing.
As the losses oi a Co. are «o are its profits, and a*
its profit! so are its dividends. The moral la readily
understood.
c
A few competent man wanted as solicitors.

Nov. 15.
«*:s

first class, and will sail semi-

are

aud 2 20 p.

Portland

The

John Berry, Commander,
Wharf,on Thurssail from the endot

Boston. Feb. 3d, 1866.

LEVER HAVING LITIGATED A CLAIM!

4?° Office Bo. 25

Mails.

Long
WILL
day, February 15tb, I860, at 3 P. M., to be followed
the Steamer
sailing Thurs-

PROMPTNESS
a

FOR HAVANA.

A, M.

Freight trains leave Portland and Boston daily.

STEAMER “TONAWANLA.”

The

In the payment of losses Is
oi this Company,

CUBA

COMPANY.

STEAMSHIP

Carrying the United States

an

IMMEDIATE

AND

BOSTON

R.

T !
WHITE

ing invigorate, strengthen

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

28,1886._

THE CHARTER OAK Life Insurance Company
declares Dividends each year, and pays them at the
payment of the ucond and each succedlng premium,
thus aiding the insured in meeting their payments by

CARPEXTER, Suft.

Portland, Oct 26.1865—dir

Will, until lUrthor notice, run as
follows:—
Leave Atlantic Wharf, Portland,
every Monday, Tuesday, Wednes---’day, Thursday, Friday and Saturday, at 7 o’clock P. M.: and ludia Wharf, Boston,
every Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday,Thursday, Friday aud Saturday, at5 o’clock P.-M,
Fare in Cabin.
*
$2.00.
Freight taken as usual
The

tiHry-^Mlrain.
notice:
,.t

STEAMERS

Forest City, Lewiston and

combined

a

Arrangement l

THE

On ami after Monday, Oct. 30, 1865,
will leave aw follows, until further

13S83S653

A

'•.‘Jt u‘i.

family

On and after Monday, Nov. GfA.1865,
»«M.ltralll8 will run as follows
Morning Train for South Paris, Lewiston and

Auburn, at 7 35 A. n.
Mail Tram for Waterville, Banror, Gorham, Island
ond* Montreal and Quebec at 110 p if:
This train connects with Kxpros* train for Toronto
otroitand Chicago. Sleeping Cars attached from
land Pond to Quebeo and Montreal.
No Baggage can be received or checked after the
me above stated.
Trains will arrive as followsk-,
810 A, U
Fropi So. Parts, Lewiston and Auburn,
From Montreal, Quebec Ac.
145 p, m.

rtl

■-

Eemedy!

was early in the
of 1855 that
pound was originated. A member cf my
afflicted with an irritation of the

II. II.

—

Steamship Line.

capital and surplus of more than

CHARTER

Philadelphia

PORTLAND AND BOSTON LINE1

FIRE COMPANIES.

Companies

and

ye Steamers NORMAN, SAXON, and ARIES
now torm the line, and a steamer leaves each port
EVEkY FIVE HAY&
From Long Whar, Boston,.vat 12 M.
From Pine St. Wharf, Philadelphia,.at 10 A.M.
the PennsylvaFreight for the West forwarded
and to Baltimore and Washington by
nia
Canal or Railroad, free of commissions,
Fer freight, apply to
■%
h

Summer

RAILWAY,

Canada.

PORTLAND 4 ROCHESTER R.R.

Ie28dtd

1866._

Boston

Nov 22-^dlyr

of New York.
Washington.
ln.nnu.ee Co. of North America,

Life Insurance

apply

Ol

to

H.(tA. ALtAN,
G. T. K. Passenger Depot.

6

COMPANIES.

above named reliable

or

i

No. 23 Exchange St.

dav of

c<7

Forfrcight

FOYE, COFFIN ASWAN.

on

“

Cabin (according to accommodations)
$70 to $80
$26
Steerage,
Payable in Gold or Us equivalent.

Agent, Portland,

Office 166 Pore Street.

LIFE

Liverpool:

and

«

’*

DR. J. B. HUGHES

Great New England

“It

Laaaflffljn

Liverpool.

THRO

Medical.

»

TYIHCH

TS

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

day

Passage to Londomlery

GRAND TRUNK

FREIGHT FOlt THE SOUTH AND WEST.

CHAB. HUMPHREY, Yarmouth.
C. H. CRESSEY, Gorham.
lpeb 8—3wood

MARINE

and

SURE RELIEF!

Medical.
THE

-AND-

ARRANGEMENT, 18C5-66.
Commencing December, XI, 1865.
Trains leave Portland daily (Sundays
for Bath, Lewiston via Antwwiffigexcepted)
R.
droscoggin
R.), Augusta, Watorvilfc, Kendall’s
Mills, Skowhegan, and intermediate Stations, at
1.00 P. ML
Portland lor Bath daily
at5.15p7M. (Mixed Train.) (Sundays exoented)
Leave Skowhegan for Portland and Boston at 8.30
A. M., Augusta 10.35 and Bath at 11.55.
This is the only route east without break of
gauge
a&’Portland. Through tickets fur alJ Stations on this
line, also on the Maine Central R. R., can be purchased in Boston at Eastern or Boston and Maine
Depots. Passengers with through tickets going east
will change cars at the first depot they arrive at in
Portland, where ample time is there allowed to dine
(45 minutes) at a first class eating house. Superior
and well ventilated cars are run with the through
trains.
Fare as Low by this Route as any other.
Stages for Rockland connect at Bath; and tor Belfast at Augusta, and for Solon, Anson, Norridgewock, Athens and Moose Head Lake at Skowhegan,
and lor China, East and North Vassal boro’ at V assalboro’, atid fbr Unity at Kendall’s Mill’s.
W. HATCH, Train Mauager.
Dec. 11,1865-dtf
y
_, r,-v

Eye, Ear, Catarrh

The

WINTER

four

C. C. EATON, Agent.
le'/Idlf
l

The Steamship BELGIAN, Capt. Brown, will
sail from this port for Liverpool, SATUKDAY, 3d
of March, I860, immediately alter the arrival ol the
traia of the previous
from Montreal.
To be followed by the North American, March 10th.

•flti'i

J. W. Monger,

14-W,Tln-a,)‘Y,Sat,Tu,Th,Sa,Tg. Tb.S. lot

Ottlco of the Company, No. 61
change their »omlH, Ooumms amt
celptw for ccrtilicateHoi Stock&l
LEWls pi RRf'K

9,550

59
56
00

Dividend of Six Per Cent, o n the
out-standing Serin ol' the Company, payable in cash

snbtan-

days of sailing until

Beturn Tioketa Granted at Reduced Batea

2$

next.
And an Interest

11

on

Londonderry
25
50
00
51

April

'*

Portland & Rochester ltailroad

500,000 00

E. R. THOMAS, Secretary.

twelfth

Emporium,
MIDDLE

Railroad

Carrying the Canadian and U. S. Mails.
PagSEKOEKa Booked to

E. A. STANSBURY, President.

fosses unadjusted,

India Rubber

leave

Montreal Ocean Steamship Co,

$000,000 00

Amount of losses claimed and unpaid, not
$119,065 47
yet due, and all other claims,
Amount of Fire losses paid the past year, 491,863 50

HALL5 s

14"!

i k‘ Freight received
o’clock P, M.
Fab 26, 1866.

Interest accrued and not due,
Arnouut of all other investments,

India Rubber boots and Shoes,
-AT-

notice

Wharf, foot of State St, every MONo’clock 1*. M., for Kastport and St. John.
DAY,
Returning wRl leave St. John ever THURSDAY,
at6 o’clock A. M. lor Kastport, Portland, and Bos-

1806.

__JL

last; that in some wayjie wili break the rocky
heart; that lie will watch from the eternal
heaven, wait and put forth influences until
they all come at last into his kingdom. The
Scribes and Pharisees cannot like
that; they

situation of a stone that is

further

assets.

OF

DowirwA^x) Joy.—“It is no use now; you
are dowti.”
Such a joy as that is hellish and
abominable; it is one of the darkest problems
in the universe; it is the grandest embodiment
of the devil that I know of. There is. only
one thing that is as bad, and that is the spirit
of the oldest son in the parable, who believes
lie is going to heaven because lie lias worked
for it all liis life, and nobody else has
any
right to go there who has not worked as hard
as he has.
Or that of the Scribes aud Pltarisees who cannot bear the idea that God in
some way will have
mercy upon all; that he
would bring all (not in their
silts, but out of

them,

On and after Monday,Maroh 5th,
the Steamer NEW BRUNSWICK.
Capt, E. B. Winchester, -will until
at 5

(J. S. 10-10 5 per cent. Gold-Bearing Bonds,
$375,436
(market value,)
U. S. 7 3-10 Treasury Notes, (market val.) 219,422
Wisconsin War Bonds,
4,770
Cash on hand,
49,090
Cash due on premiums written at the office, 53,908
Cash in hands of Agents,
50,300

kin"-

race,

Calais and St. John.

ton.

Amount ol Capital,.Amount of Capital paid in,

at last Andrew took of his cap, and

scratching his head,sard, “Johnnie, you and me,
1 think, hae been very tuhlish to dispute, as
we hae done, concerning Christ's will about
our kirks, until we hae cleau
forgot his will
ahoot ourselves; and sac we hae tought sae
lor
what
we
ca’
the
bitterly
truth, that it has
ended in spite. Whatever^ wrang, it is perfectly certain that it never can be right to be
uncivil, unueighborly, unkind, in (he, tae hate
aue anither.
Na, ua; that’s the devil’s work,
ami no God’s. isioo, it strikes me that maybe
It’s wi’ the kirk as wi’ this house; ye’re working cn ae side and me on the t’ither, but if we
only do oUr work weel, we will meet at the tap
at last.
Gie’s your ban’ auld neighbor!”
And so they shook ban’, and were the best

in

International Steamship Go.

OF NEW YORK,
1

to

HOMEKHY, Agent,
At Olllce on the Wharf.
1866.—dtf
Feb
28th,
Portland,

SPRING ARRANGEMENT.

Morris Fire and Inland Ins. Co.,

body of J’resbyterians who had seceded from
the Kstablished Church of Scotland, was split
iu two op a quarrel about a clause in the oath
required of the freemen of certain Scottish burroughs, which expressed “their hearty allowance of the true religion at
preseat professed
within the realm, and authorized by the laws
thereof.” The party who held that the oatli

Freight or l'assagc apply

MUNGER, Agent,

-OF THE-

ago and more, a numerous

God

W.

For

Eastport,

CONDENSED STATEMENT

Meeting at the Top,

so

Pbkbidknt.

OFFICE, 10G FORE STREET,
Fel) 19,1866—eodly
PORTLAND.

Sunday Reading.

flee,

STANSBURY,

EDWARD A.

land, Camden, Belfast, Searsport, Buck sport, and
Win ter port, both ways.
Passengers ticketed through on theftoston fl'Mftlne,
and Piasteru Rahroud at theDepots in Boston, Salem,
By mi and Lawrence.
A.

ABRAHAM M. KIRBY, Vice-Prceldent.
ELLIS R. THOMAS, Secretary.
G. M. HARWOOD General Agent.

tell?
Yot surely know,
Whatever land or city you may claim
And count as yours,
From olhorwhore you canto,
Elsewhither must you go;
Even to a city with foundations low
As Hell, with battlements Heaven-high,
Which is eternal; ami its place and name
Are mystery.

vesirs

damage

LOSSES PROMPTLY ADJUSTED AKD
PAID!

Where is it? Tell who can.
-dl lhe lHiat geographers’ advice.
•1 is butIdo.l in no
valley of Japan
Or secret Asla,
i^or in isle unfound
As yet, nor iii a regloii calm and warm,
Enclosed iroin every storm,
Within the magical and monstrous bound
Ol polar ice.

A hundred

$500,OCX).
$500,000.

Authorized Capital.
Cash Capital paid in,

impolicies of Insurance against loss or
b y tire issued on the most favorable terms.

very short.

Where is it? Who

TORE.

NEW

Arc not known there,
wily tongue, the cannon's tierce report,
Fall

A>ot of State Street, port laud, every
Tuesday ami Friday Evening,at 10o’clock, connectp.
with
the
ing
2$ m train from Boston.
Returning will leave fV interport every Monday and
Thursday Morning a* 6 o’clock, touching at Rock___

That City's gates and towers
Know nothing of the earth's nM-fainoits liag9;
It hath its own wide region, its own air.
kings, our lords, our mighty warriors
The

Street,

Pine

at*.

new

|

Medical.

5

"SPIIAGUE’S

AJtENNEBEC R. R.

Portland to Skosybetcan via 'Watervillc
and Kendall’* Mill*.

On and after

the*

But

PORTLAND

Medical.

i

t

Retail Dealers in

everywhere.

J. W. PERKINS, W
F. PHILLIPS, and H.
tfdl'General Agents fur the State of Maine.

Nov-27—eod&eow3ui.

1

Troches are made from a Recipe obtained
from Charles Morse, M. D.f ol Portland, Maine.
Thev are of the highest efficiency In allaying Irritation ol tho throat, a property due to their demulcoul
bronchial irritation,
ingredients. They also relieYe
by loosening and softening the tenacious secretions
of
the
so that it can be readily
the
tubes,
lining
upon

THESE

expectorated.
H

are subject to a dryness and tickling
often
throat, while attending church, which
all that
cough; these troches will rtmove
from a warm

Many persons

ot the

causes

trouble and prevent taking cold on going
out into the ;*old air.
For tale wholesale and retail by

loom

Wressetl Hogn.

LARGE lot just received and (It sale by
JEREMIAH HOWE,
Eeb ‘3S—dlw
ST Commercial St.

A

CIIARL.K8 Ww row. Proprietor.
O. P. *H™‘HKKB
Also, by NATHAN WOOD,
felddSm
A CO., »ud H. H. HAT.

